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Abstract
This thesis presents results from an AGCM
sensitivity study in which the response
in the Northern Hemisphere storm tracks
to an imposed SST anomaly is investi-
gated. The study was motivated by observa-
tional studies cited in the IPCC Fourth As-
sessment Report indicating that the storm
tracks have shifted northward during the
second half of the 20th century, a shift
which may be related to global warming.
To perform sensitivity studies, the NCAR
CAM3 model was applied using the data
ocean model with an imposed 2 K SST
anomaly in all oceanic grid points north of
45◦S. Additionally, the sensitivity to lon-
gitudinal and latitudinal variations in the
SST anomaly domain was investigated by
heating high-latitudes and low-latitudes,
only high-latitudes and only low-latitudes
in the Atlantic and Arctic Ocean in three
different runs. To investigate the impor-
tance of a potential reduction in the ice
cover, CAM3 was run without ice in the
Northern Hemisphere. The storm tracks
were represented in terms of bandpass vari-
ance using the bandpass filter method and
cyclone count using the CCI method devel-
oped by Rasmus E. Benestad at the Norwe-
gian Meteorological Institute.
Warming the ocean by 2 K in all oceanic
grid points north of 45◦S yields, in terms
of bandpass variance, a northeastward shift
in the North-Atlantic storm track and no
latitudinal shift in the Pacific storm track,
with corresponding changes in atmospheric
baroclinicity and the mean circulation. The
zonally averaged Eady parameter shifts up-
ward and northward in response to an in-
creased upper-level temperature gradient
and a decreased lower-level temperature
gradient, consistent with the findings of Yin
(2005). As Yin (2005) performed a climate
scenario study using a 15 member ensem-
ble of coupled GCMs, while this study in-
vestigates the effects in a uncoupled AGCM
where the only forcing is a positive SST
anomaly, indications are that oceanic heat-
ing is the main driver of the observed storm
track changes.
Variations in the SST anomaly domain re-
veals that low-latitude heating is the pri-
mary driver of the observed storm track
changes. Removing the ice cover yields
changes of comparable magnitudes to high-
latitude heating, as is therefore not as im-
portant as low-latitude heating.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Extra-tropical cyclones (from now on re-
ferred to as cyclones) are features sub-
ject to much attention on both synopti-
cal and climatological timescales. On syn-
optical timescales, cyclones are responsi-
ble for most of the severe mid-latitude
weather events, and are commonly known
for their strong winds and heavy precip-
itation (Holton, 2004). On climatological
timescales, cyclones are important contrib-
utors to meridional transport of heat and
momentum at mid-latitudes (Holton, 2004).
On climatological time-scales, certain re-
gions in the North-Atlantic and Pacific are
characterized by relatively high cyclone fre-
quencies. These regions stretch from the
east coasts of North-America and Asia into
the respective oceans towards the Norwe-
gian/Barents Sea and the west coast of
North-America. The North-American and
Asian east coasts are well suited for cy-
clone formation, particularly during the
winter, as the land-ocean heat contrasts
yield strong meridional temperature gradi-
ents and by thermal wind balance strong
vertical wind shear, making these regions
highly baroclinic and favorable for baro-
clinic growth.
These areas of high cyclone frequency are
commonly referred to as storm tracks or
storm bands. Storm tracks have been sub-
ject of much attention for more than a cen-
tury. In the late 19th century, individ-
ual cyclone trajectories would be estimated
by eye from e.g. ship observations, pick-
ing out the storm track regions where the
cyclones preferably traveled (e.g. Hinman
(1888)). With the computer came objective
automatic methods for storm track iden-
tification and analysis. An early method
was temporal filtering in which one would
apply e.g. a bandpass filter to the 6 h
Sea Level Pressure (SLP) field to retain
fluctuations with frequencies corresponding
to that of a growing baroclinic wave (e.g.
Blackmon (1976), Blackmon et al. (1977)),
yielding the storm tracks as large max-
ima in the bandpass variance field. With
increasing computer power, more compu-
tationally demanding methods were devel-
oped and applied which would detect low-
centers in the SLP field (so-called feature
point identification) and subsequently find
the most probable trajectory followed by
each low-pressure center (so-called feature
point tracking) (e.g. Hodges (1994), Hoskins
and Hodges (2002)). Feature point identifi-
cation methods are commonly applied with-
out subsequent feature point tracking yield-
ing cyclone count statistics (e.g. Benestad
and Chen (2006)).
With the availability of reanalysis products
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such as the National Center of Environ-
mental Prediction/National Center of Atmo-
spheric Research (NCAR/NCEP) reanalysis
1, and the European Center of Medium-
range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) 40-year
reanalysis (ERA40), long term studies of
storm track trends were made feasible
yielding a number of storm track trend
analysis (e.g. McCabe et al. (2001), Gulev et
al. (2001), Wang et al. (2006), Benestad and
Chen (2006), Hoskins and Hodges (2002))
The Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report
(Trenberth et al., 2007) sites a number of
studies (e.g. Gulev et al. (2001), McCabe
et al. (2001), Wang et al. (2006)) indicat-
ing that there has been significant changes
in the storm track structure and intensity
during the second half of the 20th century.
Among these changes is a northward shift
in storm track position (Wang et al. (2006),
McCabe et al. (2001)). Yin (2005) found a
consistent northward shift in storm track
position using 15 coupled IPCC climate
models forced with increased greenhouse
gas concentrations in accordance with the
A1B scenario from the IPCC Special Report
on Emission Scenarios (Nakicenovic et al.,
2000).
Motivated by findings of reanalysis studies
and climate scenario studies such as Mc-
Cabe et al. (2001) and Yin (2005), indicat-
ing that the storm tracks shift north in re-
sponse to global warming, the aim of this
study was to investigate the potential north-
ward shift in the North-Atlantic storm track
in response a 2 K oceanic warming, which
is expected to occur in response to global
warming, in an Atmospheric General Circu-
lation Model (AGCM). Additionally, the re-
sponse to longitudinal and latitudinal vari-
ations in the oceanic warming domain and
to removing the ice cover from the entire
Northern Hemisphere will be investigated.
To perform simulations, the NCAR Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model version 3.0 (CAM3)
was applied with a Eulerian dynamical
core, T42 and T85 resolution in the horizon-
tal, 26 vertical layers and the Data Ocean
Model with 12 monthly prescribed Sea Sur-
face Temperature (SST) and ice coverage
samples. All modifications were made to
the SST and ice coverage fields in the ini-
tial condition data set file. The NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis was used for model valida-
tion. The storm tracks in this study are
represented in terms of bandpass variance
and cyclone count using the bandpass fil-
ter method described in section 4.1 and the
Calculus-based Cyclone Identification (CCI)
method from Benestad and Chen (2006) de-
scribed in section 4.2. The time period
investigated is 1. December 1980 – 28.
February 1990 using the Northern Hemi-
sphere winter months December, January
and February (DJF) only.
In the following, an overview of important
storm track theory is given in the second
chapter, data and methods are presented
in the third and forth chapter, respectively,
the results are presented in the fifth chap-
ter and summarized and discussed in the
sixth chapter. Finally, suggestions for fu-
ture work is given in the seventh chapter.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 What are storm tracks?
Extra-tropical cyclones (referred to as
cyclones from now on) are the synoptic-scale
features which constitute the storm track
on climatological timescales. Cyclones ex-
ist due to the baroclinic nature of the mid-
latitude atmosphere. Uneven solar heat-
ing combined with the prevailing thermal
wind balance yields strong westerly wind
shear in the vertical. Cyclones start off as
small perturbations in the westerly mean
flow and will, if they are of certain struc-
tures, be able to grow by feeding on the en-
ergy of the mean flow. Cyclones are able to
extract energy from the mean flow by redis-
tributing mass in such a way as to lower the
atmospheric center of mass, thereby con-
verting atmospheric potential energy into
kinetic energy. The redistribution of mass
yields meridional and vertical heat trans-
port contributing simultaneously to reduc-
ing the meridional temperature gradient
and the vertical wind shear.
Cyclogenesis, the initial growth and devel-
opment of a cyclone, predominantly occurs
in areas of enhanced baroclinicity. Such ar-
eas are found off the east coast of North-
America and Asia where the contrast be-
tween the cold continents and the warm
western boundary currents cause strong
meridional temperature gradients. Due to
the large heat capacity of the ocean and
the low heat capacity of the continents, the
baroclinicity is greatest during the winter
months. Cyclones travel east along with the
jet stream as they grow, reach their mature
stage, and ultimately undergo cyclosis, the
process of cyclone decay.
The storm tracks are climatological fea-
tures. On climatological timescales, cyclone
frequency in the Northern Hemisphere is
particularly high in bands stretching from
the traditional baroclinic regions off the
east coasts of North-America and Pacific
across the North-Atlantic and Pacific oceans
towards the Barents Sea and northeastern
Pacific. These bands are known as storm
tracks. Traditionally it has been believed
that cyclones would develop in the western
end of the storm track, in what is known
as the storm track entrance region, travel
eastward within the storm track region fol-
lowing the jet stream and finally decay in
the storm track exit region (Chang and Or-
lanski, 2002). Results several studies (e.g.
Hoskins and Hodges (2002), Gulev et al.
(2001), Chang and Orlanski (1993), Black
and Dole (2000)) indicate that this might
not be the case, rather cyclogenesis and
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Figure 2.1: Relative storm frequency and storm paths from Hinman (1888). As stated in the
figure title with the small font size, pink areas indicates the regions of highest storm frequency
and the arrows indicate observed storm trajectories.
cyclosis occur to some degree all over the
storm track regions.
In terms of the general circulation, the
North-Atlatic and Pacific storm tracks start
off near the stationary trough in the mean
geopotential height field placed over the
western parts of the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans and terminate near the ridges in
the mean geopotential height field found
over western Europe and the west coast
of North-America (Orlanski, 1998). Or-
lanski (1998) argues that compared to the
jet stream maximas placed over Japan and
the east coast of North-America, the storm
tracks originate somewhat poleward and
downstream of the vertical and horizontal
shear zone.
Storm tracks have been a subject of much
attention for more than a century. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows observed storm frequency and
storm trajectories from Hinman (1888), a
19th century school book. Pink regions in-
dicate the areas of greatest storm frequency
and the arrows indicate the individual ob-
served storm trajectories. From looking
at this figure, it is clear that no distinc-
tion has been made between extra-tropical
and tropical cyclones. Even so, the tra-
ditional North-Atlantic and Pacific storm
tracks stand out as regions of both high
storm frequency and several observed tra-
jectories.
2.1 What are storm tracks? 5
Storm track definitions differ from
study to study depending on the approach
(Eulerian, Lagrangian). Storm tracks are
loosely defined as geographical areas of
high extra-tropical cyclone activity. There
is no single way of defining cyclone activ-
ity. Different studies utilize different meth-
ods, and it is commonly argued (by e.g. Pa-
ciorek et al. (2002)) that this is meaning-
ful because cyclones are complex features
and different approaches yield different in-
formation.
Measuring cyclone activity in terms of
observed low-pressure systems is a com-
mon method applied in so-called “feature
point identification studies” (e.g. Benes-
tad and Chen (2006), McCabe et al. (2001))
activity being measured in terms of ob-
served low-pressure centers, cyclone trajec-
tories, or baroclinic wave activity. Feature
point identification is a collective terms for
methods that involves finding and count-
ing low-pressure centers, most commonly
utilized on the sea level pressure field.
Ultimately this method leads to cyclone
frequency statistics, yielding information
about where, statistically, low-pressure cen-
ters are found in time and space. In this
context storm tracks are areas experiencing
relatively high frequency of low-pressure
systems.
The second approach in which one mea-
sures cyclone activity in terms of cyclone
trajectories in known as feature point track-
ing methods (e.g. Gulev et al. (2001),
Hoskins and Hodges (2002)). Feature point
tracking methods are more advanced and
yield different information. They compute
the trajectories of the low-pressure centers
from cyclogenesis to cyclosis. Consequently,
feature tracking methods yields informa-
tion about where the cyclones are formed,
where they travel how fast they travel, their
deepening rates, how long they last and ul-
timately where they decay. In this case,
storm tracks are defined as areas with rela-
tively high-frequency of cyclone trajectories.
In the last approach, in which one utilizes
a bandpass filter to retain fluctuations in
some atmospheric field (e.g. geopotential
height or sea level pressure) and with pe-
riods corresponding to baroclinic waves, are
referred to as bandpass filter methods (e.g.
Blackmon (1976), Blackmon et al. (1977)).
One of the great advantages of this method
compared to the others is that it can easily
be performed at all altitudes in the atmo-
sphere, yielding a three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the storm tracks. Also, it’s
significantly less computationally demand-
ing than feature point identification or fea-
ture point tracking. In this context, storm
tracks are defined as maximas in the band-
pass variance field.
Unfortunately the terminology of the storm
track field is somewhat confusing. As pre-
viously mentioned there are multiple storm
track definitions. A storm track study
will typically choose a definition suited for
whatever method is used in that particular
study. In addition to multiple storm track
definitions, there are multiple ways of re-
ferring to the features making up the storm
tracks. When using feature point identifi-
cation and tracking methods, the features
constituting the storm track are usually re-
ferred to as storms, cyclones or low-pressure
centers. In bandpass filter studies, features
are often referred to as eddies, transients,
perturbations e.t.c. Even though the band-
pass variance fields are found to be domi-
nated by growing baroclinic waves (Black-
mon, 1976), other phenomena with similar
timescales, such as anticyclones, will un-
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avoidably be included in the field. There-
fore, it would be inprecise to refer to the
features as storms or cyclones in bandpass
variance studies.
2.2 Fundamentals
2.2.1 The general circulation
The general circulation is atmospheric flow
averaged over time scales long enough to
retain variations longer than that of indi-
vidual cyclones (Holton, 2004). It is tra-
ditionally divided into two parts, the zonal
mean and the longitudinal dependent circu-
lation (caused by stationary waves). Held
et al. (2002) argues that this is meaningful
because separate mechanisms maintain the
zonal mean and the stationary wave struc-
ture.
The zonal mean
The sun is the primary energy source of the
earth. Incoming solar radiation displays a
strong latitudinal dependence resulting in
an over all energy surplus in the tropics and
an energy deficit at the poles. As the earth-
atmosphere system is in approximate radia-
tive equilibrium, about the same amount of
energy being absorbed by the earth and the
atmosphere must also be emitted back into
space (in an annual mean). Outgoing plan-
etary radiation, unlike incoming solar radi-
ation, displays only a weak dependence on
latitude. Accordingly solar heating sets up
a meridional temperature gradient decreas-
ing from the equator towards the poles. For
this temperature gradient to cease growing
there has to be energy transport from the
tropics to the polar regions.
On a non-rotating earth the uneven so-
lar heating sets up a meridional tempera-
ture gradient stretching from the equator
to the poles in both hemispheres. Exces-
sive tropical heating causes the tropical air
to expand vertically relative to the poles,
setting up a high-level meridional pressure
gradient with high pressure at the equa-
tor and low pressure at the poles (Wal-
lace and Hobbs, 2006). Consequently warm
tropical air flows down-gradient from the
tropics towards the poles. As atmospheric
mass is redistributed through meridional
transport, surface pressure rises at high-
latitudes and drops at low-latitudes (Wal-
lace and Hobbs, 2006). The result is a
low-level pressure gradient decreasing to-
wards the equator which acts to transport
cold polar air down-gradient. In the ab-
sence of rotation, solar heating gives rise to
a hemispheric wide thermally direct circu-
lation (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). When in-
cluding the effects of rotation upon the flow,
this is the hemispheric wide version of the
famous Hadley circulation (Holton, 2004).
The effects of rotation imposes major
changes upon the flow. First of all, Newtons
laws are only valid in an inertial frame of
reference. Because the earth rotates, it is
accelerating and is consequently not an in-
ertial frame of reference. Luckily, there is
a way around this problem. By introducing
pseudo-forces which compensate for the ef-
fects of rotation, Newtons second law may
still be applied. These pseudo-forces are the
Coriolis force and the centrifugal force. It is
standard procedure to “absorb” the centrifu-
gal force into the gravitational force. This is
done because centrifugal force exactly bal-
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ance the part of the force of gravity which
exists because the Earth is not a perfect
sphere. The new gravity, defined as the sum
of the true gravitational force and the cen-
trifugal force, points towards the center of a
perfect sphere and is therefore perpendicu-
lar to geopotential surfaces.
The physical explanation for the existence
of the Coriolis force is conservation of an-
gular momentum. Consider an air par-
cel moving at constant altitude from the
tropics towards the poles. As the air par-
cel moves poleward, the distance between
the axis of rotation and the air parcel de-
creases and the air parcel must attain pos-
itive zonal velocity to conserve angular mo-
mentum. Thus the air parcel is deflected
to the right. If the air parcel was mov-
ing from pole towards the equator the dis-
tance between the air parcel and the axis of
rotation would increase and the air parcel
would need to attain negative zonal veloc-
ity to conserve angular momentum. This
is a general result: in the horizontal, the
Coriolis force acts to deflect air parcels to the
right in the Northern Hemisphere. Consult
Holton (2004) for a detailed derivation and
description of the workings of the Coriolis
force in this context.
Thus taking into account the effects of ro-
tation, the Coriolis force modifies the pic-
ture of the hemispheric wide thermally di-
rect circulation. As the warm tropical air
flows polewards it is deflected to the right
(in the positive zonal direction) by the Cori-
olis force. As the flow becomes increasingly
more zonal it continues to be deflected to-
wards the right (now in the negative merid-
ional direction). Eventually the meridional
component of the Coriolis force will bal-
ance the meridional pressure gradient force
yielding geostrophic balance.
The effect of the Coriolis force on the low
level flow is similar. As the cold air flows
equatorward from the poles it is deflected
in the negative zonal direction by the Cori-
olis force. As the zonal flow becomes in-
creasingly more negative the meridional
component of the Coriolis force deflects it
in the positive meridional direction, ul-
timately achieving geostrophic balance at
low-levels.
The effects of rotation cause geostrophic bal-
ance at midlatitudes. Assuming that the
atmosphere is in hydrostatic balance as
well (generally a good assumption (Holton,
2004)) and combining with geostrophic bal-
ance yields thermal wind balance:
∂vg
∂(ln p)
= −R
f
(
∂T
∂x
)
p
(2.1)
∂ug
∂(ln p)
=
R
f
(
∂T
∂y
)
p
(2.2)
where ug and vg are the zonal and merid-
ional geostrophic velocities, respectively, R
is the gas constant of dry air, f is the Corio-
lis parameter, p is pressure and pressure is
applied as the vertical coordinate.
As can be seen from equation (2.1) the pres-
ence of a negative meridional temperature
gradient is consistent with the existence of
a geostrophic zonal wind which decreases
with increasing pressure, that is, increases
with height. The stronger the merid-
ional temperature gradient, the stronger
the vertical shear of the geostrophic zonal
wind. Due to thermal wind balance, mid-
latitudes are characterized by geostrophic
zonal winds which increase with height.
As it turns out, when the zonal wind
reaches some critical value it becomes baro-
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clinically unstable (Holton, 2004). When a
flow is unstable, small perturbations in the
flow will be able to grow by drawing energy
from the flow itself. The instabilities that
eventually occur in the flow are baroclinic
waves. These waves act to transport heat in
the meridional direction, and thereby con-
tribute to reducing the meridional tempera-
ture gradient.
Because of the existence of baroclinic in-
stability at mid-latitudes, the thermally di-
rect Hadley circulation is confined to the
subtopics. Warm air rises in the tropics
and flows towards the subtropics. Reaching
the subtropics the air sinks and flows back
to the tropics at low-levels. In the North-
ern Hemisphere, the Coriolis force is always
working to change the direction of the flow
by deflecting it towards the right, prevent-
ing purely meridional flow. In the zonal
mean, the Hadley circulation is responsible
for the meridional heat transport at low-
latitudes. At higher latitudes, extratrop-
ical cyclones, stationary waves and ocean
currents are responsible for the meridional
heat transport.
Zonal asymmetries
If the boundary condition of the earth was
independent of longitude, the zonally aver-
aged circulation would provide a complete
picture of the general circulation. But as
we know, this is not the case. The presence
of continents, mountains, warm oceanic cur-
rents etc. provide some of the most im-
portant contributors to zonal asymmetry.
The picture is complicated by feedback pro-
cesses due to ocean temperature, albedo
and ground wetness (Held, 1983). Also,
transient large-scale eddies modify the pic-
ture through heat and momentum trans-
Figure 2.2: Time mean Z500 hPa from a nine
winter period from Blackmon (1976). The
data is from the NMC analysis for the time
period 1963 – 1972 using the winter season
only. The winter season is in this case de-
fined as 15. November – 14. March. Con-
tour interval is 50 m.
port and latent heat release.
The effects of the longitudinal asymmetry
on the general circulation can be seen by
investigating Figure 2.2 which displays the
mean Z500 hPa field from Blackmon (1976).
Major troughs are found downstream from
the Rockies and Himalayas over the east
coast of North-America and over Japan. A
weaker trough is seen over eastern and
middle Europe. Ridges are found in the
eastern Atlantic and to some extent in the
eastern Pacific upstream from the Rockies.
The stationary waves that constitute the
longitudinally dependent part of the gen-
eral circulation are to a good approxima-
tion described by forced stationary Rossby
waves (Holton, 2004).
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Figure 2.3: Time mean zonal wind speed
at 500 hPa from a nine winter period from
Blackmon et al. (1977). The data is from the
NMC analysis for the time period 1963 –
1972 using the winter season only. The
winter season is in this case defined as 15.
November – 14. March.
2.2.2 The westerlies
Because of the zonally symmetric part of
the general circulation (section 2.2.1), there
is a band of fast-flowing winds at mid-
latitudes (the westerlies) characterized by
significant vertical shear. When combin-
ing the zonally symmetric and the zon-
ally asymmetric part of the circulation (sec-
tion 2.2.1) the result is local maximas in
the zonal wind field associated with the
troughs in the temporally averaged geopo-
tential height field caused by the stationary
waves (Holton, 2004). Figure 2.3 shows the
winter time mean zonal wind from Black-
mon et al. (1977). As should be clear from
this figure, the westerlies do indeed exhibit
a strong longitudinal dependence, the most
evident being the large maximas over the
east coasts of North-America and Asia. No-
tice that the maximas are approximately lo-
cated in the baroclinic storm track entrance
regions and that the maximas coincide with
the troughs in the time mean geopotential
height field at the same level shown in Fig-
ure 2.2, as noted by Blackmon et al. (1977).
Notice that Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.2 are
taken at the same level and made from the
same data.
The polar jet stream (from now on jet
stream will refer to the polar jet stream
for brevity) is the core of fast-flowing winds
found at tropopause level where wester-
lies reaches maximum strength. The jet
stream core is found at about 9 – 12 km alti-
tude with average wind speeds at about 180
km/h.
Ageostrophic circulations
The westerlies induce agestrophic circula-
tions in the plane perpendicular to the
mean flow. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic
illustration of the time mean circulation
for two cross-sections perpendicular to the
westerlies located upstream and down-
stream from the mean flow maximas. The
location of the cross sections are marked in
Figure 2.3. Consequently (a) is located in
a region of acceleration, and (b) is located
in a region of deceleration. As seen from
the figure, cross section (a) is characterized
by a thermally direct meridional circulation
with poleward flow at high levels and equa-
torward flow at low levels. Cross section
(b) is characterized by a thermally indirect
circulation with poleward flow at low levels
and equatorward flow at high levels.
The circulations in Figure 2.4 are consis-
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Figure 2.4: The time mean circulation per-
pendicular to the westerlies. a) shows the
vertical circulation for two cross sections
made perpendicular to the jet entrance re-
gion where the westerlies are known to ac-
celerate. b) shows the same as a), but for
the jet exit region. The locations of the cross
sections are marked in Figure 2.3. This fig-
ure is from Blackmon et al. (1977).
tent with what one finds by investigating
the ageostrophic wind derived by taking the
vertical cross product of the equation of mo-
tion and dividing through by the Coriolis
parameter (following Martin (2006)):
~k
f
× D
~V
dt
= ~V − ~Vg = ~Va (2.3)
Imagine a parcel initially accelerated in the
western part of one of the mean flow max-
imas in Figure 2.3 and neglect the curva-
ture of the flow. From the above equa-
tion the ageostrophic velocity must point
northward from the location of the par-
cel. Consequently there is convergence of
ageostrophic velocities poleward of the re-
gion of acceleration in the westerlies. Con-
vergence at high levels in the atmospheric
column indicates sinking and low-level di-
vergence. The ageostrophic velocity vector
diverge and indicates rising air in the at-
mospheric column. This is consistent with
the circulation seen in cross section (a) in
Figure 2.4. The same arguments can be ap-
plied for cross section (b), only the the west-
erlies are decelerating so the ageostrophic
wind vector points south. Thus, from con-
sidering the equation (2.3) and a straight jet
streak one finds a thermally direct circula-
tion at the entrance region and a thermally
indirect circulation at the exit region.
The thermally direct circulation along
cross-section (a) has an ageostrophic veloc-
ity of about 2 – 3 m/s, which is about an or-
der of magnitude more than the Farrel cell
(Holton, 2004). The thermally indirect cir-
culation along cross-section (b) is of about
the same magnitude (figure 16 in Blackmon
et al. (1977)).
Cyclone – mean flow interactions
The interaction between cyclones and the
westerlies is complex. Horizontal and ver-
tical heat transport associated with the
cyclones acts to decrease the atmospheric
baroclinicity, and thus the vertical wind
shear thereby weakening the westerlies.
On the other hand, vorticity flux conver-
gence caused by the cyclones at upper-levels
seems to act to accelerate the westerlies.
Holton (2004)
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2.2.3 Baroclinic instability
Baroclinic instability and the subsequent
baroclinic growth is commonly accepted as
the mechanism responsible for formation
of cyclones which are instrumental to the
heat transport at mid-latitudes and high-
latitudes. This section gives a short descrip-
tive review of baroclinic fluids and the basic
principle of baroclinic instability.
As seen in section 2.2.1, solar heating sets
up a pole-to-equator temperature gradient
in the horizontal. A fluid in which there
exists a temperature gradient on a surface
of constant pressure is referred to as baro-
clinic. In a baroclinic fluid, density is a func-
tion of pressure and temperature. From
thermal wind balance (equation (2.1) and
equation (2.2) on page 7), the presence of
horizontal temperature gradients allows for
vertical wind shear. Figure 2.5(b) illus-
trates a baroclinic fluid in which the winds
are purely zonal and increasing linearly in
the vertical.
If the winds do not change with height,
as is the case in Figure 2.5(a), the fluid
is barotropic. A fluid is barotropic when
temperature is constant on constant pres-
sure surfaces. The density then varies
with pressure only. From thermal wind
balance, the absence of horizontal tem-
perature gradients means that there is
no vertical shear. This is a fundamen-
tal property of barotropic fluids. The hor-
izontal geostrophic velocities are constant
with height. Figure 2.5(a) illustrates a
barotropic fluid in which the winds are
purely zonal.
Considering a system to be barotropic
greatly simplifies things, and is a good ap-
proximation in the ocean and the planetary
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(a) Barotropic fluid: no vertical wind
shear. Winds are purely zonal.
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(b) Baroclinic fluid: constant vertical
wind shear. Wind speeds are increas-
ing linearly with height and are purely
zonal.
Figure 2.5: Examples vertical wind profiles
in a barotropic and a baroclinic fluid.
boundary layer. The tropics are also mostly
barotropic due to the strong vertical mix-
ing. The mid-latitude atmosphere is on the
other hand highly baroclinic in nature. As
seen in section 2.2.1, presence of a merid-
ional temperature gradient combined with
thermal wind balance yields a westerly flow
increasing with height.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified illustration of slant-wise convection from LaCasce (2008). The stippled
lines are isotherms, the letters A, B and C indicate parcel positions and the arrows indicates
two possible ways of interchanging them. Parcel A and C are stably stratified and may be
interchanged raising the atmospheric center of mass. Parcel A and D are not stably stratified
and interchanging them will lower the atmospheric center of mass releasing energy.
As previously mentioned, a flow is only sta-
ble if small perturbations introduced into
the flow do not amplify in time. It just so
happens that in the atmosphere (and ocean)
such a stable flow still remains to be found
(Vallis, 2005). Under certain circumstances
small perturbations will grow into large-
scale features, such as cyclones, as they feed
on the energy of the mean flow. Cyclones
arise because the mid-latitude flow is baro-
clinically unstable to small perturbations
of certain structures. Baroclinic instability
does of course demand a baroclinic fluid, but
this alone does not suffice. The atmosphere
must be stratified in such a way that pertur-
bations may attain kinetic energy through
converting atmospheric available potential
energy (APE) into kinetic energy.
As the sun heats the earth-atmosphere sys-
tem it lifts the atmospheric center of mass,
increasing the atmospheric APE1. Growing
1Notice that the APE is the part of the total po-
tential energy (the sum of the potential and internal
energy) of the atmosphere that may be converted into
cyclones feed upon this energy by inter-
changing atmospheric mass in such a way
as to lower the atmospheric center of mass,
thereby releasing APE. (Holton, 2004)
Figure 2.6 illustrates release of APE. The
stippled tilted lines are isotherms repre-
senting the meridional temperature gradi-
ent. Because the temperature gradient has
a northward tilt, parcel A and C may be in-
terchanged to increase the APE of the at-
mosphere. This is because parcel A and C
are stably stratified, meaning that parcel A
is colder than parcel C. Interchanging the
two parcels will lift the atmospheric center
of mass. Parcel A and B on the other hand
are not stably stratified. Parcel B is colder
than parcel A and interchanging the two
will lower the atmospheric center of mass
and release energy. This is called “slant-
kinetic energy. Even though the atmosphere has a
huge amount of potential energy only a small frac-
tion of this is considered to be APE. According to
Holton (2004) about 0.5% of the total potential energy
is available.
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wise convection” and is the basic idea of how
storms feed on the energy of the mean flow.
2.2.4 Extra-tropical cyclones
This section provides a short descriptive re-
view of some of the most important aspects
of the cyclone life cycle following Martin
(2006). For a more complete description,
consult a textbook in dynamical meteorol-
ogy such as Holton (2004) or Martin (2006).
Cyclogenesis
As described in section 2.2.3, cyclones start
off as small perturbations in the mean
flow and grow by extracting energy from it
through slant-wise convection.
Nearly all cyclones develop from distur-
bances in the upper-level flow. The distur-
bance starts off as a vorticity maxima, and
is advected eastward by the westerlies. The
geopotential height axis of developing cy-
clones tilt in the vertical. The upper-level
low-pressure center of a growing cyclone is
typically located upstream from the low-
level low-pressure center. This tilt is in-
strumental to their ability to intensify. Fig-
ure 2.7 from Martin (2006) shows a upper
level trough-ridge wave train. The dark
arrows are the acceleration vectors of the
flow. For example, the black arrow between
point A and B represent the acceleration an
air parcel must have following the geopo-
tential height contours from point A to B.
The dark gray arrows are the ageostrophic
wind vectors found from equation (2.3) on
page 10. C, D, H and L refers to regions
of convergence, divergence, high-pressure
and low-pressure, respectively. Upper-level
divergence is associated with rising air in
the atmospheric column and low surface
pressure. Consequently the low-level low-
pressure center is located downstream from
the upper-level low-pressure center and be-
neath a region of upper-level divergence.
The geopotential height axis of cyclones tilt
in the vertical into the wind shear.
As a surface cyclone intensifies, the sea
level pressure decreases. The meridional
winds associated with the cyclone cause
southward warm air advection southwest
of the cyclone (producing a thermal trough)
and northward cold air advection northeast
of the cyclone (producing a thermal ridge).
The resulting deformation of the isotherms
gives rise to the warm and cold fronts. From
this perspective cyclogenesis and frontoge-
nesis (the formation of fronts) are almost
concurrent processes. In this way cyclones
transport heat in the meridional.
Post-mature stage
Traditionally, the post-mature stage is char-
acterized by the introduction of the occluded
front. In the Norwegian cyclone model, the
occlusion was thought to happen as a result
of the cold front catching up with the warm
front, forcing the warm air upwards. If the
cold air behind the cold front was denser
than the cold air ahead of the warm front,
the warm front would be pushed on top of
the cold front and there would be cold oc-
clusion. If, on the other hand, the cold air
ahead of the warm front was denser, the
warm front would undercut the cold front
and there would be warm occlusion. The up-
ward displacement of warm moist air from
the warm sector of the cyclone acts to reduce
the atmospheric center of mass by placing
warm air on top of cold air. The cyclone
transports heat vertically.
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Figure 2.7: This figure is a schematic illustration of an upper-level trough-ridge wave train in
which the traveling velocity is the same everywhere. The black arrows are vectors of accelera-
tion, the dark gray arrows are the ageostrophic wind vectors, and the light gray vectors are the
wind vectors. C and D denotes regions of convergence and divergence, respectively. Figures is
from Martin (2006)
Cyclosis
The vertical tilt of the geopotential height
axis is necessary for the continued intensi-
fication of the cyclone. As the cyclone de-
velops and matures, the upper-level cyclone
catches up with the surface cyclone yielding
a more barotropic structure. The ultimate
consequence of this is that the upper-level
divergence previously positioned above the
surface cyclones moves downstream and
can no longer act to remove air from the
atmospheric column. As surface friction
causes air to flow into the surface cyclone,
pressure will rise as there is no mechanism
evacuating air from the atmospheric col-
umn above it. The vertical alignment of the
upper-level and surface cyclone marks the
beginning of cyclosis.
Effects of diabatic heating
Diabatic heating has the power to greatly
influence and alter several cyclone prop-
erties e.g. intensification rate, life time
and maximum intensity. For example, di-
abatic heating from the Gulf Stream and
the Kuroshio can potentially yield so-called
“explosive cyclones”, which intensify more
rapidly and for longer time periods than
ordinary cyclones. This happens because
the warm boundary currents reduce the at-
mospheric static stability which allows for
more vigorous vertical motions and thereby
an intensified cyclogenesis process.
Diabatic heating from latent heat release
caused by precipitation processes associ-
ated with the cyclones themselves can also
greatly influence the cyclogenesis. Poten-
tial effects of latent heat release are: en-
ergy may be added to the surface cyclone,
the static stability of the overlying atmo-
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sphere may be reduced in narrow regions
due to saturated updrafts, and finally the
large-scale structure and dynamics of the
atmosphere may be effected causing posi-
tive feedback on the cyclogenesis.
2.2.5 The Eady parameter
The Eady parameter of maximum baro-
clinic growth is a popular measure of atmo-
spheric baroclinicity. The Eady parameter
is a growth rate, usually given in terms of
day−1, which tells you how fast baroclinic
waves amplify.
The Eady parameter descends from lin-
earized models of baroclinic instability, like
the Eady model. The Eady model is a model
of baroclinic growth and probably the sim-
plest of its kind. A more detailed review
of the Eady model, including mathemati-
cal derivations, is given in Appendix B on
page 113, and will therefore not be given
here. In short, the Eady model utilizes
the linearized adiabatic quasi-geostrophic
potential vorticity equation and the lin-
earized adiabatic quasi-geostrophic temper-
ature equation with the f -plane approxima-
tion, a constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency,
the rigid lid approximation and a constant
vertical wind shear. Notice that the f -plane
approximation is the β-plane approxima-
tion without the β term, meaning that there
is no planetary vorticity in the Eady model.
Another special thing about the Eady model
is that the mean flow u¯ does not have any
vorticity either. Because there is no in-
ner vorticity, baroclinic growth only occurs
when temperature anomalies on the upper
and lower boundary are allowed to interact
with each other and amplify in time. As
is standard procedure, a Fourier component
on the form ψ = ψˆ(z) cos(ly)ekciteik(x−crt)
is applied representing the streamfunction,
meaning that the wave will amplify in time
if the growth rate, kci, is positive (see Ap-
pendix B). In the case of amplifying waves,
the growth rate is given by (see Appendix
B):
kci =
kΛ
α
[
coth(
αD
2
)− αD
2
)
] 1
2
×
[
αD
2
− tanh(αD
2
)
] 1
2
(2.4)
where k is the zonal wave number, ci is the
imaginary phase speed, Λ is the wind shear
(a constant), D is the fluid wind shear, and
α =
√
N2(k2+l2)
f2
0
.
So, the rather messy looking equation above
states the growth rate of baroclinic waves
in the Eady model. As previously men-
tioned, the Eady parameter is another mea-
sure of baroclinic growth. It measures the
largest growth rate of the most unstable
wave. The exact mathematical expression
can be traced back to Lindzen and Far-
rell (1980), and has been used with small
modifications by among others Hoskins and
Valdes (1990), Chang and Orlanski (2002)
and Yin (2005). Though the exact form of
the expression vary somewhat from study
to study, the Eady parameter is generally
the product of the meridional temperature
gradient and the inverse Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency, multiplied by some constant. The
meridional temperature gradient is often
exchanged by the vertical wind shear. The
various Eady parameter from the respective
articles are given in Table 2.1.
Comparing the equations of the Eady pa-
rameter with growth from the eady model
in equation (2.4), it can be seen that they
are rather similar. The growth rate from
the Eady model is proportional to kΛα =
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Table 2.1: Various Eady parameters. σB1 = (kci)max is the maximum growth rate of the most
unstable wave, also known as the Eady parameter, g is the acceleration of gravity, a is the
radius of the Earth, T is the temperature, T¯ is the zonal mean temperature, u is the zonal
velocity, ~v is the horizontal velocity vector, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and f is the
Coriolis parameter.
Article Eady parameter
Lindzen and Farrell (1980) σB1 = −
(
0.3125 × gaTN
)
∂T
∂φ |z=0
Hoskins and Valdes (1990) σB1 = 0.31
f
N |∂~v∂z |
Yin (2005) σB1 = 0.31
g
NT¯
|∂T¯∂y |
Chang and Orlanski (2002) σB1 =
f
N
∂u¯
∂z
f0kΛ
N
√
(k2)
= f0N
∂u¯
∂z (assuming l = 0) which
almost identical to the expression used in
Chang and Orlanski (2002) .
Figure 2.9 on page 18 from Hoskins and
Valdes (1990) shows the horizontal distri-
bution of the Eady parameter on the 780
hPa surface using the expression from Table
2.1. (This figure will be discussed further in
section 2.3.1). As will be seen later, max-
ima in the Eady parameter coincide with
the storm track entrance regions which are
known for strong baroclinic growth. Mak-
ing a quantitative comparison between the
values in this figure and corresponding val-
ues for the most unstable wave of the Eady
mode, the agreement is rather good. The
largest values in Figure 2.9 are found in
the Pacific storm track entrance region and
are about 1/day. From Figure B.2 the max-
imum growth rate of the Eady model is
about 0.73/day.
The following will be applied as the Eady
parameter:
σB1 = 0.31
g
NT
|∂T
∂y
| (2.5)
It is similar to the expression from Yin
(2005), but the temperature is not generally
taken as a zonal average.
The Brunt-Väisälä frequency is given by
(Holton, 2004):
N =
√
g
∂θ
∂z
where θ is the potential temperature.
Assuming hydrostatic balance, the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency may be written as follows
(Holton, 2004):
N =
√
g
T
(
∂T
∂z
+
g
cp
)
=
√
g
T
(g
∂T
∂Φ
+
g
cp
)
= g
√
∂ lnT
∂Φ
+
1
Tcp
where Φ is the geopotential and cp is the
specific heat at constant pressure.
Now, the Eady parameter may be written
as:
σB1 =
0.31
T
|∂T∂y |√
∂ lnT
∂Φ +
1
Tcp
(2.6)
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“Decomposition” of the Eady parame-
ter
Now, as can be seen from equation (2.5), the
Eady parameter changes by one of two pro-
cesses: either the meridional temperature
gradient changes or the Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency changes. The contribution made to
the Eady parameter by the meridional tem-
perature gradient is defined as:
σB1,dT/dy = 0.31
g
T
|∂T∂y |
Nreference
(2.7)
where σ1B, dT/dy is the contribution to the
Eady parameter from the meridional tem-
perature gradient and the Nreference is a
reference value of the Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency. The reference value will be taken
as a temporal and spatial average of the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. In this way, any
variation in σ1B, dT/dy will be caused by the
meridional temperature gradient.
Similarly, the contribution from the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency is given by:
σB1,N =
0.31
T
|∂T∂y |reference√
∂ lnT
∂Φ +
1
Tcp
(2.8)
where σ1B,N is the contribution to the
Eady parameter from the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency and |∂T∂y |reference is a reference
value. As with Nreference, |∂T∂y |reference will be
taken as a temporal and spatial average of
∂T
∂y . Now, any change in σ1B,N will be a
caused by the Brunt-Väisälä frequency.
This decomposition of the Eady parameter
into one part representing the contribution
Figure 2.8: Bandpass variance SLP field
from Blackmon et al. (1977) using NCEP
analysis data for the time period 1963 –
1972 using winter months only. Winter is
defined as 15. November – 14. March.
from the meridional temperature gradient
and another representing the contribution
from the Brunt-Väisälä frequency will be
utilized later in section 2.4.4 and in chapter
5.
2.3 Storm track structure
and maintenance
2.3.1 Storm track structure
Using the traditional bandpass variance
SLP field to define the storm tracks, they
are easily picked out as two large max-
ima in the bandpass variance field. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows the bandpass variance of the
SLP from Blackmon et al. (1977). The
figure clearly shows two maxima, one in
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the North-Pacific and another in the North-
Atlantic constituting the Pacific and North-
Atlantic storm tracks, respectively. The Pa-
cific storm track stretches from the east
coast of Asia across the Pacific and the
North-Atlantic storm track stretches from
the east coast of North-America across the
North-Atlantic. Notice that the North-
Atlantic storm track is more tilted than the
Pacific.
Storm track entrance region
It is commonly accepted that baroclinic con-
version of atmospheric APE tied to the
meridional temperature gradient is the pri-
mary energy source of extratropical cy-
clones. Cyclogenesis is expected to be ini-
tiated when perturbations of certain struc-
tures are found in areas of relatively high
baroclinicity. As seen in section 2.2.5, the
Eady parameter is a much used measure of
atmospheric baroclinicity.
Figure 2.9 shows the mean Eady parameter
at the 780 hPa surface for Northern Hemi-
sphere winter, from Hoskins and Valdes
(1990). Strongly baroclinic regions, marked
by the stippling, are found at the Asian
and North American east coasts where the
land-ocean heat contrasts cause large lo-
cal meridional temperature gradients. Con-
sistent with extratropical cyclones originat-
ing from baroclinic instability, the maxima
in the Eady parameter and bandpass vari-
ance fields are found in approximately the
same geographical areas. But as noted by
Hoskins and Valdes (1990), the Eady pa-
rameter tends to reach its maximum val-
ues slightly upstream from the maxima in
the bandpass variance fields. This can be
seen by comparing Figure 2.8 and Figure
2.9 (though it must be kept in mind that the
Figure 2.9: Eady parameter at approx-
imately 780 hPa for the Northern Hemi-
sphere winter. Unit is day−1 and the con-
tour interval is 0.1 day−1 (increasing from
zero at the equator). Stippling implies val-
ues greater than 0.6 day−1 and black re-
gions indicates orography within 1 km of
the pressure level applied for the calcula-
tions. The figure is fromHoskins and Valdes
(1990). The data is from a linear stationary
wave model.
two figures are made from different data).
However, the relationship between atmo-
spheric baroclinicity and baroclinic wave ac-
tivity is not completely straightforward. In
the Pacific, Nakamura (1992) found that al-
though the atmospheric baroclinicity in the
Pacific reaches its peak value during mid-
winter, baroclinic wave activity is actually
stronger during autumn and spring. This
strongly differs from the North-Atlantic
where both baroclinic wave activity and at-
mospheric baroclinicity reaches peak val-
ues at midwinter. Nakamura (1992) sug-
gests that this is somehow connected to
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the strength of the jet stream as it reaches
greater values over then Pacific than over
the Atlantic. Over the North-Atlantic, the
jet stream rarely exceeds 45 m/s, while over
the Pacific the midwinter jet reaches values
of about 65 m/s at midwinter.
Barotropic effects in the entrance region,
such as horizontal shear, can also con-
tribute to making the atmosphere favorable
for cyclogenesis.
Storm track exit region
As noted by Hoskins and Valdes (1990), the
storm track exit region is found in the east-
ern ends of the North-Atlantic and Pacific
in areas where the Eady parameter is rel-
atively small. Thus the atmosphere is not
particularly baroclinic in the storm track
exit region. Figure 2.9 shows that the storm
track exit region is characterized by low
baroclinicity. It is intuitive not to expect
strong cyclogenesis in these regions.
Traditionally, it is thought that baro-
clinic eddies undergo baroclinic growth and
barotropic decay (Martin, 2006). The eddies
themselves are initially baroclinic in nature
as they tilt in the vertical into the verti-
cal shear of the mean flow. The low-level
low-pressure center is located downstream
compared to the upper-level low-pressure
center. As the eddies mature the upper
level low-pressure center “catches up with”
the low-level low-pressure center yielding
a more barotropic structure (see section
2.2.4).
It is not just regional variations in atmo-
spheric baroclinicity that affect the storm
track structure. Regional variations in
barotropic deformation has a pronounced
affect on the baroclinic eddies, particularly
in the storm track exit region (Black and
Dole, 2000). As shown by Black and Dole
(2000), baroclinic growth and deformation
are of about the same order.
As defined by Black and Dole (2000): “de-
formation is a local measure of the rate of
change in the shape of a fluid element as
a result of spatial variations in the velocity
field”. The total deformation field is the sum
of the stretching deformation (F1 =
∂u
∂x − ∂v∂y )
and the shearing deformation (F2 =
∂v
∂x+
∂u
∂y )
(Martin, 2006). Figure 2.10 illustrates de-
formation fields found in the jet stream.
Figure 2.10(a) illustrates stretching defor-
mation in the jet entrance region, Figure
Figure 2.10: Examples for deformation
in the jet stream from Black and Dole
(2000). (a) illustrates stretching defor-
mation at the jet entrance region, (b) il-
lustrates stretching deformation at the jet
exit region, and (c) illustrates the shear-
ing deformation around the jet stream core.
Heavy arrows are streamlines, thin lines
are the axes for dilatation and J indicates
the meridional position of the jet stream.
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2.10(b) illustrates stretching deformation in
the jet exit region, and Figure 2.10(c) il-
lustrates the shearing deformation around
the jet stream core. The thin lines in Fig-
ure 2.10 are the axis’ of dilatation, which
is the axis of maximum stretching. Ed-
dies have a tendency to be kinematically
stretched along the axis of dilatation (Black
and Dole, 2000). It is clear from the figure
that an eddy will be kinematically stretched
in the zonal direction in the jet entrance re-
gion and in the meridional direction in the
exit region. Shearing deformation around
the jet stream core acts to elongate the ed-
dies in the SW-NE direction south of the jet
stream and the NW-SE direction north of
the jet stream (Black and Dole, 2000).
2.3.2 Maintenance
Storm tracks are localized regions experi-
encing high-frequency cyclone activity. Re-
gardless of whether this cyclone activity is
measured in terms of number of observed
low-pressure centers, number of observed
cyclone trajectories or bandpass variance
one may wonder why the storm tracks ex-
ist. Why is there a localized region where
the cyclones travel?
Cyclones feed on the baroclinicity of the at-
mosphere. They act to transport heat both
meridionally and vertically. Thus, cyclones
reduce atmospheric baroclinicity. So if cy-
clones both reduce atmospheric baroclinic-
ity and depend on it to grow, why do they
follow one another in a storm track? Why
would there be a band of cyclones stretch-
ing across the North-Atlantic and Pacific
oceans? What is it that maintains the storm
track?
Several scientists have asked similar ques-
tions. Studies generally attribute storm
track maintenance to two things: diabatic
heating (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990) and
mountains (Broccoli and Manabe, 1992).
Hoskins and Valdes (1990) investigated the
effect of the horizontal and vertical heat
transport associated with cyclones, the vor-
ticity flux associated with cyclones and di-
abatic heating on atmospheric baroclinicity
using a linear stationary wave model. They
found that the major contributor to increas-
ing atmospheric baroclinicity to be diabatic
heating. True, cyclones did reduce baroclin-
icity through transporting heat vertically
and meridionally and increase baroclinicity
through the vorticity fluxes by forcing the
mean flow, but the effect of diabatic heating
was by far the dominating one.
So, Hoskins and Valdes (1990) found the
storm tracks to be maintained by diabatic
heating. They argue that the enhanced
baroclinicity in the storm track entrance re-
gion exist because of three things:
1. Storm track activity is greatest down-
stream from the areas of greatest baro-
clinicity, so the cyclones may not really
be that effective at reducing the baro-
clinicity in these regions.
2. Latent heating in the storm track re-
gion associated with the cyclones them-
selves is responsible for increasing the
atmospheric baroclinicity.
3. Cyclones cause low-level flows that
forces the Gulf Stream and the
Kuroshio current. These western
boundary currents are responsible
for enhanced baroclinicity due to
land-ocean heat contrasts.
As mentioned, another view is that the
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storm tracks are maintained by the moun-
tains upstream. Broccoli and Man-
abe (1992) investigated the influence of
orographically-induced stationary waves
and found that without orography the
Northern Hemisphere storm tracks were
circumpolar with only one great maxima
stretching across the Pacific and North At-
lantic. This was in spite of the fact that
the land-ocean heating contrasts remained
intact in the runs. In the runs with real-
istic orography the storm tracks were con-
siderable more asymmetric displaying one
maxima in the Pacific and one in the North-
Atlantic. If remote features such as orog-
raphy are vital to storm track organization,
the storm track cannot be said to be self-
maintaining.
2.3.3 Cyclone life cycle within the
storm track region
Traditionally, it has been thought that cy-
clones would originate in the storm track
entrance region, propagate downstream fol-
lowing the mean flow to the storm track exit
region, and finally undergo cyclosis (Chang
and Orlanski, 2002). Thus, cyclogenesis
would generally occur in the storm track en-
trance region and cyclosis would occur in
the storm track exit region.
Recently, Lagrangian storm track studies
has revealed that cyclogenesis and cyclo-
sis actually occur to some extent through-
out the storm track region (Bengtsson et
al., 2006). In Lagrangian storm track
studies, each individual cyclone is tracked
from cyclogenesis to cyclosis using some fea-
ture point tracking routine. There is a
widespread use of the traditional SLP field
in such studies (e.g. Gulev et al. (2001),
Wang et al. (2006)). But it is argued that the
vorticity field is a better choice for feature
tracking as it is less influenced by the large-
scale flow and captures the cyclones at an
earlier stage in their life cycle (Hoskins and
Hodges, 2002).
Figure 2.11 from Hoskins and Hodges
(2002) show cyclogenesis and cyclosis den-
sities found from applying feature point
tracking to the relative vorticity field at the
850 hPa pressure surface using reanalysis
data and operational data (for later years)
from the European Center for Medium-
RangeWeather Forecasts (EMCWF). As can
be seen from the figure, cyclogenesis pref-
erentially occur over Mongolia, southeast
China, from east of Japan and downstream
along the Pacific storm track, downstream
from the Rockies, northeast of Cape Hat-
teras and in a band stretching towards
Ireland, southwest of Greenland, north of
Greenland (associated with small-scale fea-
tures), the Barents Sea, western Mediter-
ranean and the Caspian Sea (Hoskins and
Hodges, 2002). The cyclogenesis density
maxima found east of Japan and northeast
of Cape Hatteras are the traditional cyclo-
genesis regions in the storm track entrance
regions where large baroclinicity is caused
by the land-ocean heat contrasts. Cyclosis
preferentially occur along the west coast of
North-America, in an area stretching from
east of the Great Lakes to Hudson Bay and
then to Iceland, the Norwegian Sea and
Barents Sea, the eastern Mediterranean
and Middle East and Siberia (Hoskins and
Hodges, 2002). Results are consistent with
the findings of Bengtsson et al. (2006).
Further investigation by Hoskins and
Hodges (2002) reveal the following:
• Cyclones originating over Mongolia are
in general weak systems and undergo
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Figure 2.11: (c) shows cyclogenesis density and (d) showed cyclosis density from Hoskins and
Hodges (2002). Fields where derived using a Lagrangian feature point tracking approach on
the relative vorticity field on the 850 hPa pressure surface.
cyclosis over the eastern part of China
or the Sea of Japan.
• Cyclones originating over the southeast
of China seldom make it further than
east of Japan.
• The cyclones resulting from cyclogen-
esis over the traditional baroclinic re-
gion east of Japan undergo cyclosis in
the central or North-Pacific.
• Cyclones undergoing cyclosis along the
west coast of North-America originate
in the middle and eastern parts of the
Pacific.
• The cyclones originating downstream
from the Rockies generally undergo cy-
closis over the North-American conti-
nent. A few make it as far as Green-
land.
• Most cyclones originating east of Cape
Hatteras, in the traditional North-
Atlantic cyclogenesis region, decay
south of Greenland, while a few make
it all the way to the Norwegian Sea.
• The cyclones responsible for the cyclo-
sis maxima over Siberia originate over
the Caspian Sea, the Norwegian Sea
and the eastern Baltic.
Thus it appears that the cyclones generated
over continental North-American and Asian
continents do not make it far into the tra-
ditional storm track regions. Also, results
are in contrast to the traditional view that
cyclones originate along the east coasts of
North-America and Asia, propagate down-
stream along with the jet stream and un-
dergo cyclosis in the Norwegian Sea and
the Barents Sea. It seems that the ma-
jority of the cyclones originating from the
traditional cyclogenesis areas mostly decay
somewhere around the middle of the storm
track regions. It appears that cyclones are
also generated in the middle of the storm
track region in areas that are not particu-
larly baroclinic measured by e.g. the Eady
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parameter (see figure 2.9). A possible mech-
anism responsible for cyclogenesis in such
regions is described in the following.
2.3.4 Downstream development
Traditionally one envisioned the cyclones
going through one complete life cycle
within the storm track region with baro-
clinic growth in the entrance region and
barotropic decay in the exit region (Chang
and Orlanski, 2002). As already seen, this
description does not hold for individual cy-
clones within the storm track. Now, the
question is by which mechanism the cy-
clones generated in the middle of the storm
track regions are able to grow into full cy-
clones. A hypothesis is that in the mid-
dle part of the storm track, cyclones re-
trieve energy from cyclones upstream, a
possess referred to as downstream devel-
opment (Chang and Orlanski (1993) and
Chang and Orlanski (2002)).
Chang and Orlanski (1993) studied storm
track dynamics using an idealized primitive
equation model. From their results, the cy-
clone life cycle in the storm tracks can be
described as follows:
Entrance region: at the entrance region
disturbances associated with the non-
linear wave packets aloft are amplified
by the baroclinicity and initiate type B2
2Type B cyclogenesis is defined as cyclogenesis ini-
tiated by a well-defined disturbance aloft which trig-
gers low-level cyclogenesis when it passes over suf-
ficiently baroclinic areas (Martin, 2006). This runs
counter to type A cyclogenesis in which low-level
baroclinic waves amplify in the absence of an upper-
level disturbance (Martin, 2006). According to Mar-
tin (2006), there is a general agreement that most cy-
clones develop from type B cyclogenesis.
cyclogenesis. The disturbances are sit-
uated in the upper troposphere. Baro-
clinic conversion dominates the storm
track entrance region.
Downstream development region:
leaving the entrance region, eddy
growth is dominated by transferred
energy from the eddies upstream.
Thanks to downstream development,
eddies are developed and maintained
even though they are far away from
the highly baroclinic areas off the east
coasts of Asia and North America.
Downstream development allows for
the storm track to extend far into areas
which are not necessarily favorable for
cyclogenesis.
Exit region: Chang and Orlanski (1993)
identified several processes responsible
for storm track termination. Areas of
enhanced surface friction acts as an en-
ergy drain for the eddies, leaving less
energy to be "recycled." Also, at the
exit region the jet stream decelerates
in the zonal direction. The resulting
barotropic shear acts to drain energy
from the eddies.
2.4 Storm track variability
and trends
Synoptically, cyclones are responsible
for most severe weather events at mid-
latitudes. Changes in the storm tracks,
whether in terms of a shift in the geograph-
ical position or changing intensity, will
lead to anomalous patterns of e.g. wind
and precipitation. Climatically, cyclones
contribute to meridional and vertical trans-
port of heat, momentum and water vapor
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at mid-latitudes (Bengtsson et al., 2006).
Any change will possibly lead to anomalous
fluxes of these quantities.
Global warming being a major concern
these days, numerous studies investigating
the effects of increased levels of greenhouse
gases on the storm tracks have been per-
formed (e.g. Yin (2005)). To be able to
properly interpret the results of such stud-
ies, the importance of assessing the natu-
ral variability the storm tracks cannot be
overemphasized. Without proper knowl-
edge of the natural variability of storm
tracks, it is very difficult to assess the true
effect of e.g. increased levels of CO2 in the
atmosphere.
Storm tracks are known to undergo sea-
sonal and interannual variability as they
change in response to changes such as vari-
ation in the meridional temperature gradi-
ent (Chang and Orlanski, 2002) and modes
of variability like the El Niño-Southern Os-
cillation (ENSO) (Lau, 1997). A complicat-
ing factor is that storm tracks anomalies
are also known to be closely tied to anoma-
lies in the low-frequency atmospheric flow
through two-way interactions (Branstator,
1992). Branstator (1992) showed that
anomalies in the large-scale low-frequency
atmospheric flow are caused by anomalies
in the storm track using a linear station-
ary wave model. Later, Branstator (1995)
proved the opposite to be true as well as his
studies showed that anomalies in the storm
tracks are caused by the low-frequency
anomalies themselves.
2.4.1 Seasonal variability
Both the location and intensity of the
storm tracks vary with the seasons along
with the meridional temperature gradi-
ent, atmospheric baroclinicity and local di-
abatic heating. During Northern Hemi-
sphere summer, increased insolation at
high-latitudes leads to a decreased temper-
ature gradient and consequently decreased
vertical wind shear. In terms of band-
pass variance, the storm track will experi-
ence decreased intensity during the sum-
mer months compared to the winter months
(Nakamura, 1992). Also, the storm track
maxima are placed further north during
summer than winter in both the Atlantic
and the Pacific (Nakamura, 1992). Figure
2.12(a) shows baroclinic wave activity in
terms of highpass RMS geopotential height
at the 250 hPa level as a function of time
and latitude. The upper figure shows the
Pacific and the lower figure shows the At-
lantic. The figures clearly illustrate that
within each domain the zonally averaged
peak baroclinic wave activity shifts merid-
ionally in time. The peak values shift to-
wards the equator during the autumn and
winter months, are farthest south around
January, and subsequently migrate north.
The storm tracks are farthest north around
August. In the Atlantic, baroclinic wave ac-
tivity is greatest during midwinter while in
the Pacific baroclinic wave activity has two
maxima, one in November and another in
April. The Pacific storm track also seems
to experience more migration in the merid-
ional compared to the North-Atlantic storm
track (Nakamura, 1992).
As previously mentioned, changes in lati-
tude and intensity of the storm tracks are
tied to changes in the atmospheric baroclin-
icity which is expected to be at its great-
est during midwinter when the meridional
temperature gradient is largest. Figure
2.12(b) from Nakamura (1992) shows the
atmospheric baroclinicity as a function of
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(a) Baroclinic wave activity (b) Atmospheric barclinicity
Figure 2.12: The figures on the left show the “seasonal march” of baroclinic wave activity in
terms of highpass RMS geopotential height field at the 250 hPa level as a function of latitude
and time. The highpass filter retains fluctuations with periods within a week. a) shows the
Pacific and b) shows the Atlantic. Contour interval is 10 m. Thick lines indicates 80 m and
120 m. The figures on the right show the atmospheric baroclinicity in terms of the Richardson
number (Ri−
1
2 = N−1 ∂U∂z ) taken at the 850 hPa and 700 hPa levels, details of how the Richard-
son number is computed are given in the appendix of Nakamura (1992). a) shows the Atlantic.
b) Shows the Pacific. Contour interval is 0.04. Dashed lines indicate the storm track axis in
terms of Z250 and dotted lines indicate the storm track axis in terms of SLP as defined in
Nakamura (1992). Both figures are from Nakamura (1992).
time and longitude, the upper figure being
for the Atlantic region and the lower figure
being for the Pacific region. It is clear from
this figure that atmospheric baroclinicity,
like baroclinic wave activity, varies in mag-
nitude and latitude. The atmospheric baro-
clinicity reach its peak value in January –
February as expected. The maxima also
travels north during spring and back south
during fall. It is unknown exactly why the
baroclinic wave activity in the Pacific does
reach its maximum value when the atmo-
spheric baroclinicity is largest (Nakamura,
1992), (Chang and Orlanski, 2002).
2.4.2 Interannual variability
The ENSO phenomena is perhaps the most
well-known mode of SST variability on in-
terannual timescales. ENSO is associated
with pronounced SST anomalies in the east-
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(a) El Niño (b) La Niña
Figure 2.13: Bandpass variance of the meridional velocity taken at the 300 hPa level. (a)
shows the bandpass variance field for nine El Niño years. (b) is the same as (a) only for nine
La Niña years. The figures are retrieved from Chang and Orlanski (2002)
ern tropical Pacific and has has far-reaching
influences such as SST anomalies in the
northern Pacific and anomalies in the large-
scale planetary flow, stationary waves and
mid-latitude storm tracks. Figure 2.13(a)
and Figure 2.13(b) from Chang and Or-
lanski (2002) show the storm tracks rep-
resented by the bandpass filtered merid-
ional velocity variance field for nine El Niño
years and nine La Niña years, respectively.
Changes are particularly pronounced in the
Pacific storm track where the storm track
shifts downstream and equatorward during
El Niño years. The exact mechanisms con-
trolling the ENSO phenomena remain to be
fully understood (Lau, 1997).
Other modes of variability (e.g the annu-
lar modes) are also known to coincide with
changes in the storm tracks. The annu-
lar modes (the Arctic and Antarctic Oscil-
lation) are atmospheric modes of variabil-
ity in the geopotential height field in which
high-latitudes are characterized by nega-
tive anomalies and mid-latitudes are char-
acterized by positive anomalies (Holton,
2004). Annular modes are associated with
anomalies in the momentum fluxes caused
by zonally asymmetric features such as sta-
tionary waves and baroclinic waves, which
in turn maintain anomalies in the zonally
symmetric mean flow. McCabe et al. (2001)
found a pronounced change in cyclone fre-
quency to be coincident with a regime shift
in the Arctic Oscillation. Yin (2005) found
that the northward shift of the storm tracks
was coincident with a shift towards a high-
index state of the Arctic and Antarctic Os-
cillation.
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2.4.3 Long-term trends
Observational studies using e.g. reanalysis
products are vital to gaining knowledge of
long-term atmospheric trends. A plentiful
number of studies cited in the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report (Trenberth et al., 2007)
have investigated changes in storm tracks
in reanalysis 3 data sets (e.g. Gulev et al.
(2001), McCabe et al. (2001), Wang et al.
(2006)).
Gulev et al. (2001) investigated cyclone
variability in the Northern Hemisphere
winter season using a feature point iden-
tification and subsequent tracking routine
on the 6 h SLP field from the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis dataset. They found increasing
cyclone intensities in the western North-
Atlantic and Pacific, an increase in the cy-
clone frequency over the Arctic and western
Pacific, but a decrease over the Gulf Stream
and subpolar Pacific.
McCabe et al. (2001) studies cyclone fre-
quency and intensity trends in the SLP field
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis using feature point
identification by the nearest neighbor ap-
proach. They found a decrease in cyclone
frequency at mid-latitudes4, an increase in
cyclone frequency at high-latitudes5 and an
increase in cyclone intensity in both re-
gions.
Wang et al. (2006) conducted a study on ex-
tratropical cyclone activity using the 6 h
SLP field from both the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis and ERA40, using feature point
identification and feature point tracking.
3For more information about reanalysis datasets,
consult section 3.2
4Mid-latitude being defined as the region between
30◦N and 60◦N
5High-latitude being defined as the region pole-
ward of 60◦N
An increasing trend in cyclone activity6 was
found over the high-latitude North Atlantic
and mid-latitude Pacific and a decreas-
ing trend was found over the mid-latitude
North-Atlantic. Wang et al. (2006) esti-
mate that the mean position of the North-
Atlantic storm track has shifted northward
by 181 km during the time period of the
study.
2.4.4 Climate scenario studies
As seen above, reanalysis studies indicate
trends in various storm track properties
during the last half of the 20th century. Ac-
cording to Yin (2005), taking the step from
observing these trends to attributing them
to increased atmospheric levels of green-
house gases cannot be done without further
investigations of the atmospheric response
to increased levels of greenhouse gases. It
is therefore of interest to simulate the effect
of increased greenhouse gases to the storm
tracks and compare the results to the ob-
served changes (Yin, 2005).
Yin (2005) used an ensemble of 15 general
circulation models (GCMs) (a so-called su-
per ensemble (Kalnay, 2007)) to assess the
response in the storm tracks and the at-
mospheric baroclinicity to increased green-
house gas forcing. Among his findings
where a poleward and upward shift in the
zonally averaged bandpass filtered eddy
kinetic energy flux in both winter (DJF)
and summer season June, July and Au-
gust (JJA) and in both hemispheres. As
can be seen from the upper two figures in
Figure 2.14 the shift in the storm track
is associated with a poleward and upward
6Cyclone activity is defined as the cyclone count
multiplied by their mean intensity and is computed
once for every season. (Wang et al., 2006)
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Figure 2.14: Left column show DJF. Right column show JJA. Black contours represent the
Eady parameter from the controle run without increased greenhouse gases, and contour inter-
val is 0.2/day. Filled color contours represent the difference between the scenario runs (with
greenhouse gases in accordance with the IPCC climate scenario A1B) and the control run, con-
tour interval being given by the color bar in terms of day−1. Top figures: difference in the full
Eady parameter. Middle figures: difference in the contribution to the Eady parameter from the
meridional temperature gradient. Bottom figures: difference in the contribution to the Eady
parameter from the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Figure is from Yin (2005).
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shift in the Eady parameter in both sea-
sons and hemispheres. The Eady param-
eter used in Yin (2005) is given in Ta-
ble 2.1 on page 16. The middle two fig-
ures in Figure 2.14 show the contribution
to the Eady parameter from the merid-
ional temperature gradient and the bottom
two figures show the contribution from the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. It is clear from
these figures that the changes to the zon-
ally averaged Eady parameter are caused
by changes is the zonally averaged temper-
ature gradient rather than the zonally av-
eraged Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Yin (2005)
found the tropical atmosphere to experience
warming maxima at high-levels, increasing
tropopause height. Another warming max-
ima was found at high-latitude surface lev-
els which Yin (2005) attribute to reduction
of the sea ice. Thus the meridional tem-
perature gradient was found to increase at
high-levels in both hemispheres and sea-
sons. The low-level temperature gradient
was reduced in Northern Hemisphere win-
ter and increased in Southern Hemisphere
winter. Yin (2005) attribute the reduction in
the Northern Hemisphere winter tempera-
ture gradient at surface level to a reduction
in the sea ice cover. Changes to the surface
temperature gradient during summer was
small in both Hemispheres.
Orsolini and Sorteberg (2009) applied a La-
grangian feature point tracking method uti-
lizing the ζ850 hPa field in the Bergen Cli-
mate Model, investigating changes in sum-
mer (JJA) cyclones due to increased green-
house gases. Among their findings were a
reduction of total cyclone count, in terms of
track density, in the Northern Hemisphere,
but an increase in the number of cyclones
traveling into the Arctic7. Cyclone mean
7Orsolini and Sorteberg (2009) defines entering
the Arctic as crossing the 75◦N latitude circle
intensity was found to decrease over mid-
latitudes and increase over the Arctic (Or-
solini and Sorteberg, 2009).
2.5 SST anomalies
SST anomalies can influence the atmo-
sphere through anomalous fluxes of sensi-
ble and latent heat. If the SST anomaly
can create vertical motion and vortex tube
stretching, it can affect the vorticity field
and excite the stationary Rossby waves.
(Holton, 2004)
For low-frequency variability, the time
derivative in the quasi-geostrophic temper-
ature equation may be neglected leaving:
~vg • ∇T −
(σp
R
)
ω =
J
cp
where ~vg is the horizontal geostrophic ve-
locity vector, T is the temperature, σ is the
static stability parameter, R is the ideal gas
constant for dry air, ω is the vertical velocity
in pressure coordinates, J is diabatic heat-
ing and cp is the heat capacity under con-
stant pressure.
The quasi-geostrophic temperature equa-
tion clearly shows that a diabatic heat
source can be balanced in one of two ways:
either by horizontal temperature advection
by the geostrophic wind or by vertical mo-
tion and adiabatic cooling. Which process
ends up dominating depends on the static
stability of the atmosphere. In the trop-
ics where the static stability is low, dia-
batic warming is compensated by vertical
advection and adiabatic cooling. This al-
lows for the SST anomaly signal to pen-
etrate far into the atmosphere and cause
anomalies in the stationary wave pattern.
Rising air in the atmospheric column cause
upper level divergence which creates an up-
per level vorticity anomaly. In the presence
of westerly flow, this vorticity anomaly can
lead to stationary Rossby waves. At higher
latitudes where static stability is gener-
ally large, horizontal temperature advec-
tion dominates over adiabatic cooling and
the signal does not penetrate far into the
atmosphere. It is therefore less likely that
extratropical SST anomalies will cause a re-
sponse in the stationary wave pattern com-
pared to tropical SST anomalies. (Holton,
2004)
A well known example of SST anomalies co-
inciding with anomalies in the atmospheric
circulation is the El Niño Southern Oscilla-
tion phenomena. One of the many effects
of El Niño is increased SSTs in the western
Pacific. The SST anomalies characteristic
of El Niño typically have cycles of several
years (Lau, 1997).
Chapter 3
Data
This chapter presents a short description
of the model and reanalysis data used in
this project. Both the model data and the
reanalysis data is taken from the 10 year
period 1. December 1980 - 28. February
1990 using the Northern Hemisphere win-
ter months (DJF) only.
3.1 The CAM3 model
To perform simulations in this project, the
NCAR CAM3 has been applied. CAM3 is
a three-dimensional global AGCM which
may be run as a stand-alone model or, al-
ternatively, as the atmospheric component
of the Community Climate System Model
(CCSM) (Collins et al., 2006). The CCSM
is a coupled climate model in which CAM3
is integrated together with the Community
Land Model (CLM), the Community Sea
Ice Model and the Parallel Ocean Program
(Collins et al., 2006).
Why choose CAM and not CCSM in this
study? The CCSM is suitable when one
wishes to study the interactions of the at-
mosphere, ocean, sea ice and land surface.
CAM3 on the other hand, is suited for look-
ing into the responses of atmospheric cir-
culation and state to a particular forcing
such as increased SSTs or increased con-
centrations of greenhouse gases (Collins et
al., 2006). As the ocean model in the CCSM
is in dynamic equilibrium with the remain-
ing components of the model, it would not
be possible to force the ocean with a SST
anomaly within a specific domain. As the
aim of this project was to investigate the re-
sponse of the storm track structure to vari-
ous SST anomaly within various oceanic do-
mains, CAM3 is an appropriate choice.
In this project, CAM3 was run as a stand-
alone model. As default, CAM3 was in-
tegrated with the CLM which simulates
energy exchanges over land, a thermody-
namic sea ice model and a data ocean model
(DOM). The model was run with both T85
and T42 spectral truncation and 26 vertical
layers. The data ocean model was applied
with default climatological data containing
12 monthly time samples. CAM3 was run
with an Eulerian dynamical core, with the
time step adjusting to satisfy the Courant-
Friedrichs-Levy condition. SST and sea ice
coverage1 were read into the model from
a boundary dataset containing 12 monthly
samples for each grid point. The fluxes be-
tween the ice and the atmosphere were com-
puted by the thermodynamic sea ice model.
1In this case the sea ice thickness was assumed to
be 2 m in the Northern Hemisphere and 0.5 m in the
Southern Hemisphere (Collins et al., 2006)
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative description of the hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate system
used in the CAM3 model. Figure is from MaCaa et al. (2004).
The CAM3 model uses hybrid sigma-
pressure coordinates in the vertical. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the CAM3 model
uses sigma coordinates near surface, hybrid
sigma-pressure coordinates at intermediate
levels and pressure coordinates at high lev-
els.
Pressure at grid point (i, j, k), where i is the
zonal counter, j is the meridional counter
and k is the vertical counter, at a given time
is given by:
P (i, j, k) = A(k)P0 +B(k)Ps(i, j) (3.1)
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where A and B are vectors of constants, P0
is a reference pressure taken to be 1000 hPa
and Ps is the surface pressure.
The runs
A total of 13 runs were performed using
the CAM3 model in total, including the
control runs with T42 and T85 resolution.
T42 resolution yields 128 grid points in
the zonal direction and 64 grid points in
the meridional direction, which corresponds
to approximately 2.8◦×2.8◦. T84 resolu-
tion yields 256 grid points in the zonal di-
rection and 128 grid points in the merid-
ional direction, which is corresponds to ap-
proximately 1.3◦×1.4◦. The changes made
from the control run in the remaining 11
modified runs were made in the SST and
sea ice coverage fields, given in the ini-
tial condition dataset file sst_HadOIBl_
bc_64x128_clim_c020411.nc. The SST
and sea ice coverage fields in this file in-
clude 12 monthly samples, and changes to
either field were made for all months. No-
tice that all the modified runs were per-
formed using T42 resolution.
All modifications to the initial condition
dataset were made using the R environ-
ment developed by R Development Core
Team (2008) and the R-package NCDF
(Pierce, 2006). Both the R environment and
the NCDF package are freely available from
http://www.R-project.org.
Modifications to the SST field were done
by adding a scalar (such as 2 K or 8 K)
to the existing SST field within a specified
domain. The domain was defined in the
meridional direction by φstart and φstop, the
former being the latitude at which the do-
main starts and the latter being the lat-
Figure 3.2: The SST anomaly field from
the AA2 run. The figure shows the
February SST anomaly field corresponding
changes are made for December and Febru-
ary, though small differences will arise be-
cause the sea ice coverage changes from
month to month.
itude at which the domain stops. The
same goes for the zonal direction. At
the domain boundaries a linear relaxation
was applied when the boundary was lo-
cated over the ocean to prevent abrupt
changes in the SST field. To make sure
that the temperature field was not changed
over land, the CAM3 land fraction field
available from cami_000-09-01_64x128_
L26_c030918.nc was used to check that
the land fraction at each grid point was suf-
ficiently small to assure that the grid point
was over ocean. SSTs were not changed in
the presence of sea ice using the sea ice cov-
erage field in a similar way as the land frac-
tion field. For further details about how
the SST field or the sea ice fraction field
was modified, consult the source code of the
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Table 3.1: This table yields a complete overview of all the modified runs that have been carried
out in connection to this project and the changes made to both the SST field and the sea
ice coverage field. The following abbreviations are used: A = Arctic, AA = north-Atlantic to
Arctic, TML = Tropics to Mid-Latitudes, TA = Tropics to Arctic, NH = Northern Hemisphere,
Lon = longitude, Lat = latitude. Lon region and lat region refers to the domains where the
SSTs were increased.
Run SST anomaly Lon region Lat region No sea ice NH
No ice 0 K – – X
A2 2 K 0 – 360◦E 60 – 90◦N
A2 no ice 2 K 0 – 360◦E 60 – 90◦N X
A8 8 K 0 – 360◦E 60 – 90◦N
A8 no ice 8 K 0 – 360◦E 60 – 90◦N X
AA2 2 K 270 – 30◦E 45 – 65◦N
0 – 360◦E 66 – 90◦N
AA8 8 K 270 – 30◦E 45 – 65◦N
0 – 360◦E 66 – 90◦N
AA8 no ice 8 K 270 – 30◦E 45 – 65◦N X
0 – 360◦E 66 – 90◦N
TML2 2 K 290 – 20◦E 45 – 34◦S
* 33◦S – 45◦N
TA2 2 K 290 – 20◦E 45 – 34◦S
* 33◦S – 65◦N
0 – 360◦E 66 – 90◦N
TA2 NH 2 K 0 – 360◦E 45◦S – 90◦N
* The longitudinal domain can be summarized to follow the American coastline in the west
and the African and European coastline in the east.
change_sst function in Appendix C or the
change_ice function in Appendix D.
As previously mentioned, a total of 13 runs
were performed using the CAM3 model in-
cluding the control run with both high (T85)
and low (T42) resolution in the horizontal.
The modifications made to the runs con-
sist of two things: changing the SSTs and
changing the sea ice coverage. The modified
runs include:
No ice run: Sea ice was removed from
the entire Northern Hemisphere, no
changes were made to the SSTs.
A2 run: SSTs were increased by 2 K in the
Arctic with the Arctic being defined as
the region north of 60◦N.
A2 no ice run: same as A2 run, but with
sea ice removed from all seasons in the
Northern Hemisphere.
A8 run: same as A2, but SSTs were in-
creased by 8 K.
A8 no ice run: same as A8 run, but with
sea ice removed from all seasons in the
Northern Hemisphere.
AA2 run: SSTs were increased by 2 K
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) and (b) show the February SST anomaly field from the TA2 NH run and the
TA2 run. Otherwise as in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.4: The SST anomaly field from the TML2 run. Otherwise as in Figure 3.2
in the Arctic everywhere north of
65◦N and the North-Atlantic from 60◦N
down to 45◦N.
AA8 run: same as AA2 run, but SSTs were
increased by 8 K.
AA8 no ice run: same as AA8, but with
sea ice removed from all seasons in the
Northern Hemisphere.
TML2 run: SSTs were increased by 2 K in
the Atlantic from 45◦S to 45◦N.
TA2 run: SSTs were increased y 2 K in the
Arctic and Atlantic from 60◦N all the
way down to 45◦S.
TA2 NH run: SSTs were increased by 2 K
everywhere north of 45◦S.
A more schematic overview of the modi-
fied runs is given in Table 3.1. The SST
changes made in the TA2 NH, TA2, TML2
and AA2 runs are shown in Figure 3.3(a),
Figure 3.3(b), Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.2, re-
spectively. Notice that the gray area, repre-
senting the domain of SST change, does not
extent all the way to the north pole because
the SSTs were not changed in the presence
of sea ice.
Results from the TA2 NH, TA2, TML2, AA2
and no ice run will be presented in section
5, the other runs will not be discussed any
further.
3.2 NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
When studying the past climate using op-
erational analysis, biases caused by sud-
den changes in the forecast models (such as
resolution and parameterization) and data
assimilation methods may be encountered.
To avoid false trends created by technical
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progress it is desirable to utilize analysis
data made by one single model and one sin-
gle data assimilation system. The NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis 1 is one such data set. As
indicated by its name, reanalysis data sets
are made a posteriori. Reanalysises also
differ from normal operational analysis in
that observations of the state of the atmo-
sphere are available for certain grid points
at certain times throughout the entire time
period. Using reanalysis data one avoids
false trends caused by the model and data
assimilation, but false trends due to inho-
mogeneities in the availability, quality and
type of observations to a certain extent re-
main in the reanalysis product. Still, re-
analysis products are considered the best
possible estimate of the past state of the at-
mosphere.
The reanalysis data used in this project is
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 1 (from
now on the 1 will be dropped for brevity).
The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis was made in
cooperation between the NCEP and NCAR.
It is a global analysis including a variety of
atmospheric fields such as sea level pres-
sure, geopotential height at several pres-
sure levels, air temperature, winds, and
many more. Observations used in the data
assimilation include among others observa-
tions from land surface, ships, rawinson-
des, aircraft, satellites etc. It is run us-
ing the NCEP global spectral model imple-
mented operationally at NCEP on the 11th
of January 1995. The GCM runs with a T68
resolution in the horizontal and 28 vertical
layers and the data is assimilated into the
method using the 3D-VAR method. The re-
analysis product is available for the time pe-
riod 1948 - present. Both GCM and data as-
similation are “frozen” throughout the time
period of the reanalysis data. For more in-
formation about the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis, consult Kalnay et al. (1996).
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data was pro-
vided by the National Ocean & Atmo-
sphere Administration/Outstanding Accom-
plishments in Research/Earth System Re-
search Laboratory/Physical Sciences Divi-
sion, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their
web site at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/
Chapter 4
Methods
Storm tracks are generally investigated
from either an Eulerian or a Lagrangian
perspective. The most common Eulerian
methods include bandpass filtering and fea-
ture point identification. Lagrangian meth-
ods involve finding the trajectory of each
individual cyclone through feature point
tracking methods.
In the following the three most common
methods applied in storm track studies
will be briefly discussed followed by short
reviews of the methods applied in this
project: bandpass filtering using the intrin-
sic IDL function DIGITAL_FILTER (ITT Vi-
sual Information Solutions, 2007) and fea-
ture point identification using a calculus-
based cyclone identification (CCI) method.
Both methods applied in this project inves-
tigate the storm tracks from an Eulerian
perspective.
The bandpass filter method involves
applying a bandpass filter to an atmo-
spheric field in order to retain fluctuations
within a given frequency range. As will
be described in section 4.1 below, a band-
pass filter acts to attenuate all frequencies
outside a given frequency domain. Stud-
ies have shown that when retaining fluc-
tuations with periods between about 2.5
and 6 days, the resulting field is dominated
by developing baroclinic waves (Blackmon
(1976), Blackmon et al. (1977)).
The bandpass filter method can be applied
to any atmospheric field at any level, but
some fields have proven to be more fruitful
than others. Popular fields are among oth-
ers sea level pressure, geopotential height,
meridional velocity, meridional heat trans-
port, and zonal momentum flux (e.g. Black-
mon (1976), Blackmon et al. (1977), Hoskins
and Hodges (2002), Chang and Orlanski
(2002)).
When using this method it is important to
realize that although the bandpass filtered
fields are dominated by baroclinic waves
(Blackmon (1976), Blackmon et al. (1977))
they are not caused by baroclinic waves
alone. Other features fluctuating on simi-
lar timescales will contribute to the field.
A clear advantage of using bandpass fil-
ters is the fact that the method is less com-
putationally demanding than e.g. feature
point identification or feature point track-
ing. Also, it can easily be carried out at
any altitude yielding a three-dimensional
picture of the storm tracks Chang and Or-
lanski (2002).
Disadvantages of this approach are mainly
not having the opportunity to study aspects
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of the individual storms such as lifetimes,
velocities, deepening rates and preferred re-
gions of cyclogenesis and cyclosis (Gulev et
al. (2001), Hoskins and Hodges (2002)).
The feature point identification
method involves locating low-pressure
centers (feature points) and counting them.
A typical simple method is the “nearest
neighbor approach” in which the sea level
pressure field in each grid point is com-
pared to the sea level pressure field in a
given number of surrounding grid points
(typically four or eight), demanding for the
pressure difference to be larger than some
threshold value. Other restrictions can
also be imposed (e.g. Gulev et al. (2001)).
The CCI method presented in section 4.2
represents a more sophisticated way of
locating feature points.
Feature point identification methods are
generally more computationally demanding
than the bandpass filtering. They are tra-
ditionally carried out on the sea level pres-
sure field or geopotential height field, and
more recently on the relative vorticity field
(Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). Like bandpass
filtering, feature point identification yields
no information about lifetimes, traveling
velocities, deepening rates nor preferred re-
gions of cyclogenesis or cyclosis. Unlike
bandpass filtering, feature point identifi-
cation yields data representing properties
tied to the cyclones alone. Also, the re-
sults from feature point identification meth-
ods are also often biased towards slow or
quasi-stationary features (like mature cy-
clones that have become quasi-stationary)
when using sea level pressure field due to
over-counting (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002).
Another bias may be concealment of fea-
tures in their initial development stage by
the background flow and large-scale fea-
tures such as the Icelandic low (Hoskins
and Hodges, 2002). This can be avoided by
using the vorticity field, or improved by fil-
tering the sea level data before use. Feature
point identification methods yields informa-
tion about where low pressure centers statis-
tically are observed most frequently.
The feature point tracking methods
involves computing the trajectories of the
individual cyclones, following the feature
points from cyclogenesis to cyclosis. Such
methods will typically consist of some fea-
ture point identification method followed by
a routine that calculates the most probable
trajectories of each cyclones (Hodges, 1994).
Early methods would typically try to find
trajectories by looking at a feature point at
a specific time and searching for the fea-
ture point which is closest one time step
later, imposing criterias of maximum al-
lowed traveling velocity between time steps
etc. This approach is biased due to the sim-
ple fact that the feature point which is clos-
est at the next time step does not necessar-
ily belong to the same trajectory. Thus it
is useful to impose a smoothness require-
ment upon the trajectories. For more de-
tails about feature point tracking, consult
Hodges (1994) and Hodges (1999).
The great thing about feature point track-
ing is that it yields the information you can-
not get from bandpass filtering or feature
point identification such as lifetimes, trav-
eling velocities, deepening rates and regions
of preferred cyclogenesis and cyclosis.
Notice that feature point identification is
sometimes combined with feature point
tracking to enable imposing requirements
such as that the feature point must exist for
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at least a given time period or/and have a
traveling velocity greater than some thresh-
old value (e.g. Hoskins and Hodges (2002),
Paciorek et al. (2002), McCabe et al. (2001)).
This improves the results with respect to
the aforementioned biases tied to feature
point identification.
4.1 The bandpass filter
method
Temporal filtering of digital data series is
commonly applied to reject or attenuate
specific frequencies from the field. In at-
mospheric sciences the most common filters
are the highpass, bandpass and lowpass fil-
ters described below.
The highpass filter rejects fluctuations
with frequencies lower than the high
frequency cut-off value fH . As can be
induced from its name, the highpass
filters let fluctuations with high fre-
quencies (higher than fH) pass. In
terms of period rather than frequency
the highpass filter retain fluctua-
tions with periods shorter than some
threshold value.
The lowpass filter resembles the high-
pass filter, but rejects fluctuations with
frequencies higher than the low fre-
quency cut-off value fL. The lowpass fil-
ter retain fluctuations of periods larger
than the threshold value.
The bandpass filter is a combination of
the highpass and lowpass filter. The
bandpass filter rejects fluctuations with
frequencies higher than fH and lower
than fL, meaning that it keeps fluctu-
Figure 4.1: Illustration of a hypothetical
bandpass filter attenuation of output power
signal as a function of frequency. fL is the
low frequency cut-off value, fH is the high
frequency cut-off value and f0 is the cen-
ter frequency. The stippled lines indicate
the high and low cut-off frequencies and the
solid line indicates the output power sig-
nal. At the cut-off frequencies, the output
power signal is reduced compared to cen-
ter frequency, but not completely rejected
as it would have been in an ideal band-
pass filter. The value fH − fL is the fil-
ter bandwidth B. The figure is retrieved
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bandpass_filterMay 31, 2009
ations within a frequency band deter-
mined by fL and fH .
The effect and properties of the bandpass
filter are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Motivation
Atmospheric field such as the sea level pres-
sure field or the geopotential height field
fluctuate on many different timescales. The
fluctuations in the fields are caused by vari-
ous phenomena, for example the diurnal cy-
cle, the passage of cyclones and anticyclones
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and low-frequency features such as quasi-
stationary mature cyclones and planetary
waves. By applying filters to the fields it is
possible isolate fluctuations with different
timescales.
Blackmon (1976) studied the 500 hPa
geopotential height field and discovered
that the variance of the full un-filtered field
closely resembled the variance of the low-
pass filtered field. The lowpass filter used
in Blackmon (1976) was made to retain fluc-
tuations with periods longer than 10 days.
Blackmon et al. (1977) found similar re-
sults for the sea level pressure field and
the 300 hPa geopotential height field. The
conclusion was made that the full atmo-
spheric pressure and geopotential height
fields are dominated by low frequency fea-
tures with periods longer than 10 days.
Higher frequency phenomena such as de-
veloping baroclinic waves are consequently
concealed in the full atmospheric fields.
Variations caused by growing baroclinic
waves can by beautifully captured using a
bandpass filter with suitable high and low
cutoff values. The bandpass filter in Black-
mon (1976) and Blackmon et al. (1977) re-
tained fluctuations with periods between
2.5 and 6 days. Figure 4.2 shows the
500 hPa geopotential height bandpass Root-
Mean-Square (RMS) field from Blackmon
(1976). The figure clearly demonstrates two
regions of particularly large RMS values,
one in the Pacific and one in the North At-
lantic. The location of both regions fits re-
markably well with areas of known high cy-
clone frequency.
Blackmon et al. (1977) extended the study
of Blackmon (1976) to include several other
atmospheric fields, including sea level pres-
sure, 300 hPa geopotential height, 500 hPa
Figure 4.2: 500 hPa geopotential height
bandpass RMS field from Blackmon (1976).
Contour interval is 5 m. The bandpass filter
retains fluctuations with periods between
2.5 and 6 days.
wind field, and 850 hPa meridional heat
transport. Bandpass maxima correspond-
ing well to the areas of high cyclone oc-
currence were found in all respective fields,
though the exact location and extent of the
maxima vary somewhat in space from field
to field. The bandpass geopotential height
fields at 500 and 300 hPa were more zonal
than the bandpass sea level pressure field
(Blackmon et al., 1977).
IDLs DIGITAL_FILTER
The specific bandpass filter applied in
this project was made using the intrinsic
IDL DIGITAL_FILTER function described
in ITT Visual Information Solutions (2007).
The bandpass filter was constructed by us-
ing the DIGITAL_FILTER function to find
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the filter coefficients and then convolving
the filter coefficients with the time series of
atmospheric data at each grid point.
The IDL DIGITAL_FILTER is a finite im-
pulse response filter, in which the response
to an impulse in the time domain of the fil-
ter decays and goes to zero after a finite
amount of time. This is in contrast to in-
finite response filters. The filter is applied
non-recursively by convolving its impulse
response with the data (time series of at-
mospheric data at each grid point). A non-
recursive filter uses the current and previ-
ous input data of the filter to compute the
filtered output. This is in contrast to a re-
cursive filter which also uses previous out-
put data, that is, already filtered data.
Input parameters of the DIGITAL_FILTER
function are the high- and low-frequency
cut-off values, the filter order and the fil-
ter power. The filter order is the number
of previous elements of the input data that
are used when computing the output data
in the convolution process. The filter power
is the size of the Gibbs Phenomenon vari-
ations, which are the oscillations resulting
from abrupt truncation of an infinite fast
Fourier transform series. ITT Visual In-
formation Solutions (2007) recommends the
filter power to be set to 50 dB.
The DIGITAL_FILTER function was ap-
plied with a low frequency cut-off frequency
equivalent to 2.5 days, and a high frequency
cut-off equivalent to 6 days, filter order of
25 (experiments showed that doubling the
filter order did not alter the results) and a
filter power of 50 dB. The DIGITAL_FILTER
function returns a vector with length cor-
responding to the filter order plus one. At
each grid point the coefficients were con-
volved with the complete time series of the
atmospheric field at that specific grid point.
Now, what is convolution?
The convolution of two functions f and g
is in a special kind of product between two
functions. The general infinite convolution
is defined as (Farlow, 1993):
(f ∗ g)(x) = 1√
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x− ξ)g(ξ)dξ
In fact, the convolution of function f and g is
the inverse Fourier transform of the product
of Fourier transforms of f and g (an opera-
tion often needed when solving partial dif-
ferential equations) (Farlow, 1993):
(f ∗ g)(x) = F−1 {F [f ]F [g]}
The intrinsic IDL CONVOL function was
applied to convolve the filter coefficients
and the time series. The CONVOL function
was used without scaling and is defined as
follows (ITT Visual Information Solutions,
2007):
Rt =
{ ∑k−1
i=0 (At+i− k
2
Ki) if
k
2 ≤ t ≤ n− k2 − 1
0 otherwise
where A is an n-element vector to be con-
volved (the time series), K is a k-element
vector used to convolve the A vector (the co-
efficients found using the DIGITAL_FILTER
function), t is time, i is a counter and n > k.
k/2 is found by integer division.
4.2 Feature point identifica-
tion by the CCI method
The cyclone statistics created using feature
point identification differs from that created
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using bandpass methods in several ways.
As previously mentioned, feature point
identification yields information about low-
pressure centers and low-pressure centers
only. Bandpass filters yields the part of a
field associated with variations of specific
periods. As long as cyclones are not the only
atmospheric phenomena with periods cor-
responding to those retained by the band-
pass filter, other phenomena, such as anti-
cyclones, will also be captured in the band-
pass filtered data. So even though the band-
pass filtered fields in the appropriate fre-
quency domain are dominated by the mid-
latitude storm tracks, there is no prevent-
ing other phenomena such as anticyclones
from being a part of the field.
Another thing is that feature point iden-
tification methods do not care if the low-
pressure center identified belongs to a grow-
ing, mature or decaying cyclone. All low-
pressure centers that are identified by the
method, regardless of what kind of cyclone
they belong to, will be a part of the results
from a feature point identification method.
Bandpass filters on the other hand only
yield information about growing cyclones.
Mature and decaying cyclones are often
slow or even quasi-stationary with periods
too long to be captured by the bandpass fil-
ter.
In this project, feature point identification
was performed using the CCI method (Ben-
estad, 2008) developed by Rasmus Benes-
tad at the Norwegian Meteorological Insti-
tute. The method was presented in Ben-
estad and Chen (2006). The method was
written in the R environment, and is freely
available from the the R project website:
http://cran.r-project.org.
The use of other feature point identifica-
tion methods will, doubtlessly, yield differ-
ent results due to the differences in the al-
gorithms and threshold values utilized by
the various methods. Differences in tempo-
ral and spatial resolution of the input data
will also affect the results.
For storm tracking and feature point iden-
tification it is not necessarily obvious which
field is the most suited. By and large, there
is a widespread use of the sea level pressure
field and the vorticity field. Both having
their advantages and disadvantages. CCI
uses the sea level pressure filed to locate the
low-pressure centers. Benestad and Chen
(2006) argues that sea level pressure is well
suited because of this field having the most
complete observational records and is an
observed quantity used in the data assim-
ilation, unlike vorticity which is a model-
derived quantity.
Compared to other methods, CCI is more
sophisticated. In short, the CCI method
estimates the meridional and zonal sea
level pressure profiles in form of a trun-
cated Fourier series. The coefficients are
computed using linear multiple regres-
sions. Having analytical expressions for
the sea level pressure profiles in both hor-
izontal directions, analytical expressions
for the first-order and second-order deriva-
tives are easily found (Benestad and Chen,
2006). Sea level pressure minima can then
be found from zero-crossing points of the
first-order derivatives where the second-
derivatives are positive (negative indicates
anti-cyclones) (Benestad and Chen, 2006).
This is illustrated by Figure 4.3.
Below is a mathematical description of the
CCI method following Benestad and Chen
(2006).
Given a two-dimensional pressure field
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P (x, y) or P (θ, φ) (where φ is latitude and
θ is longitude), the attained Fourier approx-
imations for p(θ) and p(φ) are:
p(θ) = p0 +
Nθ∑
i=1
[aθ(i) cos(ωθ(i)θ) +
bθ(i) sin(ωθ(i)θ)]
p(φ) = p0 +
Nφ∑
i=1
[aφ(i) cos(ωφ(i)φ) +
bφ(i) sin(ωφ(i)φ)]
where
The number of harmonics Nθ and Nφ
are the number of harmonics ap-
plied. According to Benestad and Chen
(2006), choosing 10 harmonics gives
accurate results, and increasing this
number gives little improvement to the
results.
Longitude and latitude θ and φ are dis-
crete variables with length n andm, re-
spectively, and a step size δθ = θ2 − θ1
and δφ = φ2 − φ1. The intervals are de-
fined as ∆θ = θn−θ1 and∆φ = φm−φ1.
Spatial scales are given by θ and ωθ(i) =
2πi
∆θ in the longitude direction and φ and
ωφ(i) =
2πi
∆φ in the latitude direction.
Coefficients aθ(i), bθ(i), aφ(i) and bφ(i) are
estimated through multiple linear re-
gression. The approximations of the co-
efficient found by linear regression are
denoted as aˆθ(i), bˆθ(i), aˆφ(i) and bˆφ(i)
The constant p0 is arbitrary, and may
vary from profile to profile.
Form this, the best approximations to the
first-order derivatives are given by:
dpˆ(θ)
dθ
= p0 +
Nθ∑
i=1
[−aˆθ(i) sin(ωθ(i)θ) +
bˆθ(i) cos(ωθ(i)θ)]
dpˆ(φ)
dφ
= p0 +
Nφ∑
i=1
[−aˆφ(i) sin(ωφ(i)φ) +
bˆφ(i) cos(ωφ(i)θ)]
Second-derivatives are obviously found by
differentiating these expressions again with
respect to the index variables.
The first order meridional and zonal gradi-
ents are easily found as follows (similar for
the second order gradients):
dpˆ(x)
dx
=
1
a cos(φ)
dpˆ(θ)
dθ
dpˆ(y)
dx
=
1
a
dpˆ(φ)
dφ
Now, local pressure minima are identified
when:
∂pˆ(x)
∂x
=
∂pˆ(y)
∂y
= 0 and
∂2pˆ(x)
∂x2
> 0 and
∂2pˆ(y)
∂y2
> 0
Secondary cyclones near deeper ones are re-
moved.
Settings
In this project, the CCI method was used
to identify cyclones on the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The method was applied with 16
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harmonics and was restricted to detecting
10 simultaneous cyclones. Investigations
conducted in Benestad and Chen (2006) us-
ing both 25 and 10 harmonics showed that
changing the number of harmonics does not
significantly alter the results. The input
data was interpolated to a 1◦×1◦ grid.
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Figure 4.3: Zonal sea level pressure profile showing the workings of the CCI. The thick grey
line is the original sea level pressure filed from the input data. The thick dashed line which
is more or less overlapping the thick grey line is the Fourier approximation. The thin dashed
line is the first-order derivative, and the dotted line is the second-order derivative. The circle
marks the cyclone center identified by CCI. Notice that the circle is at the zero-crossing point
of the first-order derivative, and that the second-order derivative is positive as required by
CCI. Notice also that the thin horizontal line illustrates 0 hPa as the thin dashed line and the
stippled line have been moved up relative to the ordinate axes.
Chapter 5
Results
This chapter presents results from this
project. Unless stated otherwise, all results
in this chapter are taken from the time pe-
riod 1. November 1980 – 31. March 1990
using the Northern Hemisphere winter sea-
son (DJF).
All NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data presented
in this chapter was taken from the same
time period as the CAM3 data, and sub-
jected to the exact same methods (e.g. band-
pass filtering and feature point identifica-
tion) and plotting routines as the CAM3
data. The only difference being in the cases
where the CAM3 data has been interpolated
from the CAM3 hybrid sigma-pressure co-
ordinates to pressure coordinates. The
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data is in pressure
coordinates by default, and therefore not in
need of interpolation.
In sections of this chapter where results
from both the high-resolution (T85) and
low-resolution (T42) control run are pre-
sented, the low-resolution control run will
be referred to as the T42 control run, and
the high-resolution control run will be re-
ferred to as the T85 control run. In sec-
tions which only presents or discusses re-
sults from the T42 control run, “T42” will
be omitted for brevity.
In the first section, fields from the T42
control run are presented and compared to
the corresponding fields from the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis. The comparison will show
that CAM3 accurately simulates the struc-
ture andmagnitudes of the fields presented,
and is well suited for performing sensitivity
studies.
The second section presents results from
the T85 control run and compares them to
the T42 control run and the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis. The comparison will show that
some aspects of the fields improve, while
others actually worsen, and that the im-
provements are not sufficient to warrant
performing all the modified CAM3 runs
with T85 resolution in the horizontal taking
the dramatically increased run-time into
account.
The third section presents results from the
TA2 NH run where the SSTs have been in-
creased by 2 K in all oceanic grid points
north of 45◦S. The results will show that
the North-Atlantic storm track shifts north-
east in response to the SST anomaly, that
no clear latitudinal shift in seen in the Pa-
cific storm track, and that the zonally av-
eraged temperature and zonally averaged
Eady parameter fields are remarkably sim-
ilar to results obtained with fully coupled
climate models, in which C02 has been in-
creased Yin (2005)
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The fourth section investigates the effects
of latitudinal and longitudinal variations in
the SST anomaly domain, presenting re-
sults from the TA2, TML2 and AA2 runs.
Results will show that changing the SST
anomaly domain in the latitudinal or lon-
gitudinal direction yields strong changes in
all fields investigated, and that low lati-
tude heating is the most important forcing
in these runs.
The fifth section investigates results from
the no ice run where the ice cover has been
removed from the entire Northern Hemi-
sphere. Results will show that removing the
ice cover yields storm track changes of sim-
ilar magnitudes as high-latitude heating.
The sixth and final section presents re-
sults from the CCI method in terms of cy-
clone count from the T42 control run, the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, the T85 control
run and the TA2 NH run. Results will show
that cyclone counting is a less robust mea-
sure for investigating storm track changes
than bandpass variance.
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5.1 The control run
Abstract
In this section the bandpass SLP, bandpass
Z500 hPa, u, Eady parameter, zonally averaged
u and zonally averaged Eady parameter fields
are presented and compared to NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis data.
Bandpass SLP: Maxima are found in both
storm track regions. NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis and control run are similar in
the storm track regions. Bandpass vari-
ance is too high over high topography, and
the North-Atlantic storm track is some-
what too zonal.
Bandpass Z500hPa: Storm track maxima are
well simulated, but the North-Atlantic
maximum is somewhat too zonal. Topo-
graphically related problems are reduced
compared to bandpass SLP.
u: Maxima correspond to the position of the
bandpass maxima, though shifted some-
what upstream and equatorward. Con-
trol run compares well to the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis. u is consistent in struc-
ture and magnitude with zonally aver-
aged u.
Eady parameter: Maxima are found in the
storm track entrance regions. Structure
is similar to u, and the control run re-
lates to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis as in
u. Results are consistent with Hoskins
and Valdes (1990). Eady parameter struc-
ture and magnitude is consistent with the
zonally averaged Eady parameter. Zonal
average maxima are located in regions of
strong vertical wind shear, and the gen-
eral structure is very similar to results
from Yin (2005).
The main conclusion from this section is that
CAM3 yields fields which closely resemble the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Therefore, CAM3
can be used to perform meaningful sensitivity
studies.
In this section, results from the control
run1 are presented and compared to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data for the pur-
pose of assessing whether CAM3 captures
the structure and magnitude of the fields
well enough to be suited for sensitivity stud-
ies.
In the following, the bandpass filtered SLP
field, the bandpass filtered Z500 hPa field, the
u field, the Eady parameter field, the zon-
ally averaged u field and the zonally av-
eraged Eady parameter field will be inves-
tigated and compared to NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data.
Bandpass SLP
In this section and the four following section
in this chapter, the storm tracks will be in-
vestigated using the bandpass method. Re-
call from section 4.1 that bandpass filtering
involves rejecting all frequencies not within
a specified range of frequencies, and that
according to Blackmon et al. (1977), choos-
ing this range of frequencies to be equiva-
lent to all time periods between 2.5 and 6
days yields a field which is dominated by
growing baroclinic waves. Blackmon et al.
(1977) applied such a bandpass filter to the
SLP field, and found the North-Atlantic and
Pacific storm tracks to be represented by
two large maxima in the bandpass variance
field.
Apart from the fact that the SLP field is a
suitable choice for bandpass filtering, addi-
tional motivation is the desire to compare
results from the bandpass filter method to
results from the CCI method later in this
chapter, a process with goes much smoother
1Notice that the control run presented in this sec-
tion is the T42 control run
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when the two methods have been applied to
the same field.
The SLP field is not the only field suited
for bandpass filtering in storm track stud-
ies. The Z500 hPa field, the meridional veloc-
ity field, the zonal momentum flux field and
the meridional heat flux field have all been
proven suited for bandpass filtering (Black-
mon (1976), Blackmon et al. (1977)). In this
project, the SLP field and the Z500 hPa field
have been subjected to bandpass filtering.
Both fields are presented in this section.
The 6 h SLP field was bandpass fil-
tered using the intrinsic IDL function
DIGITAL_FILTER as described in section
4.1 on page 41. The filter was made to re-
tain fluctuations in the field with periods
between 2.5 and 6 days, following Blackmon
(1976) and Blackmon et al. (1977).
Figure 5.1(a) shows the bandpass filtered
instantaneous 6 h SLP standard deviation
field2 from the control run. Bandpass vari-
ance is therefore expected to be high at
mid- and high-latitudes, and low in the sub-
tropics and tropics. This is exactly what
is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Bandpass vari-
ance increases northward from the trop-
ics and reaches its largest values in a cir-
cumpolar belt between 40 and 70◦N. Band-
pass variance is generally higher over the
oceans than over continents except from in
the near proximity of high topography.
The bandpass SLP field shows three large
maxima; a Pacific maximum starting north-
east of Japan, a North-American maxi-
mum over and downstream from the Rock-
ies, a North-Atlantic maximum starting
at east coast of North-America. The two
2From now on referred to as the “bandpass SLP
field” for brevity
oceanic maxima correspond to the Pacific
and North-Atlantic storm tracks, respec-
tively, confirming the results of Blackmon
et al. (1977). Notice that, in terms of band-
pass SLP, the North-Atlantic maximum is
stronger than the Pacific maximum. Also,
notice that the North-Atlantic maximum
is partly located over the North-American
east coast while the Pacific storm track
maximum is located entirely over the ocean.
Additional bandpass variance is seen near
topographic features in the proximity of
Greenland and over Central Asia, the latter
being associated with the Himalayas.
The large North-American maximum asso-
ciated with the Rockies requires further at-
tention. A similar feature was discovered
by Blackmon et al. (1977), but not as pro-
nounced as in Figure 5.1(a). Blackmon et
al. (1977) attributed this feature to shallow
systems, as upper-level fields did not reveal
enhanced variability in this region. A corre-
sponding relationship will be revealed later
in this section.
The strength of the maximum associated
with the Rockies may be associated with
a bias in the CAM3 model. Hurrell et
al. (2006) compared the mean DJF SLP
field from the CAM3 model to correspond-
ing data from ERA40. They found the dif-
ference fields to be very noisy with absurd
magnitudes in regions of high topography.
This indicates that extrapolation of the SLP
field in such areas is an issue with the
CAM3 model. Nevertheless, bandpass vari-
ance over regions of high topography is not
the focus of this project. The greatest con-
cern is the ability of the CAM3 model to
properly simulate the storm track related
maxima in the North-Atlantic and Pacific
oceans.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Standard deviation of the bandpass filtered SLP field from the control run (Figure
(a)) and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (figure (b)).
Figure 5.1(b) shows the bandpass SLP field
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The
structure is very similar to the control run
in Figure 5.1(a). Bandpass variance in-
crease when moving from the tropics to-
wards the pole and peaks in a circumpo-
lar band between 30 and 70◦N, and is rel-
atively low over the Arctic Ocean. As in
the control run, large maxima are found
in the Pacific and the North-Atlantic corre-
sponding to the Pacific and North-Atlantic
storm tracks, the North-Atlantic maximum
being stronger than the Pacific maximum.
Enhanced variability is also found down-
stream from the Rockies, over Greenland
and to some degree over Central Asia. Vari-
ability is low over western Asia upstream
from the Pacificmaximum and over the Arc-
tic Ocean in both figures. A “trough” feature
is found over Mexico and western Asia in
both figures. It is clear that CAM3 captures
all features present in the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis.
The largest differences between the con-
trol run and the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis are in areas of high topography and
in the North-Atlantic storm track exit re-
gion. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dis-
play reduced bandpass variance over and
downstream from the Rockies and the Hi-
malayas. The strong reduction of the inten-
sity of these feature, particularly associated
with the Rockies, contributes to the suspi-
cion that the CAM3 model fails to properly
extrapolate the SLP field over high topogra-
phy. Over Greenland it seems that the rela-
tively large values of bandpass variance lo-
cated west of Greenland in the control run
have shifted east and are located more di-
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Figure 5.2: Bandpass filtered Z500 hPa standard deviation field from the control run and the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
rectly over Greenland in the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis.
The North-Atlantic storm track has a more
pronounced northward tilt in the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis as bandpass variance is
higher in the traditional storm track exit
region (Norwegian and Barents Sea). The
structure of the North-Atlantic storm track
in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis is consis-
tent with the traditional perception that the
North Atlantic storm track stretches from
the east coast of North-America and all the
way to the Barents Sea. The North-Atlantic
storm track is known for being more tilted
in the northward direction than its Pacific
counterpart.
The fact that the northward tilt is not ap-
parent in the control run is consistent with
the results of Hurrell et al. (2006). Hur-
rell et al. (2006) investigated the bandpass
statistics from CAM3 in terms of eddy ki-
netic energy (
√
u′2 + v′2) and transient mo-
mentum flux (u′v′) filtered to retain synop-
tic variations fluctuations with variations
between 2 and 8 days. Findings from the
eddy kinetic energy field were that the
general features were well simulated, but
with a general overestimation of variabil-
ity and a more zonally elongated struc-
ture in the North-Atlantic during DJF com-
pared to ERA40. Hurrell et al. (2006) com-
mented that the missing tilt of the North-
Atlantic storm track is consistent with an
observed bias in the mean zonally averaged
wind field. According to Black and Dole
(2000), the North-Atlantic storm track is
commonly seen to be too zonal in GCM stud-
ies, a result which may be related to a bias
in the upper-level barotropic deformation
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field which is believed to be instrumental
to storm track termination (e.g. Chang and
Orlanski (2002)).
Apart from over regions of high topography
and in the North-Atlantic storm track exit
regions, differences between the control and
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis are small. The
North-Atlantic maximum experience some
reduced variability in the region south of
Greenland (13% at most) and the Pacific
storm track region (5 % at most).
Bandpass Z500hPa
As stated in relation to the bandpass SLP
field, the Z500 hPa field is also suited for
bandpass filtering (Blackmon, 1976). There
are several reasons for investigating an up-
per level field in addition to a surface-level
field, the most important being that, as
pointed out by among other Chang and Or-
lanski (2002), one of the great advantages of
bandpass filtering compared to other meth-
ods is the fact that it can be carried out at
all altitudes, yielding a three-dimensional
picture of the storm tracks. Also, cyclones
are not only surface features, but have a
characteristic vertical structure which al-
lows baroclinic wave activity to dominate
the geopotential height field at all levels
from the surface to about 200 hPa. Ac-
cording to Blackmon et al. (1977), the dis-
tribution of bandpass filtered SLP, Z500 hPa
and Z300 hPa are qualitatively similar with
bandpass variance increasing by a factor 1.7
from sea level to 300 hPa.
In the previous discussion of the bandpass
SLP field, the CAM3 SLP field yielded a
relatively large bandpass variance maxima
in regions of high topography. Though,
as noted by Blackmon et al. (1977), en-
hanced variability is observed to be associ-
ated with high topography and is therefore
expected in such areas, comparison with
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis revealed that
bandpass variance is in fact too large in
these regions in CAM3. Hurrell et al. (2006)
also found the SLP field to be biased in re-
gions of high topography and attributed this
to the extrapolation process. It is there-
fore likely that an upper-level field, such as
the Z500 hPa, will not be exposed to the same
biased extrapolation as the SLP field, and
thus be a better choice. In the following the
bandpass filtered Z500 hPa field will be pre-
sented and compared to NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data.
The instantaneous 6 h Z500 hPa field
3 from
the control run and the 6 h Z500 hPa field
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis were
bandpass filtered using the same procedure
as before.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
field from the control run. The structure
is very similar to the bandpass SLP field,
with bandpass variability increasing north-
ward from the tropics, reaching maximum
values between 40 and 60◦N and subse-
quently decreasing towards the pole. Band-
pass variability is large in a circumpolar
band with maxima off the east coasts of
North-America and Asia corresponding to
the North-Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks.
Once again, the North-Atlantic maximum is
stronger than the Pacific maximum.
Compared to the bandpass SLP field, the
bandpass Z500 hPa field is more zonally sym-
metric, narrower in the meridional direc-
tion and less noisy. While the band-
3As with the SLP field, “bandpass Z500 hPa field”
refers to the bandpass filtered Z500 hPa standard devi-
ation field for brevity
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pass SLP field displayed topography related
variability over North-America, Asia and
Greenland, the bandpass Z500 hPa field does
not display bandpass variance maxima in
these regions. Some enhanced variabil-
ity is evident over North-America, but the
North-Atlantic or Pacific maxima are much
stronger. There is little evidence of en-
hanced variability associated with the Hi-
malayas or Greenland. The reduction in the
intensity of these features is probably due
to two things: as noted by Blackmon et al.
(1977), the features causing these maxima in
the bandpass SLP field are shallow, and the
Z500 hPa field is probably not exposed to the
same extrapolation related problems as the
SLP field.
Figure 5.2(b) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
field from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The
structure is very similar to the control run
in Figure 5.2(a). As seen when investi-
gating the bandpass SLP fields, the Pa-
cific maximum is actually stronger in the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis field than the SLP
field. Bandpass variance in the North-
Atlantic storm track entrance regions is
reduced while bandpass variance has in-
creased slightly in the Norwegian and Bar-
ents Seas, over Norway, Sweden, Finland
and northeastern Russia. Again, the North-
Atlantic maximum seems to be exhibit-
ing a more pronounced northward tilt in
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis compared to the
control run.
The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis yields a reduc-
tion in bandpass variance over the Rockies
indicating that CAM3 overestimates vari-
ability in this region. Still, it is not as pro-
nounced as with the bandpass SLP field.
Thus, the bandpass Z500 hPa field captures
the main features well and does not ex-
hibit the same degree of topography related
overestimation of bandpass variance as the
bandpass SLP field. This is consistent with
Hurrell et al. (2006)4, as they found the
Z500 hPa field to be well simulated in CAM3.
The Z500 hPa corresponds better to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis than the SLP
field. Because of this, the bandpass Z500 hPa
can be argued to be more all over reliable,
and perhaps a better choice for the purpose
of bandpass filtering in the modified runs
presented later in this chapter. It will still
sometimes be of interest to investigate the
responses in the bandpass SLP field for the
purpose of comparing the bandpass filter
method to the CCI method.
Mean u
Recall from section 2.2 that cyclones are
closely tied to the westerlies and the wester-
lies are closely tied to the cyclones. The cy-
clones exist because the westerlies are baro-
clinically unstable, that is, small perturba-
tions are able to grow feeding on the energy
of the mean flow (Vallis, 2005). These small
perturbations turn into cyclones. They pref-
erential form in highly baroclinic regions,
that is, sites of strong meridional temper-
ature gradients, which by thermal balance
is equivalent to strong vertical wind shear.
Climatologically, cyclones act to reduce the
baroclinicity of the mean flow by transport-
ing heat and momentum in such a way as
4In particular, Hurrell et al. (2006) found the ma-
jor troughs in the mean Z500 hPa field to be captured
(e.g. off the east coast of Asia and North-America dur-
ing NH winter) along with ridge features such as that
over Russia, the west coast of North-America and the
eastern Atlantic. Ridge features off the west coast of
North-America and in the eastern Atlantic was on the
other hand shifted westward and the Atlantic ridge
was too weak.
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Figure 5.3: (a) and (b) show u from the control run and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, respec-
tively. In (b), the monthly averaged u from the control run was interpolated from the CAM3
hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate system to pressure coordinates. In both figures, u is plotted
at the 500 hPa surface.
to lower the atmospheric center of mass/
weaken the meridional temperature gradi-
ent.
A two-way relationship between the mean
circulation and bandpass eddies was estab-
lished by Branstator (1992) and Bransta-
tor (1995). Branstator (1992) showed that
anomalies in the bandpass variance field,
on the timescales between 1 and 7 days, act
to maintain anomalies in the temporally av-
eraged u field5. Three years later, Bransta-
tor (1995) showed that anomalies in u acts
to maintain anomalies in the bandpass vari-
ance field. Thus, a two-way feedback ef-
fect is established between anomalies in the
5From now on, “u” will refer to the temporally av-
eraged u field for brevity
bandpass eddie field and u.
Because of this two-way feedback effect, it
is of interest to investigate the changes in
u that accompany the changes in the band-
pass variance fields. In the following, the u
field from the control run will be presented
and compared to NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
data.
The u fields were found using the monthly
averaged u from the control run and the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and averaging in
time for the entire time period. The
monthly averaged u field from the control
run was interpolated from the CAM3 hy-
brid sigma-pressure coordinate system to
pure pressure coordinates using the intrin-
sic IDL function INTERPOL. Subsequently
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Figure 5.4: (a) and (b) show the Eady parameter from the control run and the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis, respectively. The Eady parameter is computed using equation (2.6) with finite dif-
ference approximations taken between the 500 hPa and 700 hPa pressure levels. Both spatial
derivatives are represented numerically by forward in space finite difference approximations.
the u was plotted at the 500 hPa surface to
facilitate comparison between the u and the
bandpass Z500 hPa field and the Eady param-
eter later in this section.
Figure 5.3(a) shows u from the control run.
Large values are found in a band around
the North Pole similar to the structure of
the bandpass Z500 hPa field in Figure 5.2(a).
Again, maxima are located off the east
coasts of North-America and Asia, but this
time the Pacific maximum is stronger than
the North-Atlantic maximum. This runs
counter to what was seen with the bandpass
SLP and Z500 hPa fields where the North-
Atlantic maximum was stronger than the
Pacific maximum. The band of high u val-
ues is narrower and maxima are more zon-
ally elongated compared to the bandpass
SLP and Z500 hPa fields. Also, the band-
pass variance maxima are shifted slightly
northward and downstream compared to
the maxima in u.
The observation that maximum u and max-
imum bandpass variance are coincident in
time and space, is consistent with the as-
sumption that baroclinic growth is trig-
gered in areas of large meridional tempera-
ture gradients and large vertical wind shear
yielding upper-level maxima in u.
u from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data is
shown in Figure 5.3(b). The structure com-
pares very well to the control run. The
North-Atlantic and Pacific maxima are lo-
cated in approximately the same regions,
both longitudinally and latitudinal, values
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are relatively low in both storm track re-
gions compared to the entrance regions, and
a band of values exceeding 15 m/s is found
over Asia.
Comparing the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis to
the control run, values are somewhat
smaller. In the North-Atlantic and Pacific
maximum, values are about 5 m/s larger in
the control run. The Pacific maximum is
slightly more zonally elongated and extends
further downstream. The starting point, in
terms of the 25 m/s contour, is also shifted
slightly downstream. Unlike the Pacific
maximum, the North-Atlantic maximum is
shorter in the zonal direction. There are
also indications of a northward tilt in the
storm track exit region, seen by investiga-
tion the 10 m/s contour, not evident in the
control run. The control run does not yield
a northward tilt in the storm track exit re-
gion, rather the structure is more zonal and
values are too high over western Europe.
This was also noted by Hurrell et al. (2006).
CAM3manages to capture the structure and
magnitudes of u compared to the reanaly-
sis. Values are slightly too large and the
North-Atlantic u maxima is too zonal, con-
sistent with the bandpass SLP and band-
pass Z500 hPa fields.
Eady parameter
Is is now established that bandpass vari-
ance maxima coincide in time and space
with maxima in u. Maximum u were as
expected found off the east coast of North-
America and Asia where large meridional
temperature gradients caused by the con-
trast between the cold continents and the
warm western boundary currents yields
strong vertical wind shear and strong up-
per level winds. It is now interesting to see
how the Eady parameter, which is a mea-
sure of atmospheric baroclinicity presented
in section 2.2.5, relates to these maxima
and how it compares to NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data.
The Eady parameter as shown in this the-
sis was computed from equation (2.6) on
page 16 using monthly averaged air tem-
perature as T , and then averaged for the
entire time period. The temperature field
was interpolated from the hybrid sigma-
pressure coordinates in CAM3 to pressure
coordinates using the intrinsic IDL function
INTERPOL. The Brunt-Väisälä frequency
was computed using a forward in space fi-
nite difference approximation in the verti-
cal where the geopotential height difference
was approximated using equation (1.20) in
Holton (2004):
dφ = −RTd ln p
Where φ is the geopotential, T is tempera-
ture, R is the gas constant of dry air and p
is pressure.
The meridional temperature derivative was
also represented by a forward in space fi-
nite difference approximation. Finally, the
Eady parameter was plotted at the 500 hPa
surface to avoid spurious maxima caused
by interactions with the planetary bound-
ary layer.
Figure 5.4(a) shows the Eady parameter
from the control run. The structure is re-
markably similar to u. This similarity is not
surprising as the Eady parameter is propor-
tional to the meridional temperature gradi-
ent and, by thermal wind balance, to the
vertical wind shear. Large values are found
in the storm track entrance regions slightly
upstream from the maxima in the band-
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pass SLP field (Figure 5.1(a)) and bandpass
Z500 hPa field (Figure 5.2(a)), consistent with
the findings of Hoskins and Valdes (1990).
As the Eady parameter is a growth rate in-
dicating regions of large potential baroclinic
growth, it is logical for the baroclinic waves
to reach their peak intensity downstream
from regions where growth is initiated.
The North-Atlantic Eady parameter max-
imum starts off the west coast of North-
America and increases in value towards the
east coast where its reaches its peak value.
Large values continues across the North-
Atlantic with a weak northward tilt. The
Pacific maximum starts over China and in-
creases in magnitude until it reaches the
east coast of Japan, subsequently it con-
tinues towards the middle of the Pacific.
The Pacific maximum is more zonally sym-
metric than the northeastern Atlantic max-
imum. Also, the Pacific maximum is much
stronger, a relationship which also shows
up in the u field. Judging from the Eady
parameter alone, one would expect stronger
baroclinic growth and stronger baroclinic
wave activity in the Pacific than the North-
Atlantic. This runs counter to what is
seen from the bandpass SLP and Z500 hPa
fields. For some reason, bandpass variance
is largest in the storm track with the low-
est Eady parameter values. This is not an
exceptional observation. Nakamura (1992)
observed that while the atmospheric baro-
clinicity in the Pacific reaches its peak value
duringmid-winter, while the bandpass vari-
ance experience what is referred to as “the
mid-winter minima” (see section 2.4.1 on
page 24). The relationship between atmo-
spheric baroclinicity and bandpass variance
is not properly understood (Chang and Or-
lanski, 2002).
Another feature which stands out in Figure
5.4(a) is the large values found in a band
stretching from North-Africa and over Asia
all the way to the Pacific, but there is no
corresponding maximum in the bandpass
SLP, bandpass Z500 hPa, or u fields. From
this, conclude that having large values in
the Eady parameter is not enough to guar-
antee baroclinic growth. It is likely that the
large values over Africa and Asia do not re-
sult in baroclinic wave growth because of
the lack of oceanic latent heat sources.
Figure 5.4(a) is qualitatively similar to the
Eady parameter plot in Hoskins and Valdes
(1990), displayed in Figure 2.9 on page 18.
Notice that the domain is slightly different
as Figure 2.9 includes all latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere, while Figure 5.4(a)
excludes latitudes south of 15◦N. Notice
also that Figure 2.9 is taken at the 780
hPa surface, with regions likely to be in the
planetary boundary layer blackened, while
Figure 5.4(a) is taken at the 500 hPa sur-
face. Figures are also made from different
data.
Figure 5.4(b) shows the Eady parameter
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Again,
the over all structure is very similar to the
control run. Large maxima are seen in the
storm track entrance regions in the North-
Atlantic and the Pacific, and relatively low
values are seen in the exit regions. Also,
the same band of relatively large values of
the Eady parameter extends from northern
Africa, over Asia and all the way to the Pa-
cific maximum.
Again, the peak values in the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis maxima are not as high as in
the control run, meaning that the CAM3
model slightly overestimates the strength
of the Eady parameter in both storm track
entrance regions. This effect is also seen
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to some degree in the eastern Pacific up-
stream from the Rockies. The Pacific maxi-
mum stretches further downstream and the
North-Atlantic maximum is shifted slightly
downstream over the North-America conti-
nent in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis com-
pared to the control run. The North-
Atlantic maximum also appears to exhibit
a more pronounced northward tilt with en-
hanced values in the Norwegian Sea. This
is consistent with what was seen when
investigating the bandpass SLP, bandpass
Z500 hPa and u fields, all indicating that the
North-Atlantic storm track is too zonal.
The differences between the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis and the control run are very sim-
ilar to the differences found with u.
Zonally averaged u
Now, having investigated the zonally aver-
aged u and the zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter fields in the xy-plane, it is inter-
esting to see how these fields relate to the
zonally averaged fields plotted as a function
of latitude and pressure and to compare the
control run fields to NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis data. Zonally averaged u will be investi-
gated first.
The zonally averaged u plots were made
taking the zonal average of the monthly av-
eraged u field for the entire time period.
As before, the control run data was inter-
polated from the CAM3 hybrid pressure-
sigma coordinate vertical coordinate to con-
stant pressure surfaces using the intrinsic
IDL function INTERPOL.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the zonally averaged u
from the control run. A large maximum
is found at 30 – 40◦N at tropopause level
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: (a) and (b) shows zonally av-
eraged u from the control run and the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, respectively. No-
tice that in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
data, pressure coordinates is default so the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data has not been
interpolated in the plotting routine.
(about 200 hPa), corresponding to the jet
stream. Notice the strong vertical wind
shear below the maximum which must ex-
ist due to the meridional temperature gra-
dient and the prevailing thermal wind bal-
ance which exists at the respective latitudes.
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Investigating the relationship between the
zonally averaged u and u in Figure 5.3(a), it
must be kept in mind that u is taken at the
500 hPa surface. At this level, peak values
in the zonally averaged u field are between
15 and 20 m/s at 30 – 40◦N. This is consis-
tent with both position and strength of the
u field maxima, taking smoothing resulting
from taking the zonal average into account.
Another maximum is seen at the upper
boundary between 45 and 80◦N. This is
probably caused by the stratospheric jet6
which is westerly in the winter hemisphere
and reaches its peak velocity at about 60 km
altitude (corresponding to approximately
0.3 hPa) (Holton, 2004). The southern hemi-
sphere has an easterly jet which can be
spotted as a minimum at the upper bound-
ary between the equator and 20◦N. The ver-
tical resolution in the stratosphere is too
low to properly resolve these features.
Figure 5.5(b) shows zonally averaged u
from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Again,
the structure of the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis plot and the control run plot are very
similar with a strong maximum at about
tropopause level at 30 – 40◦N correspond-
ing to the jet stream, evidence of a posi-
tive maximum at the upper boundary be-
tween 45 and 85◦N, evidence of a negative
maximum at the upper boundary between
the equator and 20◦N, and easterlies at low-
levels between 5 and 20◦N.
Similar to what was observed when compar-
ing the u plots from the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis and the control run, zonally aver-
aged u peak values are once again approx-
imately 5 m/s weaker. This is consistent
with Hurrell et al. (2006), as they found
6For reference, consult Figure 12.2 in Holton
(2004)
the zonally averaged westerlies in CAM3 to
be slightly stronger than in ERA40 in the
region between 35◦N and 55◦N, an effect
which is seen by comparing Figure 5.5(a)
and Figure 5.5(b).
By and large, small differences do exist,
but the zonally averaged u in the control
run and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis are re-
markably similar.
Zonally averaged Eady parameter
As with the u field, it is interesting to see
how the Eady parameter field in the xy-
plane relates to the zonally averaged Eady
parameter plotted as a function of latitude
and pressure. Also, the zonally averaged u
field clearly picked out the regions of strong
vertical wind shear. Comparing the zon-
ally averaged u and the zonally averaged
Eady parameter fields enables investigat-
ing whether maximumEady parameter val-
ues are really located in regions of maxi-
mum vertical wind shear. As with the pre-
vious fields, the zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter field will be compared to NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis data, and the capability of
CAM3 to accurately reproduce the field will
be assessed.
Finally, the relative contributions to the
Eady parameter from the meridional tem-
perature gradient and the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency in terms of σ1B,N and σ1B, dT/dy ,
as defined equation (2.8) and equation (2.7)
on page 17, will be investigated to see which
quantity makes the greatest contribution to
the structure and magnitude of the zonally
averaged Eady parameter.
Like the Eady parameter in Figure 5.4(a)
and Figure 5.4(b), the zonally averaged
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: (a) and (b) shows the zonally averaged Eady parameter from the control run
and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis defined in equation (2.6) on page 16. (c) shows the relative
contribution to the Eady parameter from the Brunt-Väisälä frequency as defined in equation
(2.8) on page 17. (d) shows the relative contribution to the Eady parameter from the meridional
temperature gradient as defined in equation (2.7) on page 17. Otherwise as in Figure 5.4.
Eady parameter was found from equation
(2.6) on page 16 using the same approxima-
tions and fields. Once again, the control run
data was interpolated from the CAM3 hy-
brid sigma-pressure coordinates to pressure
coordinates using the intrinsic IDL function
INTERPOL.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the zonally averaged
Eady parameter from the control run. The
main feature of this figure is the large maxi-
mum located between 30 and 40◦N between
the 400 and 300 hPa surfaces. Compar-
ing this to the structure and magnitudes in
Figure 5.4(a) and taking smoothing into ac-
count, values are both quantitatively and
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qualitatively consistent.
Underneath the main maximum in the
zonally averaged Eady parameter, values
decrease with increasing pressure. Two
weaker maxima are located at higher levels,
the first one directly above the largest maxi-
mum at approximately 100 hPa. The second
weak maximum close to the upper bound-
ary at 70◦N is associated with the strato-
spheric jet in Figure 5.5(a). Notice that at-
mospheric baroclinicity as measured by the
zonally averaged Eady parameter is rela-
tively large at low-levels where values gen-
erally decrease from 0.6/day at 30◦N to 0 -
.1/day at 80 – 90◦N. Some caution should be
taken with respect to the low-level values
as there is probably interference with the
planetary boundary layer.
Notice that all maxima are located in re-
gions of strong vertical shear, consistent
with equation (2.5) on page 16 which states
that the Eady parameter is proportional to
the strength of the meridional temperature
gradient which by thermal wind balance
corresponds to the strength of the vertical
wind shear. Since the Eady parameter in
equation (2.5) is proportional to the abso-
lute value of the meridional temperature
gradient, strong negative wind shear cor-
responds to positive values, which explains
why the upper-level maximum at 100 hPa
and 30◦N is positive.
It is interesting to compare the full zonally
averaged Eady parameter in Figure 5.6(a)
to the findings of Yin (2005). The expres-
sion for the Eady parameter in this project
and in Yin (2005) are the same, making
them suitable for comparison (section 2.2.5
on page 15). The full Eady parameter from
Yin (2005) is shown in black solid contours
in the upper left figure in Figure 2.14 on
page 28. Contour interval is 0.2/day, twice
as large as in Figure 5.6(a). Consistent with
this, Figure 2.14 reveals less fine structure.
The zonally averaged Eady parameter from
the control run is quantitatively and qual-
itatively very similar to the corresponding
field from Yin (2005).
Figure 5.6(a) shows the zonally averaged
Eady parameter from the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis. Notice that the large dominat-
ing maximum at 400 – 300 hPa and 30 - -
40◦N in the control run is also present in
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, only shifted
slightly towards higher pressures. Also,
maxima are about 0.1/day higher in the con-
trol run, consistent with findings in the zon-
ally averaged u field. Over all, both the
magnitude and location of this primary fea-
ture are consistent between the two figures.
Other minor maxima seen in the control run
are also present in the NCEP/NCAR reanal-
ysis such as the upper-level maximum lo-
cated directly above the main large max-
imum, and the smaller upper-level maxi-
mum associated with the stratospheric jet.
Observe that the height levels are not iden-
tical as the control run extends down to 900
hPa while the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis ex-
tends all the way down to 1000 hPa. When
taking this into account, low-level features
are also very similar. The zonally averaged
Eady parameter from the control run relates
very well to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
“Decomposition” of the Eady parame-
ter
Section 2.2.5 on page 17 explains how the
Eady parameter can be “decomposed” into
two parts: one representing the contribu-
tion to the Eady parameter from the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency, σ1B,N , and another rep-
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resenting the contribution from the merid-
ional temperature gradient, σ1B, dT/dy. The
definitions of σ1B,N and σ1B, dT/dy are given
in equation (2.8) and equation (2.7) on page
17. Nreference was taken as the tempo-
rally, longitudinally, latitudinally and ver-
tically averaged Brunt-Väisälä frequency
field from the control run. Similarly,
|dTdy |reference was taken to be the temporally,
longitudinally, latitudinally and vertically
averaged meridional temperature gradient
from the control run. These reference val-
ues were also applied to the modified runs
to be presented in later sections. It is impor-
tant to understand that the Eady parameter
is not strictly speaking decomposed as the
full Eady parameter cannot be found as a
superposition of σ1B, dT/dy and σ1B,N , hence
the quotation marks.
Figure 5.6(c) and Figure 5.6(d) show the
zonally averaged σ1B,N and σ1B, dT/dy from
the control run, respectively. Comparing
these two figures to the full Eady param-
eter in Figure 5.6(a), its obvious that the
zonally averaged Eady parameter is dom-
inated by σ1B, dT/dy. That is, the zonally
averaged Eady parameter is dominated by
the meridional temperature gradient rather
than the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. All fea-
tures present in the full Eady parameter
in Figure 5.6(a) are also present in the
σ1B, dT/dy plot in Figure 5.6(d), though mag-
nitudes are somewhat different.
Conclusions
In this section, the bandpass SLP, bandpass
Z500 hPa, u, Eady parameter, zonally aver-
aged u and zonally averaged Eady param-
eter fields from the control run were pre-
sented and compared to NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data. The main conclusions are:
The bandpass filter method: The band-
pass SLP and bandpass Z500 hPa field
both display large maxima in the
North-Atlantic and Pacific oceans cor-
responding to the two major North-
ern Hemisphere storm track, confirm-
ing that bandpass filter is a reasonable
approach for storm track studies when
applied to the respective fields.
The bandpass variance fields: Maxima
in the bandpass variance field are
located in approximately the same
regions as maxima in u and the Eady
parameter. This confirms that there is
a close connection between bandpass
variance, the general circulation and
the Eady parameter.
Validation: The bandpass SLP, bandpass
Z500 hPa, u, Eady parameter, zonally av-
eraged u and zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter all compare very well to corre-
sponding fields from the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis. Magnitudes and structures
are generally remarkably similar in all
fields. The most prominent difference
between CAM3 and the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis is associated with the ex-
trapolation of the SLP field in regions of
high topography (Hurrell et al., 2006),
but this does not seem to affect the
storm track maxima. Also, the North-
Atlantic storm track is too zonal in the
exit region in the control run.
The most important conclusion from this
section is that CAM3 is able to produce
fields which closely resemble the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis, and is therefore suited for
sensitivity studies.
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5.2 The T85 control run
Abstract
This section presents the bandpass SLP, band-
pass Z500 hPa, u and Eady parameter fields
from the T85 control run and compares the
fields to the T42 control run and the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis to find effects of increasing the
horizontal resolution. Findings are:
Bandpass SLP: The Pacific maximum is
weakened and the North-Atlantic max-
imum is strengthened, thus the agree-
ment with the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
is worse except in the North-Atlantic
storm track exit region where the in-
crease yields a more pronounced north-
ward tilt.
Bandpass Z500hPa: The Pacific maximum is
strengthened and thus improved. The
North-Atlantic maximum is increased
and thus worsened, except from in the
storm track exit region where it yields an
improved northward tilt.
u: The Pacific maximum yields decreased val-
ues and is overall improved. The North-
Atlantic maximum is mostly unaltered
except in the exit region where again in-
creased values yield a northward tilt rel-
ative to the T42 control run.
Eady parameter: Changes are as seen in u,
with improvements in the Pacific and the
North-Atlantic storm track exit region.
The general conclusion is that increasing the
horizontal resolution from T42 to T85 yields
small differences which are not necessarily
improvements with respect to the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis.
Given the dramatic increase in run-time when
using T85 resolution, we decided to focus on
T42 resolution for the sensitivity studies.
A question which naturally comes to mind
when comparing results from AGCMs like
CAM3 to reanalysis data is: “will the fields
improve with respect to the reanalysis with
higher resolution?”. If the answer is yes,
another question naturally follows: “are the
fields improving enough to make up for the
increased run-time?”. This section will an-
swer these questions for the purposes of this
project.
As mentioned in section 3.1, the control run
was run twice: once with T42 resolution
and once with T85 resolution in the horizon-
tal. Notice that the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
was run with T68 resolution, meaning that
the T85 control run has higher resolution
in the horizontal than the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis. Recall that results from the T42
control run were presented in the previous
section. In this section, results from the T85
control run are presented in terms of band-
pass SLP, bandpass Z500 hPa, u and the Eady
parameter and compared to both the T42
control run and the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis, taking the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis to
be “the truth”.
Bandpass SLP
Figure 5.7(a) shows the bandpass SLP field
from the T85 control run. Comparing this
figure to the corresponding figure from the
T42 control run in Figure 5.1(a) on page 53,
several features have changed slightly. In
the storm track regions, the North-Atlantic
maximum has intensified while the Pacific
maximum has diminished. In the previous
section it was seen that compared to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in Figure 5.1(b),
the T42 control run bandpass SLP field
displayed a storm track maximum in the
North-Atlantic which was too strong and a
storm track maximum in the Pacific which
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Figure 5.7: (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the bandpass SLP, bandpass Z500 hPa, u and Eady param-
eter fields from the T85 control run.
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was generally too weak. Thus, increasing
the horizontal resolution does not improve
the magnitude of the storm track maxima in
terms of bandpassed SLP with respect to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
In the North-Atlantic storm track exit re-
gion, bandpass variability has increased
somewhat in the Norwegian Sea yielding
a more pronounced northward tilt. Thus,
increasing the horizontal resolution im-
proves storm track structure in the North-
Atlantic storm track region with respect to
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
In the previous section, it was seen that
bandpass variability was too large over high
topography in the T42 control run. Looking
at Figure 5.7(a), variability has increased
over the Rockies and Central Asia near the
Himalayas. Increasing horizontal resolu-
tion does not improve the topography related
biases in the bandpass SLP field.
Bandpass Z500hPa
Figure 5.7(b) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
field from the T85 control run. The corre-
sponding figure from the T42 control run is
shown in Figure 5.2(a) on page 54. Com-
paring these two, it is obvious that band-
pass variability has generally increased ev-
erywhere in the T85 control run. In partic-
ular, the North-Atlantic and Pacific storm
track maximum are stronger. This im-
proves the Pacific maximum with respect to
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in Figure 5.2(b)
on page 54. The North-Atlantic maximum
on the other hand, was already too strong in
the T42 run, and is now even stronger com-
pared to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. In-
creasing the horizontal resolution improves
the magnitude of the Pacific maximum and
worsens themagnitude of the North-Atlantic
maximum with respect to the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis.
In the North-Atlantic exit region, band-
pass variability has again increased in the
Norwegian sea yielding a more pronounced
northward shift. Increasing the horizon-
tal resolution improves the structure of the
North-Atlantic maximum in the storm track
exit region.
u
Figure 5.7(c) shows u from the T85 control
run, and Figure 5.3(a) on page 57 shows
the corresponding figure from the T42 con-
trol run. Comparing the figures, the Pa-
cific maximum is reduced in the T85 control
run. This is an improvement with respect
to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in Figure
5.3(b) on page 57, as the Pacific maximum
is too strong in the T42 control run. The
North-Atlantic maximum is pretty much
left unaltered in the T85 control run, ex-
cept in the exit region where the 20 m/s con-
tour is displaced slightly northward in the
T85 control run consistent with a more pro-
nounced tilt observed in the bandpass SLP
and bandpass Z500 hPa fields. Accompanying
the northward tilt are reduced values over
the Mediterranean. Increasing the horizon-
tal resolution improves the magnitude of the
Pacific maximum and the structure of the
North-Atlantic maximum.
The u field is overall improved with respect
to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis except from
in the eastern Pacific, where values are too
low.
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Eady parameter
Figure 5.7(d) shows the Eady parameter
from the T85 control run, and Figure 5.4(a)
on page 58 shows the corresponding figure
from the T42 control run. Again, compar-
ing the two figures, the Pacific maximum
is clearly reduced in the T85 control run
compared to the T42 control run. This im-
proves the Pacific maximum with respect to
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in Figure 5.4(b)
on page 58. As with the u field, the magni-
tude of the North-Atlantic maximum is left
pretty much unaltered, except in the exit
region where values have increased in the
Norwegian Sea. Increasing the horizontal
resolution yields improvements in the mag-
nitude all over of the Pacific storm track and
in the North-Atlantic storm track exit re-
gion.
Magnitudes have decreased over the
Mediterranean and in the eastern Pacific,
also improving the Eady parameter field
with respect to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
Other changes are evident over the Rockies
and the Himalayas where the T85 control
run field displays more fine-structure.
Conclusions
In this section, the bandpass SLP, bandpass
Z500 hPa, u and Eady parameter fields from
the T85 control run were compared to the
T42 control run and the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis to see whether increasing the hor-
izontal resolution improves CAM3 with re-
spect to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Find-
ings are:
The North-Atlantic storm track: The
magnitude of the North-Atlantic storm
track maximum worsen with respect
to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in both
the bandpass SLP and the bandpass
Z500 hPa field and is unaltered in u and
the Eady parameter except in the exit
region.
The structure of the North-Atlantic
maximum improves in all fields, yield-
ing a more pronounced northward tilt.
The Pacific storm track: The magnitude
of the Pacific storm track maximum im-
prove with respect to the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis in the bandpass Z500 hPa
field, u and the Eady parameter, and
worsen in the bandpass SLP field.
SLP bias: The topography related issues
in the bandpass SLP field (see section
5.1) are not improved.
Some aspects of the fields have improved
slightly, other aspects have actually wors-
ened. Although increasing the model res-
olution is believed to improve the results,
particularly in SST anomaly studies (Lau,
1997), the opposite is true for some aspects
of the fields presented in this section actu-
ally worsen.
Due to the dramatic increase in run-time
associated with increasing the horizontal
resolution from T42 to T85 combined with
the fact that the fields are not sufficiently
large to justify the increased run time. T42
resolution is considered sufficient for sensi-
tivity studies.
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5.3 The TA2 NH run
Abstract
This section investigates the changes in the
bandpass Z500 hPa, bandpass SLP, u, Eady pa-
rameter, zonally averaged Eady parameter, di-
abatic heating and zonally averaged tempera-
ture fields to a 2 K SST anomaly in all oceanic
grid points north of 45◦S in the TA2 NH run.
Findings are:
Bandpass Z500hPa: Warming yields a north-
eastward shift in the North-Atlantic and
an intensification in the Pacific storm
track regions.
Bandpass SLP: Warming yields similar
changes as in bandpass Z500 hPa.
u: Warming yields a northeastward shift in
both storm track regions.
Eady parameter: Difference maxima are
found in the North-Atlantic and Pacific
storm track entrance regions. Changes
are clearly linked to changes in mean u.
The zonally averaged Eady parameter
shifts upward and poleward, correspond-
ing to results in Yin (2005). The response
in the zonally averaged Eady parameter
is caused by changes in σ1B, dT/dy.
Diabatic heating: Latent heat flux is the
main contributor, and generally increases
over the Northern Hemisphere oceans,
particularly at low-latitudes.
Zonally averaged temperature: Warming
yields an increased high-level and a de-
creased low-level temperature gradient.
The change is not symmetric. Findings
are again consistent with Yin (2005).
The changes in the zonally averaged temper-
ature and the zonally averaged Eady param-
eter are remarkably similar to results in Yin
(2005), a climate scenario study. This suggests
that ocean warming is the primary factor af-
fecting observed changes in the storm tracks.
This section presents results from the TA2
NH run. As described in section 3.1, in this
run a SST anomaly of 2 K was added to the
SST field in all oceanic grid points north
of 45◦S. The SST anomaly was imposed in
all 12 months. The ice coverage field was
left unaltered as well as temperature in grid
points located over land or ice. The SST
anomaly in TA2 NH run is shown in Figure
3.3(a) on page 35, and represents the only
difference between the TA2 NH run and the
control run. Remember that all the modi-
fied runs have T42 resolution in the hori-
zontal.
In the following the bandpass Z500 hPa,
bandpass SLP, u, Eady parameter, zon-
ally averaged Eady parameter, latent heat-
ing and zonally averaged temperature field
from the TA2 NH run will be shown as full
field plots and as difference plots. Difference
plots are always defined as the difference be-
tween the full field from the respective mod-
ified run, in this case the TA2 NH run, and
the corresponding field from the control run.
Difference plots display the response to the
SST anomaly.
Bandpass Z500hPa
Figure 5.8(a) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
field from the TA2 NH run. The full Z500 hPa
field from the TA2 NH run is very similar
to the corresponding field from the control
run (Figure 5.2(a) on page 54). To investi-
gate the response to SST anomaly, the main
focus will be on the difference plot. This is
true for all the remaining fields presented
in this section.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
difference plot. The pink contours are the
40 m and 45 m contours from the con-
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Figure 5.8: (a) shows the full bandpass Z500 hPa field and (b) shows the difference plot, that is
the difference between (a) and Figure 5.2(a) on page 54. The pink contours are the 40 m and
45 m contours from the control run representing the approximate position of the storm track
in terms of the bandpass Z500 hPa field.
trol run (Figure 5.2(a) on page 54) which
helps indicate the approximate position of
the storm track in terms of the bandpass
Z500 hPa field.
In the Atlantic and over North-America,
bandpass variance has generally decreased
south of 50◦N and increased in a band
north of this latitude, though the changes
are not symmetric. The most pronounced
change is over northern Europe, the largest
change being centered over the Baltic Sea.
Thus, bandpass variance has decreased in
the North-Atlantic storm track entrance re-
gion and increased in the exit region. Judg-
ing from the pink contours, it is not obvious
that these changes represent a northward
shift in the North-Atlantic storm track.
Rather, it looks like a northeastward shift.
In the western Pacific, bandpass variance
had generally increased allover the storm
track region with maxima over North-Japan
and in the middle of the Pacific. There is
no obvious shift in the latitudinal position
of the Pacific storm track.
Over Europe, bandpass variance has in-
creased in the region between 30 and 80◦N.
This band continues throughout eastern
Europe and Asia, narrowing somewhat in
the meridional direction, and displays a
maximum over Central Asia. Bandpass
variance is found to decrease slightly over
parts of the Arctic Ocean, west of Green-
land and northern Russia with a minima
over the Chukchi Peninsula.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: (a) shows the full bandpass SLP field from the TA2 NH run and (b) shows the
difference plot from the same run. The pink contours are the 500 Pa contours from the control
run in Figure 5.1(a) on page 53, indicating the approximate position of the storm track in terms
of the bandpass SLP field.
Bandpass SLP
The bandpass SLP difference plot shown in
Figure 5.9(b). The pink contours are the 500
Pa contours from the controle run in Figure
5.1(a) on page 53. The pink contours are
included to help indicate the approximate
position of the storm track in terms of the
bandpass SLP field.
The response to the SST anomaly in the
bandpass SLP field is similar, but not
identical, to the response in the band-
pass Z500 hPa field. In the North-Atlantic,
bandpass variance is reduced over North-
America and parts of the storm track en-
trance region south of 50◦N. North of 50◦N,
bandpass variance has generally increased
with maxima southeast and northeast of
Greenland. Relatively large values are
also seen over the Baltic Sea where the
largest maximum was found in the band-
pass Z500 hPa difference plot. There are in-
dications of a northeastward shift in the
North-Atlantic storm track, but the changes
are not symmetric.
In the Pacific, bandpass variance has gen-
erally increased allover the storm track re-
gion, similar to the bandpass Z500 hPa field.
A maximum is found southwest of Alaska.
Again, there appears to be a downstream
shift in the Pacific storm track.
Over Central Europe, positive values ex-
tend into eastern Europa and Asia, but not
as far south as in the bandpass Z500 hPa dif-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: (a) shows the full mean u plot from the TA2 NH run and (a) shows the difference
plot. The pink contours corresponds the 20 m/s contours from the control run Figure 5.3(a) on
page 57.
ference plot, and there is no maximum cor-
responding to that found over Central Asia
in the bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot.
Over the Arctic, bandpass SLP field values
have generally increased. The only excep-
tions are over the Chukchi Peninsula, a fea-
ture also seen in the bandpass Z500 hPa field,
and over Baffin Island. The minimum over
Baffin Island must be caused by shallow
features, as it is not seen in the bandpass
Z500 hPa field.
u
Figure 5.10(b) shows the u difference plot.
The pink contours are the 20 m/s con-
tours from the control run in Figure 5.3(a)
on page 57 to help determine where the
changes happen with respect to the u max-
ima in the control run.
Figure 5.10(b) clearly shows that u has in-
creased in a band around the Arctic ocean
with maxima in the eastern North-Atlantic
over Great Britain, in the western Pacific
and a smaller maximum just east of Alaska.
South of this positive band is a band of
negative values, also surrounding the pole.
Minima are approximately located south of
the previously mentioned maxima, though
changes are not symmetric. With respect
to the pink contours, there seems to be a
northeastern shift in u in the North-Atlantic
and the Pacific. Thus, the mean circulation
changes in response to the SST anomaly.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: (a) shows the full Eady parameter (σ1B) plot from the TA2 NH run, and (b)
shows the difference plot. The pink contour is the 0.8/day 0.9/day contour from the control run
in Figure 5.4(a). Notice that the scale on the difference plot is one order of magnitude smaller
than the full field plot.
Eady parameter
Figure 5.11(b) shows the Eady parameter
difference plot. The pink contours are the
0.8/day and 0.9/day contours from the con-
trol run in Figure 5.4(a) on page 58. The
most important features of the Eady pa-
rameter difference plot are in the storm
track entrance regions where maxima are
found off the east coast of North-America
and Asia.
Comparing the Eady parameter and the
Z500 hPa bandpass fields in Figure 5.4(a)
and Figure 5.2(a), maxima in the band-
pass Z500 hPa field are located downstream
from the maxima in the Eady parameter.
From this one might expect maxima in the
Eady parameter difference plot to be found
upstream from the maxima in the Z500 hPa
bandpass difference plot. This is consistent
with what is observed the North-Atlantic
where, as previously mentioned, the Eady
parameter difference plot displays maxima
in both storm track entrance region while
the bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot dis-
play maxima in the storm track exit region.
Similarly, the reduction in bandpass vari-
ance in the bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot
over North-America and the storm track
entrance is located downstream from the
strong minimum of the Eady parameter dif-
ference plot over the west coast of North-
America. In the Pacific on the other hand,
maxima in the Eady parameter difference
plot and bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot
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are almost in the same location.
In section 5.1 a remarkable resemblance
was seen between the u field (Figure
5.3(a)) and the Eady parameter (Figure
5.4(a)). Now, a similar resemblance is
seen between the main features of the
Eady parameter difference plot and the
u difference plot in Figure 5.10(b). E.g.
the maximum-minimum-maximum struc-
ture over western North-America, the
minimum-maximum structure off the east
coast of Asia and positive values in the
North-Atlantic storm track entrance region
and over central Europe. Changes in the
Eady parameter appear to be tied to changes
in u.
It must be noted that it is difficult to prop-
erly infer how changes in the Eady pa-
rameter are actually related to changes
in bandpass variance. The Eady parame-
ter is a measure of atmospheric baroclin-
icity, and at mid-latitudes, change in at-
mospheric baroclinicity in a region is ex-
pected to change the cyclogenesis rate in the
same area. To properly assess the relation-
ship between changes in the Eady parame-
ter and storm track features, a Lagrangian
method would doubtlessly by superior as it
tracks cyclones from cyclogenesis to cyclo-
sis and therefore reveals where cyclones are
formed.
Zonally averaged Eady parameter
Figure 5.12(b), Figure 5.12(c), Figure
5.12(d) shows the zonally averaged Eady
parameter, σ1B,N and σ1B, dT/dydifference
plot, respectively. Remember from sec-
tion 2.2.5 and section 5.1 that σ1B,N and
σ1B, dT/dy are the contributions to the Eady
parameter from the Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency and the meridional temperature
gradient, as defined in equation (2.8) and
equation (2.7) on page 17. The reference
values are as in section 5.1. The pink con-
tours are the 0.6/day and 0.7/day contours
from the control run in Figure 5.6(a) on
page 63.
Figure 5.12(b) shows a large maximum
at tropopause level with a minimum and
smaller maximum directly above it. The re-
sponse at high-levels (above 400 hPa) north
of this maximum is generally positive. The
response below the large maximum is gen-
erally negative. The figure clearly shows
an upward and poleward shift in the zon-
ally averaged Eady parameter with respect
to the pink contours.
These findings are remarkably similar to the
results of Yin (2005). As described in section
2.4.4, Yin (2005) performed a climate sce-
nario study investigating the atmospheric
response in increased greenhouse gases to,
among other fields, the eddy kinetic energy
field and the Eady parameter field. Yin
(2005) found the storm tracks, in terms of
bandpass filtered eddy kinetic energy vari-
ance, to shift upward and poleward. Con-
sistent with changes in the storm track, the
Eady parameter was also found to shift up-
ward and northward. The filled contours in
the upper left figure in Figure 2.14 shows
to response in the Eady parameter to the
greenhouse gas forcing in Yin (2005). This
is very similar to the changes in the zonally
averaged Eady parameter in Figure 5.12(b).
The only difference is that in Figure 2.14,
the response in the zonally averaged Eady
parameter is negative at low levels in the
entire Northern Hemisphere. According to
Yin (2005), this is caused by an off-set in
the low-level Northern Hemisphere temper-
ature gradient due to a reduction in the hor-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12: Zonally averaged eady parameter plots for the TA2 NH run. (a) is the complete
zonally averaged eady parameter and (b) is the difference from the corresponding plot from
the control run (not shown). (d) is σ1B, dT/dy difference plot and (c) is the σ1B,N difference
plot. σ1B, dT/dy and σ1B,N are as defined in in equation (2.8) and equation (2.7) on page 17 with
reference values identical to those in section 5.1. The pink contours are the 0.6/day and 0.7/day
contours from the control run in Figure 5.6(a).
izontal and vertical extent of sea ice. As
the CAM3 model was run with prescribed
ice coverage, and the ice coverage field was
left unaltered in the TA2 NH run, such ef-
fects cannot affect the results in the zonally
averaged Eady parameter in Figure 5.12(b).
At low levels, the TA2 NH run response
in the zonally averaged Eady parameter is
more similar to what is seen in the South-
ern Hemisphere in Figure 2.14 where ice
has not significantly influenced the results.
Thus, the changes in the zonally averaged
Eady parameter are consistent with the re-
sults of Yin (2005) taking the differences in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: (a) and (b) show the surface latent and sensible heat flux difference plots, respec-
tively.
the representation of ice into account.
Comparing Figure 5.12(c) and Figure
5.12(d) to Figure 5.12(b), it is clear that the
changes in the zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter are very similar to the changes in
zonally averaged σ1B, dT/dy. Changes in the
zonally averaged Eady parameter are due
to changes in the meridional temperature
gradient. By thermal wind balance, this
mean that changes in the zonally averaged
Eady parameter are caused by changes in
the vertical wind shear.
Diabatic heating
So far, changes caused by the imposed SST
anomaly have been examined in the band-
pass Z500 hPa, bandpass SLP, u, Eady param-
eter and zonally averaged Eady parameter
fields. The difference plots have revealed
that the storm tracks seem to shift north-
eastward in the North-Atlantic and inten-
sify in the Pacific. The changes in bandpass
variance in the storm track regions seem to
follow the changes in u and the Eady pa-
rameter. The zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter reveled an upward and northward
shift in atmospheric baroclinicity which was
caused by changes in the meridional tem-
perature gradient.
The SST anomaly imposed in the TA2 NH
run represents an energy source which
changes the meridional temperature distri-
bution, which in turn alters u and the atmo-
spheric baroclinicity and ultimately affects
the bandpass variance. Now, the changes in
diabatic heating will be investigated. Dia-
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Figure 5.14: Zonally averaged surface la-
tent heat flux difference plot.
batic heating is represented by the surface
latent and sensible heat fluxes.
Figure 5.13(a) shows the surface latent heat
flux difference plot. The field was made
from the monthly averaged CAM3 surface
latent heat flux field. The figure shows that
the latent heat flux difference is generally
positive everywhere. The largest maxima
are located south of 30◦N in the Gulf of
Mexico, along the west coast of Mexico, and
in the Bay of Bengal. In the sub-tropics,
smaller maxima are also found in the Pa-
cific. At mid-latitudes, the main maxima
are found in the middle of the North-Pacific
and North-Atlantic south of Greenland and
Iceland. Values are also large over the
Kuroshio Current and the Gulf Stream.
Figure 5.13(b) shows the surface sensible
heat flux difference plot. The field was
made from the monthly averaged CAM3
surface sensible heat flux field. Values are
small compared to the surface latent heat
flux difference plot. The response in latent
heat flux clearly dominates the response in
sensible heat flux.
Figure 5.14 displays the surface latent heat
flux field as a function of latitude. Fig-
ure 5.14 displays the zonal average of the
field in Figure 5.13(a). The zonally aver-
aged latent heat flux field confirms the find-
ings from Figure 5.13(a); the response is
largest at low-latitudes and reaches peak
value at 10◦N. The second largest peak is
found at 30◦N, which is the same latitude
as the largest maximum in the zonally aver-
aged Eady parameter in Figure 5.12(a). The
third largest peak is found at 55◦N and the
smallest peak is located at 75◦N.
So, the latent heat flux generally increases
everywhere, but the increase is larger at low-
latitudes. A large maximum is found at
the latitude corresponding to the latitude of
maximum baroclinicity in the zonally aver-
aged Eady parameter.
Zonally averaged temperature
Figure 5.15(b) shows zonally averaged tem-
perature difference plot made from the
monthly averaged temperature field (the
same as was used to find the Eady parame-
ter).
The figure shows that below 100 hPa,
the zonally averaged temperature has in-
creased everywhere. A high-level maximum
is found in the tropics. Below this maxi-
mum, the temperature difference decreases
with increasing pressure from the maxi-
mum where values exceed 4 K to 0 – 2 K
at low-levels. The temperature response is
smaller at mid- and high-latitudes where
values generally decreases with increasing
pressure from 2 – 3 K at low-levels to 0 K at
100 hPa.
It is clear from Figure 5.15(b) that the ef-
fect of the imposed SST anomaly in the TA2
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15: (a) shows the full zonally av-
eraged temperature field and (a) shows the
difference plot from the TA2 NH run.
NH run is to increase the meridional temper-
ature gradient at high-levels and decrease
the meridional temperature gradient at low-
levels. Notice that the reduction in the low-
level temperature gradient is smaller than
the increase in the high-level temperature
gradient.
Changes in the zonally averaged tempera-
ture field are consistent with the results of
climate scenario studies (e.g. Yin (2005),
Held (1993)). In Yin (2005), the response in
zonal temperature to increased concentra-
tions of greenhouse gases is very similar to
the results in Figure 5.15(a), the only differ-
ence being the low-level warming at high-
latitudes seen in Yin (2005). As noted in the
previous discussion on the zonally averaged
Eady parameter, (Yin, 2005) attributed low-
level high-latitude heating to a reduction in
the ice cover. As the ice is held fixed in the
TA2 NH run, the absence of this particular
effect is as expected.
The warming response in Figure 5.15(a)
is consistent with the traditional expecta-
tion (see section 2.5 and references therein)
that SST anomalies in the tropics pene-
trate further into the atmosphere and cause
a greater response due to relatively low
static stability and strong convection. SST
anomalies at mid- and high-latitudes are
unable to penetrate far into the vertical due
to relatively strong static stability and are
advected in the horizontal rather than in
the vertical.
Figure 5.13(a) and Figure 5.13(b) revealed
the diabatic heat response to be dominated
by the changes in latent heating. The high-
level temperature response in Figure 5.15(b)
is therefore probably caused by changes in
latent heat flux.
Conclusions
In this section, results from the TA2 NH
run in which an SST anomaly of 2 K was
added to all oceanic grid points north of
45◦S are investigated in terms of the band-
pass Z500 hPa, bandpass SLP, u, Eady param-
eter, zonal Eady parameter, diabatic heat-
ing and zonal temperature field. Findings
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are:
The North-Atlantic storm track: Storm
track maximum shifts northeast in the
bandpass Z500 hPa, bandpass SLP field
and u.
The Pacific storm track: Storm track
maximum do not shift latitudinally
in the bandpass Z500 hPa field nor the
bandpass SLP field, but does appear to
shift somewhat downstream in band-
pass SLP. In terms of u, the bandpass
maxima shifts northeast along with
the North-Atlantic maximum.
Zonal averages and Yin (2005): The
zonally averaged Eady parameter
shifts upward and poleward in re-
sponse to an increased high-level
meridional temperature gradient and
a decreased meridional temperature
gradient at low-levels. The change in
the meridional temperature gradient
appears to be mainly attributed to an
increase in low-latitude latent heating.
The change in both the zonally aver-
aged temperature difference plot and
the zonally averaged Eady parameter
difference plot are remarkably similar
to results in Yin (2005). This is inter-
esting because Yin (2005) is a climate
scenario study investigating the atmo-
spheric response to increased levels of
greenhouse gases while this project in-
vestigates the response to SST anoma-
lies. The fact that the response is so
similar indicates that ocean warming
is the primary factor affecting observed
changes in the storm tracks.
Indications are that the imposed SST
anomaly increases the latent heat flux,
mainly at low latitudes, yielding changes
in the zonally averaged temperature gradi-
ent which in turn alter the zonally averaged
Eady parameter. In the xy-plane, the gen-
eral circulation is observed to shift north-
east in response to the SST anomaly, accom-
panied by changes in the Eady parameter
and a northeast shift in the North-Atlantic
storm track. In the Pacific storm track, a
clear latitudinal shift is not seen.
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Abstract
In this section, the effects of longitudinal and
latitudinal variations in the oceanic heating
domain will be investigated by defining three
sub-domains of the TA2 NH domain repre-
senting heating in high-latitudes (AA2 run),
low-latitudes (TML2 run) and all latitudes
(TA2 run) in the Atlantic and Arctic (the Pa-
cific being excluded).
TA2 run: Compared to the TA2 NH run, the
bandpass Z500 hPa, the Eady parameter, u
and the latent heat flux are all seen to
decrease in the Pacific and increase in
the Atlantic, mainly south of 40◦N. Ex-
cluding the Pacific ocean from the SST
anomaly domain obviously yields large
changes at low-latitudes in all fields in-
vestigated both relative to the control run
and the TA2 NH run. There is a strong
similarity in structure between the band-
pass Z500 hPa, Eady parameter and u in
the TA2 run.
TML2 run: Response to oceanic heating in
the latent heat flux field is very similar to
the results from the TA2 run, indicating
that heating the high-latitudes is not im-
portant for the response in the presented
field.
AA2 run: The response to oceanic heating in
the latent heat flux field is weak and does
not reproduce the main features from the
TA2 run and TML2 run.
The general conclusion is that excluding the
Pacific from the heating domain yields large
changes in all fields, mainly at low-latitudes
south of 40◦N where values decrease in the
Pacific and increase in the Atlantic.
Comparing the latent heat flux difference
fields from the TA2, TML2 and AA2 runs, it
is clear that low-latitude heating is the main
driver of these changes.
Section 5.3 discussed the TA2 NH run, in
which an SST anomaly of 2 K was added to
the SST field in all oceanic grid points north
of 45◦S. The SST anomaly domain is shown
in Figure 3.3(a) on page 35.
The change in the zonally averaged tem-
perature field caused by the SST anomaly
is very similar to the response seen in Yin
(2005), with a increase in the high-level
temperature gradient and a decrease in
the low-level temperature gradient. In re-
sponse to the changes in the meridional
temperature gradient, the zonally averaged
Eady parameter shifted upward and north-
ward, a change consistent with the results
in Yin (2005).
In this section, the response longitudinal
and latitudinal changes in the SST anomaly
domain will be investigated. Three different
runs will be presented in which the same
SST anomaly of 2 K have been imposed in
three different domains, all of which are
sub-domains the TA2 NH domain. The
three sub-domains are as follows:
High-latitudes and low-latitudes (TA2):
This domain stretches from 45◦S in the
Atlantic all the way up to and including
the Arctic Ocean. A 2 K warming in
this specific domain is implemented in
the TA2 run. The domain is shown in
Figure 3.3(b) on page 35.
Low-latitudes (TML2): This domain
stretches from 45◦S to 45 ◦N in the At-
lantic, and is therefore a sub-domain of
the larger domains in both the TA2 NH
run and the TA2 run. A 2 K warming
in this domain is implemented in the
TML2 run, illustrated in Figure 3.4 on
page 36.
High-latitudes (AA2): This domain
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stretches from 45◦N in the Atlantic
into and including the Arctic Ocean. As
the low-latitude domain, this domain
is a sub-domain of those implemented
in the TA2 NH run and the TA2 run.
The high-latitudes domain was imple-
mented with a 2 K warming in the AA2
run shown in Figure 3.2 on page 33.
For a more complete description of the TA2,
TML2 and AA2 runs, consult section 3.1.
In the following, the results from the TA2
run will be presented in terms of bandpass
Z500 hPa, latent heat flux and the Eady pa-
rameter and u. The fields will be compared
to the TA2 NH run to assess the effect of
excluding the Pacific from the SST anomaly
domain. Subsequently, the latent heat flux
field from the TML2 and AA2 will be pre-
sented and compared to the TA2 run to as-
sess the effect of the low-latitude and high-
latitude SST anomalies on latent heating.
The TA2 run
Bandpass Z500hPa
Figure 5.16(a) shows the bandpass Z500 hPa
difference plot from the TA2 run. The figure
has similar features as in the TA2 NH run
in Figure 5.8(b) on page 71. For example,
increased bandpass activity over northern
Europe and Central Asia, and in the north-
ern Pacific.
Differences are mainly found south of 40◦N
over the North-Atlantic, Pacific and USA
where bandpass activity has increased in
the eastern Pacific, over USA and in the
North-Atlantic and decreased in the west-
ern Pacific. Changes are also found at high-
latitudes, e.g. the band of positive bandpass
activity in the TA2 NH run located over
northern Europe and the Norwegian Sea to
have shifted north-west in the TA2 run.
In the TA2 NH run, the North-Atlantic
storm track was found to shift northeast-
ward in response to the SST anomaly. Such
a shift is not evident in the TA2 run.
Instead, the storm track entrance region
shifts south, while the exit region shifts
north. In the Pacific on the other hand, the
storm track appears to shift north. This
runs counter to the TA2 NH run where the
Pacific storm track position did not display
a clear latitudinal shift.
The TA2 run does not yield a clear uni-
form shift in the North-Atlantic storm track,
while the Pacific storm track appears to shift
north. Compared to the TA2 NH run, the
largest change in bandpass variance is seen
at low-latitudes where the North-Atlantic
experiences an increase while the Pacific ex-
periences a decrease. Bandpass variance
magnitudes are similar in the two runs.
The Eady parameter
The Eady parameter difference plot from
the TA2 run is shown in Figure 5.16(b). The
figure shows a clear northward shift in the
Pacific with negative values in the region of
the Pacific maximum in the control run (as
indicated by the pink contours) and strong
positive values in a band north of the pink
contours.
In the North-Atlantic, the entrance region
appears to shift south while the exit region
shifts north with positive values over the
maximum region from the control run in-
dicated by the pink contours and a strong
maximum southeast of the pink contours.
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Figure 5.16: (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the bandpass Z500 hPa, Eady parameter, u and latent heat
flux difference plots from the TA2 run. Pink contours are as in Figure 5.8(b), Figure 5.11(b),
Figure 5.10(b) and Figure 5.13(a) on pages 71, 74, 73 and 77.
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North of the band of positive values is a
band of negative values. Positive values are
again found east of Greenland.
Compared to Figure 5.11(b) on page 74 from
the TA2 NH run, there are a few similar-
ities in structure, such as the northward
shift in the Pacific and positive values in the
North-Atlantic entrance region. There is
no question that the amplitudes of the max-
ima have greatly intensified in the TA2 run
compared to the TA2 NH run, and that the
structure has changed significantly in sev-
eral places.
One of the most striking tings about the
Eady parameter difference plot from the
TA2 run is the way the North-Atlantic dis-
play a strong maximum at 30◦N while the
Pacific display a strong minimum at the
same latitude. At 50◦N, the North-Atlantic
display a strong minimum while the Pacific
display a strong maximum. This effect is
not seen in the TA2 NH run. It is clear
from looking at the Eady parameter differ-
ence plot from the TA2 run that zonal aver-
aging lead to too much cancellation to make
much sense.
Comparing the Eady parameter difference
plot to the bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot
in Figure 5.16(a), it is clear that changes of
opposite signs in the two oceans are found
in both fields. There is a clear connection
between the Eady parameter and the band-
pass Z500 hPa field.
u
Figure 5.16(c) shows the u difference plot
from the TA2 run. First of all, the similar-
ity to the Eady parameter difference plot in
Figure 5.16(b) is striking. Positive and neg-
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.17: (a) and (b) show the sur-
face latent heat flux difference plot from the
TML2 and AA2 runs, respectively.
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ative values are found in the same places
and the meridional shifts are the same.
Compared to the TA2 NH run in Fig-
ure 5.10(b) on page 73, amplitudes are
generally much stronger in the TA2 run.
Structure has also changed, particularly in
the North-Atlantic, but also in the Pacific.
Structure is more zonal in the Pacific in the
TA2 run and has shifted northward. In the
North-Atlantic, locations of positive values
in the TA2 run correspond to negative val-
ues in the TA2 NH run. A similar effect is
seen over North-America.
The similarity in structure between band-
pass Z500 hPa, Eady parameter and u field
from the TA2 run is very strong and again
proves the strong connection between the
fields. Again the largest difference between
the TA2 run and the TA2 NH run is found
at low-latitudes.
Latent heat flux
Figure 5.16(d) shows the latent heat flux
difference plot from the TA2 run. This fig-
ure represents the most dramatic difference
between the TA2 run and the TA2 NH run
shown in Figure 5.13(a) on page 77. In the
TA2 run, a huge maximum is found in the
Gulf of Mexico continuing northeastward
along the east coast of North-America and
crossing the North-Atlantic at about 50◦N.
In the western Pacific, a large minimum is
located over the Kuroshio and a relatively
weak maximum is found in the southeast-
ern Pacific. This is in contrast to the TA2
NH run where positive values in the North-
Atlantic are much lower than in the TA2
run, and no minimum is found over the
Kuroshio.
Excluding the Pacific, yields increased val-
ues in the Atlantic and decreased values in
the western Pacific. Latent heating south
of 50◦N represents the largest difference be-
tween the TA2 and TA2 NH run.
It is interesting that the latent heat flux de-
creases in the Pacific. Evidently, the air is
warmer, after passing over the Atlantic, so
by the time it reaches the Pacific, the air-
sea temperature difference is less than it is
in the control run. Thus there is less latent
heating in the Pacific sector and a smaller
change in the Eady parameter.
The TML2 run
In the previous, the TA2 run was compared
to the TA2 NH run, and revealed that only
heating the Atlantic ocean and neglecting
the Pacific lead to large differences in latent
heating, primarily at low-latitudes south of
40◦N. In the Pacific, latent heat flux was
seen to decrease while in the Atlantic, la-
tent heat flux increased at these latitudes.
Now, changes in the latent heat flux field re-
sulting from only warming the low-latitudes
of the Atlantic in the TML2 run will be in-
vestigated.
Figure 5.17(a) shows the latent heat flux
difference field from the TML2 run. The fig-
ure is very similar to the corresponding fig-
ure from the TA2 run with a large minimum
in the western Pacific and a large maximum
in the Atlantic. A similar relationship is
found from investigating the sensible heat
flux difference plots from the TA2 run and
TML2 run (not shown).
Changes in the bandpass Z500 hPa (not
shown) and Eady parameter field (also not
shown) difference plots from the TML2 run
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are very similar to the TA2 run.
Heating low-latitudes and heating both low-
latitudes and high-latitudes in the Atlantic
yields strikingly similar results in terms of
the latent heat flux difference fields.
The AA2 run
As stated in the beginning of this section,
the AA2 run represents the high-latitude
heating. Now, the latent heat flux from the
TA2 run and the AA2 run will be compared.
Figure 5.17(b) show the latent heat flux dif-
ference plots from the AA2 run. Obviously,
differences from the TA2 run are large. In
the North-Atlantic, the TA2 run displays
large positive values, particularly in the
Gulf of Mexico and up along the east coast of
North-America up to 50◦N where the maxi-
mum stretches across the North-Atlantic to-
wards Europe. The AA2 run difference plot
displays a small maximum in the North-
Atlantic between 40 and 50◦N. South of this
feature, values are generally negative. In
the Atlantic, the main difference in latent
heat flux between the TA2 and AA2 run is
the low-latitude heating
In the Pacific, the TA2 run displays a max-
imum in the eastern Pacific and a mini-
mum in the western Pacific as previously
mentioned. In the AA2 run on the other
hand, changes are small. Values are nega-
tive south-west of Japan and positive north-
east of Japan and positive values are found
at low-latitudes in the eastern Pacific. In
the Pacific, the main difference in the la-
tent heat flux between the TA2 and AA2 run
is again low-latitude heating. The sensible
heat flux difference plot (again not shown)
displays similar results as the latent heat
flux difference plots, only magnitudes are
much smaller.
Comparing the latent heat flux difference
fields from the TA2 run and AA2 run re-
veal that heating high-latitudes only yields
a weak response to the latent heat flux field
and that the primary features of the latent
heat flux field from the TA2 run are not re-
produced by high-level heating.
Conclusions
In this section, the effects of longitudinal
and latitudinal variations in oceanic heat-
ing domains were investigated by defining
three sub-domains of the TA2 NH domain
representing heating in high-latitudes (AA2
run), low-latitudes (TML2 run) and all lati-
tudes (TA2 run) in the Atlantic and Arctic.
Findings are:
The Pacific: In the TA2 run, bandpass
Z500 hPa, the Eady parameter, u and
latent heat flux all yield a minimum
south of 40◦N.
The North-Atlantic: Here the opposite ef-
fect is seen compared to the Pacific.
In the TA2 run, bandpass Z500 hPa, the
Eady parameter, u, and latent hat flux
all yield a strong maximum south of
40◦N.
Low-latitude heating: The latent heat
flux difference plot from the TML2
run closely resembles the correspond-
ing field from the TA2 run. Conse-
quently, the main features of the la-
tent heat flux difference field can be
quite accurately reproduced by neglect-
ing the high-latitudes of the Atlantic
and Arctic Ocean.
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High-latitude heating: The latent heat
flux difference plot from the AA2 run
fails to reproduce the main features
of the TA2 and TML2 run, and the
changes are over all small compared
to the changes seen in the other runs.
Thus, the main latent heat flux differ-
ence field cannot be accurately repro-
duced by high-latitude heating alone.
The largest differences between the TA2
run and the TA2 NH run are found at low-
latitudes south of 40◦N. At low-latitudes, ex-
cluding the Pacific from the heating domain
yields a decrease in all fields investigated in
the Pacific, while in the Atlantic all fields are
seen to increase It is interesting that heat-
ing the Atlantic and Arctic Ocean yields a
decreased latent heat flux in the Pacific.
The similarity in structure between the
bandpass Z500 hPa, Eady parameter and u
are again striking.
Comparing the latent heat flux difference
field from the TA2 run, TML2 run and AA2
run reveals that the main features of the la-
tent heat flux field resulting from heating
both high-latitudes and low-latitudes can be
accurately reproduced by low-latitude heat-
ing alone, but the same cannot be achieved
with high-latitude heating.
From this, indications are that the low-
latitude heating resulting from the imposed
SST anomaly is the main driver of the ob-
served atmospheric changes.
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5.5 The no ice run
Abstract
This section investigates the effects of remov-
ing all ice from the Northern Hemisphere in
the fields listed below to asses the influence on
the storm tracks from reduced ice cover. Find-
ings are:
Bandpass Z500hPa: Changes in bandpass
variance are of comparable magnitudes
as in the AA2 run, but structure has
changed. In terms of bandpass variance,
removing the sea ice results in storm
track changes of similar magnitudes as
high-latitude heating.
Latent heat flux: In the storm track regions,
the response in latent hating correspond
well to observed changes in bandpass
variance, the mean circulation and the
Eady parameter. Latent heating gener-
ally increases in the Arctic, but a corre-
sponding change is not seen in the mean
circulation nor in the bandpass Z500 hPa
field.
Zonally averaged temperature: The ma-
jor change is at high-latitudes low-levels,
consistent with the high-latitude in-
crease in latent heating and sensible
heating. The change in the zonally aver-
aged temperature field is very similar to
findings in Yin (2005).
Zonally averaged Eady parameter:
Changes are mainly found at high-
latitude low-levels. Over the Arctic, the
low-level increase corresponds to changes
in σ1B, dT/dy.
Removing the sea ice induces changes on the
storm tracks of comparable amplitudes as
seen in the AA2 run with the high-latitude
heating. A shrinking sea ice cover is therefore
not as important as low-latitude heating. The
positive latent heat response in the Arctic ap-
pears to induce local changes in static stability
which does not affect the storm track regions.
In section 5.4, low-latitude heating was
seen to be the main driver of the observed
latent heat flux changes in the TA2 run.
Suggestions are that the storm tracks are
not particularly sensitive to high-latitude
heating. This proposes that the same might
be true for changes in the ice cover. In the
TA2 NH, TA2, TML2 and AA2 runs, the ice
coverage field was left unaltered. Accord-
ing to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
(Trenberth et al., 2007), the ice coverage is
observed to shrink, thus possible effects of
these changes should not be neglected. In
this section, the effect of removing all ice
from the Northern Hemisphere, will be in-
vestigated to determine whether the storm
tracks are insensitive to changes in the ice
cover.
This section presents results from the no
ice run in which all ice has been removed
from the entire Northern Hemisphere. No-
tice that the sea ice coverage in the South-
ern Hemisphere was left unaltered. Mod-
ifications were only made in the ice cover-
age field in the initial condition data set
file as described in section 3.1. Fields pre-
sented in this section comprise the band-
pass Z500 hPa field, the latent heat flux field,
the zonal temperature field, zonally aver-
aged diabatic heating (including both latent
and sensible heat fluxes) and the zonally av-
eraged Eady parameter field.
Bandpass Z500hPa
The bandpass Z500 hPa difference plot is
shown in Figure 5.18(a). A general de-
crease in bandpass activity is seen at high-
latitudes everywhere north of about 50◦N,
with minima over northern Canada and in
the northern Pacific.
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Figure 5.18: (a) and (b) show the bandpass Z500 hPa and latent heat flux difference plots from
the no ice run. Pink contours are as in Figure 5.8(b) on page 71.
Over the oceans at lower latitudes, positive
values are found in the eastern Atlantic, the
Mid-Pacific and along the west coast of the
USA. There appears to be a southward shift
of bandpass activity in both storm track re-
gions.
The southward shift in bandpass activity is
accompanied by a southward shift in u (not
shown) and the Eady parameter (also now
shown) in the North-Atlantic and central
Pacific. At high-latitudes, north of 50◦N,
the Eady parameter displays a positive re-
sponse which does not correspond to in-
creased bandpass activity nor u.
Removing the ice does to some extent affect
the bandpass variance, but amplitudes are
smaller than in the TA2 NH run and TA2
run difference plots (Figure 5.8(b) and Fig-
ure 5.16(a)) on pages 71 and 83). The am-
plitudes in the bandpass Z500 hPa difference
plot from the no ice run are comparable to
the amplitudes from the corresponding AA2
run plot (not shown), though structure is
different.
Latent heat flux
The latent heat flux difference plot is shown
in Figure 5.18(b). Compared to the latent
heat flux difference field from the AA2 run
in Figure 5.17(b), the largest reduction is
in the Bering Sea and the North-Atlantic
storm track region. Notice that the maxi-
mum in the North-Atlantic between 40 and
50 ◦N is present in both runs, but the mag-
nitude is reduced in the no ice run. The
largest increase is over the Arctic where la-
tent heat flux in the no ice run has generally
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increased where ice has been removed.
The sensible heat flux difference plot (not
shown) displays very similar results, the
only difference being small minima in the
Bering Sea and southwest and northeast
of Greenland. The effect of these minima
shows up in the zonally averaged sensible
heat flux field in Figure 5.19(d).
At latitudes south of 50◦N, the maxima and
minima in the latent heat flux are accompa-
nied by corresponding maxima and minima
in the Eady parameter difference plot (not
shown). In the storm track regions, max-
ima and minima in the Eady parameter cor-
respond well to maxima and minima in the
bandpass Z500 hPa field. Over the continents
and the Arctic, this correspondence is not
seen, except from in a few regions.
Changes in u (not shown) correspond well to
changes in the Eady parameter at latitudes
below 50◦N. At high-latitudes, changes in
the Eady parameter are not seen to corre-
spond to changes in u.
Indications are that increased latent heat-
ing at high-latitudes yields changes in the
Eady parameter which are not reflected in
the mean circulation, nor in the bandpass
variance field. This runs counter to what
is seen at lower latitudes where there is a
more clear connection between the Eady pa-
rameter, the mean circulation and bandpass
variance.
Zonally averaged temperature and
diabatic heating
Figure 5.19(a) shows the zonally averaged
temperature difference plot. The most
striking feature in this figure is the strong
low-level heating at high-latitudes, yield-
ing a reduced meridional temperature gra-
dient. A minima is located above the low-
level maxima at about 200 hPa.
It is clear from Figure 5.19(a) that the low-
level meridional temperature gradient de-
creases in response to removing all ice in the
Northern Hemisphere. At high-levels, above
100 hPa, the meridional temperature gradi-
ent appears to increase.
Figure 5.19(c) and Figure 5.19(d) show the
zonally averaged latent and sensible heat
flux difference plots. The most important
aspects of these figures is the large positive
response in both latent and sensible hating
of almost 25 W/m2 between 70 and 90◦N.
The large increase in zonally averaged la-
tent and sensible heat flux justify the large
low-level maxima in the zonal temperature
field in this region.
As previously mentioned, Yin (2005) found
a low-level high-latitudemaxima in the zon-
ally averaged temperature in response to
increased levels of greenhouse gases. He
attributed the existence of the maxima to
reduction of ice in a warmer climate. It is
very interesting to notice the same feature
is found in this project using an uncoupled
atmospheric climate model with all ice re-
moved.
Zonally averaged Eady parameter
The zonally averaged Eady parameter dif-
ference plot is shown in Figure 5.19(b). The
most pronounced changes are happening
at low-levels with a minima between 50
and 65◦N and a maximum between 75 and
82◦N. The minimum is probably due to the
reduction in the low-level meridional tem-
perature seen in Figure 5.19(a). The max-
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Figure 5.19: (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the zonally averaged temperature, zonally averaged
Eady parameter, zonally averaged latent heat flux and zonally averaged sensible heat flux
difference plots, respectively. The pink contours are the same as in Figure 5.12(b) on page 76.
imum may be some low-level effect over
Greenland caused by removing all the in-
land ice.
In section 5.3, the general structure of the
response in the zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter was primarily due to the response
in σ1B, dT/dy. This is also primarily the case
in the no ice run, except from at low-levels
north of 82◦N where positive σ1B,N values
dominates over negative σ1B, dT/dy values,
yielding positive Eady parameter values.
Such a strong contribution from σ1B,N was
not seen in the TA2 NH run (not shown).
It appears that the positive latent heat flux
response resulting from removing the ice
cover changes the static stability over the
Arctic, and thus the response is greater in
σ1B,N than σ1B, dT/dy . Changes in σ1B,N does
not appear to be tied to changes in bandpass
variance. It is localized in the Arctic and ge-
ographically separated from the storm track
regions which are further south.
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Conclusions
In this section, the effects of removing the
entire ice cover from the Northern Hemi-
sphere was investigated to assess the in-
fluence of reduced ice cover on the storm
tracks. Findings are:
Storm track region: Bandpass variance
changes in both storm track regions.
The magnitudes of the maxima and
minima in the bandpass Z500 hPa differ-
ence plot are comparable to the AA2
run (not shown), but the structure is
different.
Changes in the latent heat flux, Eady
parameter (not shown) and u (not
shown) difference fields over the storm
track regions are consistent with the
observed changes in bandpass vari-
ance.
The Arctic: As a result of removing the
ice cover, the latent heat flux increases
all over the affected region in the Arc-
tic. In response to this, static stabil-
ity changes along with σ1B,N , but this
does not yield corresponding changes
in the mean circulation nor bandpass
variance.
The general conclusion from this is that re-
moving the ice induces changes on the storm
tracks of comparable amplitudes to those
seen in the AA2 run with the high-latitude
heating, and is therefore not as important
as low-latitude heating. The positive latent
heat response in the Arctic appears to in-
duce local changes in static stability which
does not affect the storm track regions.
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5.6 Cyclone count from the
CCI method
Abstract
This section presents results from the CCI
method from Benestad and Chen (2006) in
terms of cyclone count from the T42 control
run, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, the T85 con-
trol run and the TA2 NH run. Findings are:
The T42 control run: Large cyclone count
maxima in both storm track regions. In-
dications are that the CCI method is not
as affected by the biased SLP field in re-
gions of high topography as the bandpass
filter method. The northward tilt of the
North-Atlantic storm track is not accu-
rately reproduced in the T42 control run.
The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis: Displays
storm track regions that are stronger and
more extended downstream compared to
the T42 control run. A strong maximum
is found in the Norwegian/Barents Sea
yielding a pronounced northward tilt to
the North-Atlantic storm track.
T85 control run: The Pacific storm track is
unchanged from the T42 control run.
The North-Atlantic storm track has in-
tensified all over, and displays more pro-
nounced northward tilt.
The TA2 NH run: Cyclone count have gener-
ally decreased in both storm track regions
and increased at high-latitudes over the
Arctic Ocean and parts of the storm track
exit regions.
Remember from section 4.2 that the CCI
method presented in Benestad and Chen
(2006) is a feature point identification
method which identifies low-pressure cen-
ters in the SLP field. Feature point iden-
tification methods are commonly applied in
storm track studies (e.g. McCabe et al.
(2001), Hoskins and Hodges (2002)) and
represent the storm track from an Eu-
lerian perspective. Results from feature
point identification methods yield informa-
tion about where low-pressure centers re-
side the most, that is, where they are iden-
tified most often. The results have a ten-
dency of being biased towards slow and
quasi-stationary cyclones as their slow trav-
eling velocities allow them to be counted
many times (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). A
way around this problem is to combine fea-
ture point identification with feature point
tracking to exclude low-pressure centers
with e.g. traveling velocities smaller than a
threshold value (e.g. McCabe et al. (2001)).
Combining the CCI method with a fea-
ture point tracking procedure is beyond the
scope of this project.
In this project, the CCI method was applied
to the 6 h sea level pressure field from the
CAM3 runs and the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis. This section presents results from the
T42 control run, the NCEP/NCAR reanal-
ysis, the T85 control run and the TA2 NH
run.
Plotting
Sampling in boxes
Cyclone count plots were made by divid-
ing the plotting domain into 14×14 boxes,
counting the number of feature points iden-
tified within each box and making stereo-
graphic contour plots. Changing the num-
ber of boxes will, unavoidably, slightly alter
the structure in the contour plots. Figure
5.20 shows the plotting domain divided into
14×14 boxes and the total cyclone count
from the T42 control run within each box.
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Figure 5.20: Illustration of how the plot-
ting domain is divided into boxes. The
plotting domain includes all latitudes north
of 30◦N and has been divided into 14×14
boxes (colored squares) for plotting pur-
poses. The black numbers inside the colored
boxes are the number of cyclones identified
within each square satisfying the threshold
values from the T42 control run. The con-
tour plot from the T42 run is shown in Fig-
ure 5.21(a).
When counting the total number of cy-
clones within each box, a threshold value of
some kind is needed to weed out weak low-
pressure centers. Traditionally, there has
been a widespread use of local minimum
pressure to assess the strength of the cy-
clones (e.g. Benestad and Chen (2006)). Us-
ing minimum pressure to measure cyclone
strength, a typical threshold value would be
1000 hPa. Then all identified feature points
with minimum pressures greater than e.g.
1000 hPa would be rejected. Different
threshold values will yield different results.
Ulbrich et al. (2009) caution against using
minimum pressure as a measure of cyclone
intensity in cyclone count studies because
of the fact that cyclone centers identified
over regions of climatologically low pres-
sures, such as Iceland, will be characterized
with a “falsely” low minimum pressure as
the difference between the minimum pres-
sure of the cyclone and the background field
is not necessarily large. In this way, shal-
low cyclones over areas climatologically low
pressure will dominate the results. To avoid
such issues in this project, maximum wind
speed was applied as a measure of cyclone
intensity.
Threshold value
The CCI method finds the gradient wind7 at
the inflection points of the zonal and merid-
ional pressure profiles (the pressure profiles
are illustrated in Figure 4.3 on page 47) and
returns the maximum value of each iden-
tified low-pressure system. The gradient
wind is calculated by the gradient.wind
function in Benestad (2008). The threshold
field in this project is the maximum gradi-
ent wind speed, and the threshold value is
chosen to be 15 m/s.
7The gradient wind is the path velocity in a hor-
izontal frictionless flow which is only affected by
the pressure gradient force, the Coriolis force and
the centrifugal force. It is often given in terms of
geopotential in natural coordinates (Martin, 2006):
V 2
R
+ fV = − ∂φ
∂n
. where V is the path velocity, R is
the radius of curvature, f is the Coriolis parameter, φ
is the geopotential and n is the coordinate perpendic-
ular to the flow, pointing towards the origin. Solving
this for V yields an expression for the gradient wind:
V = − fR
2
±
√
f2R2
4
−R ∂φ
∂n
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Figure 5.21: (a) and (b) show the total cyclone count for the T42 control run and the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis, respectively. The total cyclone counts is the number of observed low pressure
centers stronger than the threshold value.
The T42 control run
The total cyclone count from the T42 con-
trol run is displayed in Figure 5.21(a). The
structure of the field bears likeness to the
structure of the full bandpass SLP and
bandpass Z500 hPa fields: values are gener-
ally low at low-latitudes (notice that the fig-
ures shows all latitudes from 30◦N to the
North Pole). Large values are found in a
band stretching from the east coast of Asia
to Northern Europe. The main two maxima
are located in the North-Atlantic and Pa-
cific, corresponding to the storm tracks. In
the North-Atlantic, large values are found
stretching from Cape Hatteras to northeast
over Greenland and Iceland. In the Pa-
cific, large values are found stretching from
northeast of Japan to Alaska. A small max-
imum is located over Alaska, and a belt
of relatively high values continue across
North-America. Notice the North-Atlantic
maximum is stronger than the Pacific max-
imum, consistent with the bandpass SLP
and bandpass Z500 hPa fields in Figure 5.1(a)
and Figure 5.2(a) on pages 53 and 54, re-
spectively.
Notice also that the cyclone count max-
ima have shifted poleward compared to the
bandpass SLP maxima. This is consistent
with bandpass activity representing grow-
ing baroclinic waves, while cyclone count-
ing captures more mature systems with
longer timescales. Notice also that com-
pared to the storm track region in terms
of the bandpass SLP and bandpass Z500 hPa
fields, storm track regions in terms of cy-
clone count maxima extend further down-
stream.
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Also, the bandpass SLP maximum associ-
ated with the Rockies is not as pronounced
in terms of cyclone count as in terms
of bandpass SLP. It is weaker than both
the North-Atlantic and the Pacific maxima.
There is no cyclone count maximum in Asia
associated with the Himalayas. Indications
are that the CCI method is not as sensitive
to the biased SLP field in regions of high to-
pography as the bandpass filter method.
The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
The total cyclone count from the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis is shown in Figure 5.21(b).
The most eye catching property of this fig-
ure is the fact that the total cyclone count
exceeds the T42 control run cyclone count
all over both storm track regions. The dif-
ference is probably greatest in the Pacific
where peak cyclone count is between 300
and 350 in the western Pacific in the T42
control run and between 400 and 450 in the
same region in the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis. In the eastern Pacific, cyclone count in
the T42 control run is between 200 and 250
while the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis displays
cyclone counts between 450 and 500 in the
same region. The effect is also to a great
extent present in the North-Atlantic storm
track region where the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis displays a strong maximum south-
west of Iceland and in the Norwegian/Bar-
ents Sea. Neither of these features show
up distinctly in the T42 control run. The
presence of the maximum in the Norwe-
gian/Barents Sea makes the storm track
look more tilted in the meridional direction
in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis than the T42
control run. CAM3 fails to accurately repro-
duce the northward tilt of the North-Atlantic
storm track.
Continuing the comparison between Figure
5.21(a) and Figure 5.21(b) , cyclone count is
lower over North-America in the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis than the T42 control run,
indicating that CAM3 overestimates the cy-
clone count in this region, though this is not
as pronounced as in the bandpass SLP field.
Comparing the bandpass SLP fields from
the T42 control run to the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis (Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b)),
the CAM3 model overestimated the baro-
clinic wave activity almost everywhere, ex-
cept in the Pacific and the Norwegian and
Barents Sea. A general overestimation was
also seen with u, zonal u, the Eady parame-
ter and the zonal Eady parameter. With the
cyclone counting, similar effects are seen in
the Pacific and the Norwegian/Barents Sea
only much stronger, and the opposite effect
is seen in the central North-Atlantic storm
track region. In terms of cyclone count,
the CAM3 model underestimates the storm
track intensity in both ocean basins.
These issues may be related to resolution as
CAM3 was run with T42 resolution in the
horizontal and 26 vertical layers while the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis was run with T68
resolution in the horizontal and 28 vertical
layers. Later in this section, the effect of
increasing horizontal resolution will be in-
vestigated as the as the total cyclone count
field from the T85 control run is presented.
In regions of high topography, bandpass ac-
tivity in terms of the bandpass SLP field
was reduced in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
compared to the T42 control run. This effect
is also seen over North-America in terms of
cyclone count, though not as pronounced at
in the bandpass SLP field. The Himalayas
do not appear to be affected as cyclone count
is very low in this region. This is generally
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Figure 5.22: Total cyclone count field from
the T85 control run. Otherwise as in Figure
5.21(a)
true over Central Asia.
The T85 control run
The total cyclone count from the T85 con-
trol run is shown in Figure 5.22. In the Pa-
cific storm track region, structure and inten-
sity is similar to the T42 control run. The
small maximum located over Alaska in the
T42 control run, is missing in the T85 con-
trol run, which is an improvement as the
maximum is not present in the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis. Over North-America, cy-
clone count is generally reduced in the T85
control run, but cyclone count has increased
over the Arctic Ocean, the latter is an effect
which is not present in the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis.
In the North-Atlantic storm track region,
structure and intensity has improved. Cy-
clone count has increased all over the storm
track region from Cape Hatteras to the Nor-
wegian and Barents Sea. Comparing the
T85 control run with the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis, the maximum located southeast
of Greenland in the NCEP/NCAR reanal-
ysis have shifted somewhat southeast in
the T85 reanalysis and the maximum over
the Norwegian/Barents sea is missing. The
cyclone count increase in the Norwegian
and Barents sea improves the storm track
structure with respect to the missingmerid-
ional tilt in the T42 control run, though the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis still comes off as
more meridionally tilted.
Several features are seen to improve in re-
sponse to increasing the horizontal resolu-
tion in CAM3, mostly tied to the North-
Atlantic storm track and North-America.
Still, the T85 control run and the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis are very different. The
T85 control run fails to achieve as high cy-
clone counts in both storm track regions
as the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and overes-
timates the cyclone count over the Arctic
Ocean, even though the horizontal resolu-
tion of the T85 control run exceeds that of
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. This indicates
that horizontal resolution is not the main
source of the differences between CAM3 and
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Whether the
differences are due to the extrapolation of
the sea level pressure field or other internal
differences between CAM3 and the NCEP
global spectral model is beyond the scope of
this project.
The TA2 NH run
Remember from section 3.1 and section 5.3
that the TA2 NH run is one of the modified
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Figure 5.23: (a) and (b) show the total cyclone count field and the cyclone count difference
field from the TA2 NH run, respectively. As in the previous sections of this chapter, difference
plots are generated subtracting the total T42 control run cyclone count from the total cyclone
count from the run the difference plot is made for. Otherwise as in Figure 5.21(a)
T42 CAM3 runs in which a SST anomaly of
2 K was imposed at all oceanic grid points
north of 45◦S. The SST anomaly domain
is shown in Figure 3.3(a) on page 35. In
section 5.3 the North-Atlantic storm track
was found to shift northeast in response to
the oceanic warming while the Pacific storm
track intensified slightly in terms of band-
pass SLP. The changes seen in bandpass
SLP in the storm track regions were consis-
tent with the changes in bandpass Z500 hPa,
u and the Eady parameter.
Now, the response in the TA2 NH run from
the imposed SST anomaly will be investi-
gated in terms of the cyclone count differ-
ence field shown in Figure 5.23(b) and com-
pared to the bandpass SLP difference field
in Figure 5.9(b) on page 72.
Figure 5.23(b) displays a general reduction
in cyclone count in both storm track regions
and over North-America. The largest re-
duction sites are the Pacific and the North-
Atlantic storm track entrance regions and
Canada. The cyclone count is found to in-
crease over the Arctic Ocean with maximum
in the Barents Sea, Bering Sea and East
Siberian Sea, and over Asia.
Some features in Figure 5.23(b) resemble
Figure 5.9(b), such as the maximum north-
east of Greenland, the maximum in the
Bering Sea, positive values over the Arctic
Ocean and Asia and negative values over
North-America. In spite of these similari-
ties, the major differences between the two
figures are in the storm track regions and
cannot be neglected. In the northwestern
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Pacific, bandpass SLP display positive val-
ues while cyclone count yields a reduction
and in the North-Atlantic exit region band-
pass SLP and cyclone count difference field
also show response of different signs.
Though the TA2 NH run cyclone count dif-
ference field resembles the bandpass SLP
difference plot, the differences are harder
to interpret. Local increases and decreases
suggests that cyclone count differences as a
measure of change in storm track structure
and intensity is less robust than bandpass
variance. We believe this is so because the
cyclone statistic is based on extreme events,
and therefore the differences are less signif-
icant. It is difficult to draw a conclusion
on storm track changes in the TA2 NH run
from the cyclone count difference plot.
Conclusions
In this section, results from the T42 control
run, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, the T85
control run and the TA2 NH run was pre-
sented in terms of cyclone count from the
CCI method. Findings are:
The CCI method: Applied to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, the CCI
method yields two large maxima
corresponding to the North-Atlantic
and Pacific storm track regions with
the North-Atlantic maximum being
stronger, consistent with results from
the bandpass method.
Compared to the storm track maxima
in the bandpass variance fields, cyclone
count maxima are shifted downstream
and poleward. This reflects the fact
that while the bandpass variance fields
are dominated by growing baroclinic
waves, the cyclone count fields are dom-
inated by stronger and more mature cy-
clones.
The T42 control run: The T42 control
run does not compare as well to the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in terms of
cyclone count as it did in terms of
bandpass variance in section 5.1.
Both magnitude and intensity of the
cyclone count fields are very different.
Southwest of Greenland, cyclone count
is more than twice as large in the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and in parts
of the Norwegian Sea, cyclone count
is four times as large. Differences are
also large in the Pacific storm track
region.
The North-Atlantic maximum does not
display its characteristic northward tilt
as the cyclone count is gravely under-
estimated in the storm track exit re-
gion. In the Pacific storm track exit re-
gion, cyclone count is too narrow in the
meridional direction.
The T85 control run: Increasing the hor-
izontal resolution improves the struc-
ture and intensity of the North-Atlantic
maximum with respect to the T42 con-
trol run and the NCEP/NCAR reanal-
ysis, but the T85 control run and the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis are still very
different.
The Pacific maximum is very similar to
the T42 control run in both structure
and intensity.
Differences in horizontal resolution
does not appear to be the main source of
the inconsistencies between CAM3 and
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Finding
the cause of these inconsistencies is be-
yond the scope of this project.
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The TA2 NH run: The cyclone count dif-
ference plot resembles the bandpass
SLP difference plot, but the same con-
clusions cannot be made. The differ-
ences are harder to interpret.
Large differences are seen between cy-
clone count structure and intensity be-
tween the T42 control run and the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis. The cyclone count field
from CAM3 improves with respect to
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in the North-
Atlantic when increasing the horizontal res-
olution to T85, but differences are still large
and the Pacific storm track was left almost
unaltered.
The difference plots are hard to interpret.
Indications are that cyclone counting is a
less robust method than bandpass filtering
in storm track sensitivity studies. Cyclone
counting is believed to be less robust as it
is based on extreme events, making differ-
ences less significant.
Chapter 6
Summary and discussion
This thesis presented results from an
AGCM sensitivity study investigating the
storm track response to increased SSTs.
The aim of this study was to investigate
a potential northward shift in the North-
Atlantic storm track in response to an im-
posed oceanic heating anomaly. The project
was motivated by observational studies
cited in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Re-
port (Trenberth et al., 2007) (e.g. McCabe
et al. (2001), Gulev et al. (2001)) indicat-
ing a change in position and intensity of the
Northern Hemisphere storm track during
the last half of the 20th century which may
be related to global warming. As the ocean
warms in response to global warming (Tren-
berth et al., 2007), it is interesting to inves-
tigate the storm track response with oceanic
heating as the only forcing.
To perform the necessary simulations, the
NCAR CAM3 model was utilized. CAM3
was run with an Eulerian dynamical core,
T42 and T85 resolution in the horizontal,
26 vertical levels and the Data Ocean Model
(DOM). DOM was applied with 12 monthly
prescribed SST and ice coverage field sam-
ples. Modifications to the SST and ice cov-
erage fields were made in the initial con-
dition data set files using the change_sst
and change_ice functions in Appendix C
and Appendix D.
The storm tracks were represented in terms
of bandpass variance and cyclone count
from the bandpass filter method (e.g Black-
mon (1976) and Blackmon et al. (1977)) and
the CCI method from Benestad and Chen
(2006). The CCI method was applied to
the 6 h SLP field and the bandpass filter
method was applied to both the 6 h SLP
field and the 6 h Z500 hPa field. The time pe-
riod investigated was 1. December 198 – 28.
February 1990 using the Northern Hemi-
sphere winter months (DJF).
Results from seven CAM3 runs were inves-
tigated in this thesis including the high-
resolution (T85) and low-resolution (T42)
control run, four modified runs with the
same 2 K SST anomaly imposed in four
different geographical domains and one
modified run in which the ice cover has
been removed from the entire Northern
Hemisphere. All the modified runs were
run using T42 resolution in the horizon-
tal. The T42 and T85 control runs were
compared to corresponding data from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The reanalysis
data used in this project was taken from
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 1, provided
by the National Ocean & Atmosphere Ad-
ministration (NOAA)/Outstanding Accom-
plishments in Research (OAR)/Earth Sys-
tem Research Laboratory (ESRL) Physical
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Sciences Division (PSD), Boulder, Colorado,
USA, from their Web site at http://www.
cdc.noaa.gov/.
The control run: The bandpass filtered
SLP field, the bandpass filtered Z500 hPa
field, the Eady parameter field, the mean
zonal velocity (u) field, the zonally aver-
aged Eady parameter field and the zon-
ally averaged u field from the T42 con-
trol run were investigated and compared
to corresponding data from the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis for validation. Consistent
with the findings of Blackmon (1976) and
Blackmon et al. (1977), large maxima were
found in both bandpass variance fields cor-
responding to the North-Atlantic and Pa-
cific storm tracks, confirming that the band-
pass method is suited for storm track studies
when applied to the SLP and Z500 hPa fields.
Maxima in u and the Eady parameter were
found in approximately the same locations
as the bandpass variance maxima in both
storm track regions, confirming the strong
relationship which exists between bandpass
variance, atmospheric baroclinicity and the
mean flow.
All the presented fields were seen to com-
pare remarkably well to NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data. Issues were related to the
bandpass SLP fields in regions of high to-
pography, and the structure of the North-
Atlantic maxima which was slightly too
zonal in all fields investigated. The gen-
eral conclusion from the T42 control run
was that CAM3 produce fields that closely
resemble the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and
is therefore suited for storm track sensitivity
studies.
The high-resolution control run: It is
argued by e.g. Lau (1997) that high reso-
lution is instrumental to achieving an ac-
curate response to mid-latitude and high-
latitude SST anomalies in GCM sensitiv-
ity studies. To find out whether it is worth
while to increase the horizontal resolution
in CAM3 from T42 to T85, in spite of the
dramatically prolonged run-time, the band-
pass filtered SLP field, the bandpass fil-
tered Z500 hPa field, the u field and the
Eady parameter field from the T85 control
run were compared to corresponding results
form the T42 control run and NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis. Results showed that the North-
Atlantic maximum was generally worsened
or unaltered, except in the exit region
where increased values with respect to the
T42 control run yielded a more pronounced
northward tilt in all fields. The Pacific
storm track was mostly improved except in
the bandpass filtered SLP field. The to-
pography related issues in the bandpass fil-
tered SLP field worsened with increased
resolution. The overall conclusion was that
T42 resolution is sufficient for sensitivity
studies as the fields did not exclusively im-
prove and the prolonged run-time associ-
ated with performing all the modified runs
in T85 resolution instead of T42 was dra-
matic and unrealistic within the short time
span available for this project.
It is interesting to see that the structure
of the North-Atlantic storm track improves
with higher resolution. One can argue that
this improvement could be very important
when investigating changes in storm track
location, as indications are that processes
vital to the storm track structure in the
North-Atlantic exit region are not properly
resolved with T42 resolution. But even with
T85 resolution, which is higher than the
T68 resolution used in the NCEP/NCAR re-
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analysis, the North-Atlantic storm track is
still too zonal, indicating that the problem
is not purely related to resolution. Black
and Dole (2000) argue that GCMs lacking
ability to accurately reproduce the merid-
ional tilt of the North-Atlantic storm track
might be related to a bias in the upper level
deformation fields in the storm track exit
region which is instrumental to storm track
termination. These are issues which re-
quires further investigation.
The fact that storm track amplitudes some-
times improve and sometimes worsen with
respect to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis with
increased resolution is also an issue in need
of further investigation
Warming the ocean by 2 K: In the T42
CAM3 TA2 NH run, the ocean was warmed
by a realistic 2 K in all oceanic grid points
north of 45◦S. In response to the oceanic
heating, the following changes were ob-
served:
• The North-Atlantic storm track was
seen to shift northeastward, while the
Pacific storm track intensified without
displaying a clear latitudinal shift.
• The changes in the North-Atlantic
storm track region were similar in
terms of bandpass Z500 hPa, bandpass
SLP, u and changes were seen in
the Eady parameter corresponding to
changes in bandpass variance in the
storm track region.
• The Pacific storm track region was seen
to shift northeastward along with the
North-Atlantic storm track region in
terms of u, while bandpass Z500 hPa did
not yield an obvious shift, bandpass
SLP yielded a downstream shift and
changes in the Eady parameter corre-
sponded well to changes in bandpass
variance in the storm track region.
• The changes in diabatic heating were
dominated by the latent heat flux.
• The meridional temperature gradient
was seen to increase at high-levels and
decrease at low-levels consistent with
Yin (2005).
• The zonally averaged Eady parameter
shifted upward and northward in re-
sponse to changes in the meridional
temperature gradient. These changes
are consistent with results in Yin
(2005).
Indications from these results are that the
imposed SST anomaly yields increased di-
abatic heating, mainly associated with the
latent heat flux, which alters the merid-
ional temperature gradient. The latent heat
flux increases the most in the tropics, which
is also where the the meridional tempera-
ture gradient displays a strong high-level
maximum. In response to the changes in
the meridional temperature gradient, the
zonally averaged Eady parameter shifts up-
ward and poleward, a shift which is consis-
tent with findings of Yin (2005).
The observed changes in the zonally aver-
aged fields are consistent with the observed
changes in the xy-plane, where changes in
the mean circulation are seen correspond-
ing to changes in the Eady parameter which
in turn correspond to changes in bandpass
variance. The exact mechanism by which
heat is transported from the ocean surface
to the atmosphere has not been properly in-
vestigated in this study, and is a topic ripe
for further investigations.
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Hoskins and Valdes (1990) argue that the
Eady parameter is mainly maintained by
local diabatic heating resulting from pro-
cesses associated with the cyclones them
selves. From this point of view the storm
tracks are self-maintained, and one may ar-
gue that the observed changes in the Eady
parameter at storm track latitudes could be
caused by the actions of the cyclones them-
selves due to more available low-level heat-
ing. Further investigations are necessary
to determine how much of the anomalous
atmospheric heat transport is actually as-
sociated with the actions of the cyclones.
Fields like v′T ′ and ω′T ′ could be found by
bandpass filtering the vT and ωT CAM3
fields and would doubtlessly yield much
useful information about the atmospheric
heat transport of the bandpass eddies.
Broccoli and Manabe (1992) on the other
hand, argues that the storm track struc-
ture is maintained by the orographically in-
duced stationary wave pattern. Branstator
(1992) found that anomalies in the mean
flow are caused by corresponding anomalies
in the bandpassed eddie field, and Bransta-
tor (1995) found that anomalies in the mean
flow cause corresponding anomalies in the
bandpass eddie field. Storm track struc-
ture is obviously closely tied to the mean
circulation, and any change in storm track
structure is expected to be accompanied by
a change in the mean circulation. This
is consistent with what is observed in the
TA2 NH run. As CAM3 is a nonlinear
model including the two-way feedback pro-
cesses established by Branstator (1992) and
Branstator (1995) there is no way to sepa-
rate these effects in this study. To what ex-
tent the storm track anomalies arise from
mean flow anomalies, or the mean flow
anomalies arise from storm track anomalies
is impossible to determine. Further inves-
tigations with e.g. a linear model is neces-
sary to assess the e.g. the effect of the storm
track anomaly resulting from the imposed
SST anomaly on the general circulation.
One of the main findings from the TA2
NH run, is that the observed changes
in the zonally averaged temperature field
and the zonally averaged Eady param-
eter are very similar to results in Yin
(2005). As Yin (2005) performed a climate
scenario study with 15 coupled GCMs in
which the greenhouse gas concentrations
had been increased in accordance with the
A1B scenario from the IPCC Special Report
on Emission Scenarios Nakicenovic et al.
(2000), it is interesting that the results of
Yin (2005) are consistent with findings from
an uncoupled AGCM in which the only im-
posed change is a 2 K SST anomaly. This
indicates that ocean warming is the primary
factor affecting the observed changes in Yin
(2005). This might also be true in obser-
vational storm track studies such as Mc-
Cabe et al. (2001). McCabe et al. (2001) in-
vestigated trends in the second half of the
20th century using NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis data and a feature point identification
method. In terms of cyclone frequency, find-
ings where an increase at high-latitudes
(north of 60◦N) and a decrease at lower lat-
itudes (south of 60◦N). The changes in win-
ter cyclone frequency were significantly and
positively correlated to changes with North-
ern Hemisphere winter temperature.
In the TA2 NH run, changes where seen in
the North-Atlantic storm track region cor-
responding to a northeastward shift, while
the Pacific storm track region did not yield a
clear latitudinal shift. Several studies have
claimed to observe northward shifts in the
storm tracks. Yin (2005) reported a con-
sistent northward shift in the zonally aver-
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aged bandpass filtered eddie kinetic energy
field, relative to the contours from the con-
trol run. This is similar to the approach
of this study. McCabe et al. (2001) divided
the Northern Hemisphere into two boxes,
one north of 60◦N and one south of 60◦N
and found the cyclone count to decrease in
the low-latitude box while it increased in
the high-latitude box and interpreted this
as a northward shift. Wang et al. (2006) de-
fines a mean storm track position and finds
that it has shifted north during the second
half of the 20th century. Different stud-
ies use difference indices of cyclone activity
(e.g. bandpass variance, cyclone count, tra-
jectory count). As commented by Paciorek
et al. (2002), there is a widespread need for
different cyclone activity indices as cyclones
are complex features and whose changes
may be associated with frequency, inten-
sity, life times or location and the different
measures are needed to capture the differ-
ent aspects. But the use of various indices
make results from different studies hard
to compare, and the comparison is made
even more difficult by the fact that there is
no common definition of what a northward
shift really is. E.g, is it necessarily true
that the North-Atlantic and Pacific storm
tracks will shift north because the zonally
averaged bandpass filtered eddy kinetic en-
ergy does as was seen in Yin (2005)? How
does this compare to a northward shift in
the mean storm track position as was found
in Wang et al. (2006)? There is an obvious
need of a common way of defining what a
northward shift should involve in terms of
cyclone count, bandpass variance, cyclone
trajectory count etc., e.g. a way of defining
a storm track axis and assessing the merid-
ional shift of this axis in the xy-plane in re-
sponse to trends in the reanalysis data or
imposed forcings in GCM studies.
SST sensitivity: To investigate longitu-
dinal and latitudinal dependence to oceanic
warming, the SST anomaly domain from
the TA2 NH run was divided into three
sub-domains which all excluded the Pacific
ocean, one including the Atlantic and Arctic
Ocean (high-latitudes and low-latitudes),
one including low-latitudes in the Atlantic,
and one including high-latitudes in the At-
lantic and the Arctic Ocean. The same
2 K SST anomaly was imposed in all do-
mains. From this, the response to longitu-
dinal and latitudinal variations in oceanic
heating were investigated revealing that:
• When excluding the Pacific from the
SST anomaly domain and heating low-
latitudes and high-latitudes in the At-
lantic and Arctic, latent heating in-
creases at low-latitudes (south of 40◦N)
in the Atlantic and decreases at similar
latitudes in the Pacific. These changes
are accompanied by similar changes in
bandpass activity, u and the Eady pa-
rameter again confirming the strong re-
lationship between these fields.
• The response in latent heating from
warming both high-latitudes and low
latitudes can be quite accurately repro-
duced by only heating low-latitudes.
• Heating high-latitudes only yields a
very weak response in comparison
to heating all latitudes or just low-
latitudes.
Findings from the SST sensitivity study
show that changes in bandpass Z500 hPa,
the Eady parameter, u and latent heating
primarily happen in response to the low-
latitude SST anomalies. The diabatic heat-
ing response caused by the imposed oceanic
warming is dominated by latent heating
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which in turn affects the bandpass vari-
ance, atmospheric baroclinicity and mean
circulation in a consistent manner. By
which mechanisms the energy is trans-
ferred from the ocean surface to the atmo-
sphere is, as previously mentioned, a topic
ripe for further investigations. It can never-
theless be concluded that oceanic heating at
latitudes south of 40◦N is the main driver of
the observed atmospheric changes.
Removing the ice cover: Having estab-
lished low-latitude heating as the main
contributor to the observed atmospheric
changes in bandpass variance, atmospheric
baroclinicity and the mean circulation, in-
dications are that high-latitude heating is
not important. From this, one may ques-
tion whether the same is true for a re-
duction in the ice cover at high-latitudes.
This is a prominent issue as according to
the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (Tren-
berth et al., 2007), the ice cover is shrink-
ing. To answer this question, the CAM3 ice
cover was removed from the entire North-
ern Hemisphere in the no ice run. Findings
where that:
• Changes in the storm tracks are of
comparable magnitudes as those re-
sulting from high-latitude heating, but
structures are different. This indi-
cates that high-latitude heating result-
ing from SST anomalies and removing
the ice cover are of similar importance
to storm tracks changes.
• A local increase in diabatic heating is
seen in the Arctic where the ice cover
had been removed. In response to
this, the zonally averaged Eady param-
eter was seen to increase at low-levels
due to the contribution from the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency.
Having concluded that low-latitude heating
is the main contributor to the observed at-
mospheric changes, and having seen that
removing the entire sea ice coverage yields
changes of comparable magnitudes to high-
latitude heating, indications are that re-
moving the ice cover is not important com-
pared to low-latitude heating in the fields
investigated in this study.
Removing the ice cover did yield local
changes in the Arctic associated with the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. This might ul-
timately bring on changes in atmospheric
fields not investigated in this study.
Cyclone counting: As mentioned, cy-
clone count is another measure commonly
applied in storm track studies (e.g. McCabe
et al. (2001), Benestad and Chen (2006)).
To investigate the storm tracks and the re-
sponse to a 2 K oceanic warming in terms of
cyclone count in addition to bandpass vari-
ance, the CCI method from Benestad and
Chen (2006) was applied to the T42 control
run, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, the T85
control run and the TA2 NH run. The total
cyclone count from the entire time period
was taken to be all identified low-pressure
centers stronger than the threshold value1
north of 30◦N.
• The CCI methods yields two regions of
large cyclone count values in the North-
Atlantic and Pacific corresponding to
the North-Atlantic and Pacific storm
1The threshold field was chosen to be the maxi-
mum gradient wind, and the threshold value was 15
m/s.
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tracks, with the North-Atlantic storm
track being stronger than the Pacific
storm track. Cyclone count maxima are
shifted downstream and poleward com-
pared to bandpass variance maxima,
reflecting the fact that bandpass vari-
ance is dominated by baroclinic waves
while cyclone count is dominated by
stronger and more mature features.
• The T42 control run does not relate
as well to the NCEP/NCAR reanaly-
sis in terms of cyclone count as it did
in terms of bandpass variance, both in
structure and magnitude. Differences
larger than 100% are found in both
storm track regions.
• Increasing the horizontal resolution
in CAM3 improved the North-Atlantic
storm track in terms of both mag-
nitude and structure with respect to
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, but the
Pacific storm track was almost un-
changed.
• In response to the 2 K oceanic warm-
ing in the TA2 NH run, the cyclone
count difference field from the TA2 NH
run was seen to bear similarities to the
bandpass SLP field, but cyclone count
differences were more difficult to inter-
pret.
In terms of cyclone count, CAM3 did not
manage to successfully capture the struc-
ture and magnitude of the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis storm track regions. Increasing
the horizontal resolution from T42 to T85
improved the North-Atlantic storm track in
terms of magnitude and structure, yielding
an improved northward tilt. Still, differ-
ences between the T85 control run and the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis are large and it is
strange that only the North-Atlantic storm
track improved in response to the increased
resolution. Indications are that the differ-
ences between CAM3 and the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis are not merely related to resolu-
tion, particularly since the T85 control run
was run with higher horizontal resolution
than the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Assess-
ment of the cause and importance of the dif-
ferences between CAM3 and the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis should be carried out be-
fore storm track sensitivity studies with the
CCI method and CAM3 can be properly in-
terpreted.
The cyclone count difference plot from the
TA2 NH run bared some resemblance to
the bandpass variance difference plots, but
displayed strange increases and decreases
making interpretation difficult. Cyclone
counting is based on extreme events, thus
differences may be less significant. Also, the
structure and magnitude of the difference
field varies strongly dependent on choice of
threshold field (minimum pressure, maxi-
mum pressure gradient, wind speed) and
threshold value as well as the number of
boxes/bins2 in the plotting domain. As a
measure of changes in storm track structure
and intensity, cyclone counting is therefore
believed to be less robust than bandpass fil-
tering.
2Cyclone count plots were made by dividing the
plotting domain into a certain number of boxes/bins,
counting the number of feature points identified
within each box and making stereographic contour
plots.
Chapter 7
Future work
Heat transport by baroclinic eddies:
To determine how oceanic warming al-
ters the meridional temperature gradient
through bandpass eddies, the 6 h vT and
6 h ωT fields should be bandpass filtered in
all three spatial dimensions using the same
bandpass filter settings as was applied to
the 6 h SLP field and 6 h Z500 hPa field in
this study.
Eddie forcing on the mean flow: The
E-vector field (u′v′, v′2 − u′2) was introduced
by Hoskins (1983) and applied by e.g.
Hoskins and Valdes (1990) and Orlanski
(1998). According to Hoskins and Valdes
(1990), the divergence of the E-vectors in
the storm track region indicates the ten-
dency of the eddy field to force the mean
flow. Applying bandpass filtering to the
CAM3 6 h u and 6 h v fields and plotting
the E-vectors will provide useful informa-
tion about how the bandpass eddies force
the mean flow.
Three-dimensional bandpass variance:
The three-dimensional CAM3 6 h geopoten-
tial height field can be bandpass filtered to
yield a proper three-dimensional picture of
the storm tracks and the response to the
2 K oceanic warming. In particular, a zonal
average plot should be made to determine
whether the bandpass variance field shifts
upward and northward in response to the
oceanic warming in the TA2 NH run as was
observed in the zonally averaged Eady pa-
rameter field. This is also interesting be-
cause Yin (2005) found a northward and up-
ward shift in both the Eady parameter and
the bandpass variance field. Notice that
even though Yin (2005) applied the band-
pass filter to the eddy kinetic energy field, a
similar shift should be seen in the bandpass
filtered geopotential height field.
SST sensitivity: To assess the sensitiv-
ity to high-latitude and low-latitude SST
anomalies in the TA2 NH run, two more
modified runs should be conducted which
includes all longitudes: a low-latitude heat-
ing run where an SST anomaly of 2 K is
imposed in all oceanic grid points between
45◦S and 45◦N, and a high-latitude heat-
ing run where a corresponding 2 K SST
anomaly is added to all oceanic grid points
north of 45◦N. Notice that the low-latitude
heating run is similar to the TML2 run in-
vestigated in this thesis, only including the
Pacific. A similar relationship is seen be-
tween the new high-latitude heating run
and the AA2 run investigated in this thesis.
The results from the new runs will hopefully
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confirm that the TA2 NH run is dominated
by the low-latitude heating as was seen to
be the case in the TA2 run in this thesis.
Feature point tracking: Important as-
pects of the storm track response to the im-
posed oceanic heating cannot be determined
from an Eulerian framework. Changes in
the individual cyclone trajectories will re-
veal whether the oceanic warming yields al-
terations in traveling cites, e.g. will more
cyclones be “drawn” into the Norwegian
and Barents Sea? A feature point tracking
method will yield information about where
each individual cyclone is formed and where
it dies, making it possible to investigate
whether the oceanic warming changes the
preferred sites of cyclogenesis and cyclosis.
It would also be interesting to compare cy-
clogenesis density plots to Eady parameter
plots to see to how they relate to each other.
It would be preferable to apply a feature
point tracking routine to the vorticity field
as have been done in e.g. Hoskins and
Hodges (2002) and Orsolini and Sorteberg
(2009). By tracking vortices rather than
low-pressure centers one will avoid prob-
lems related to the strong influence of the
background flow and the features such as
the Icelandic low in the SLP field (Hoskins
and Hodges, 2002). Also, as the vorticity
field allows one to focus one smaller scales,
cyclones can be identified earlier in their life
cycle (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002).
Appendices
Appendix A
Abbreviations
AGCM Atmospheric General Circulation Model
APE Available Potential Energy
CAM3 Community Atmosphere Model version 3.0
CCI Calclulus-based Cyclone Identification
CCSM Community Climate System Model
CLM Community Land Model (a part of CAM3)
DJF December, January, and February
ECMWF European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast
ERA40 The 40 year ECMWF Reanalysis
GCM General Circulation Model
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
JJA June, July, and August
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCEP National Center for Environmental Prediction
RMS Root Mean Square
SLP Sea Level Pressure
SST Sea Surface Temperature
T42 Fourier series in Spectral method is truncated after 42 terms
T85 Fourier series in Spectral method is truncated after 85 terms
Appendix B
The Eady model of baroclinic
growth
The Eady model is a baroclinic instability model with constant stratification and no
β-effect. Several models of baroclinic instability have been made through the years.
Different models include different processes and complexity. The Eady model is perhaps
the simplest one, but it still manages to capture many of the observed features and
provides lots and lots of useful insight.
This review of the Eady model approximately follows Vallis (2005).
Assumptions
f -plane approximation This is the β-plane approximation with β = 0. Thus the
Coriolis parameter is constant throughout the domain (f = f0) and does not
contribute to the vorticity, there is no planetary vorticity in the Eady model. This
greatly simplifies things, but is considered the major drawback of the model as the
real atmosphere does indeed have planetary vorticity.
Constant Brunt-Viäsälä frequency That is, the atmosphere is uniformly stratified.
This reflects the stratification of the atmosphere and is a reasonable approximation
when concerned with the troposphere.
Two rigid lids The upper and lower boundary are assumed to be two flat rigid
horizontal surfaces. For the lower boundary this is equivalent to assuming no
topography. Taking the upper boundary to be a rigid lid is perhaps slightly more
suspicious. When the boundaries are represented by two horizontal lids they do not
generate any vertical velocities.
Constant vertical wind shear The wind shear is given by u¯ = Λz ⇒ ∂u¯∂z = Λ where
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Figure B.1: The figure illustrates some of the assumptions of the Eady model. The two thick
lines are the rigid lids at z = 0 and z = D and the linearly increasing wind shear is illustrated
by the arrows.
Λ =Constant. Due to this assumption the Eady model satisfies the fourth
Charney-Stern criteria for baroclinic instability, namely that the vertical wind shear
has the same sign on the upper and lower boundary.
Linearization
As is common procedure, take the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation (GQPV
equation) for the interior of the fluid and the quasi-geostrophic temperature equation for
the boundaries. The full adiabatic QGPV equation is:
Dg
dt
[
∇2ψ + βy + ∂
∂z
(
f20
N2
∂
∂z
ψ)
]
= 0 (B.1)
where material derivative following the geostrophic wind is defined as
Dg
dt
=
∂
∂t
+ ug
∂
∂x
+ vg
∂
∂y
(B.2)
and ψ is the streamfunction defined as
ug = − ∂
∂y
ψ, vg =
∂
∂x
ψ (B.3)
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From equation (B.3) it follows that the geostrophic relative vorticity ζg is:
ζg =
∂
∂x
vg − ∂
∂y
ug (B.4)
=
∂
∂x
(
∂
∂x
ψ)− ∂
∂y
(− ∂
∂y
ψ) (B.5)
= ∇2ψ (B.6)
Equation (B.1) is a non-linear equation due to the advection terms. To make further
investigations of the equation as painless as possible it’s wise to linearize the equation.
Linearization of such equations is done in the following way:
1. Assume that the velocities may be written as a sum of two parts:
ug = u¯+ u
′, vg = v¯ + v
′ (B.7)
where u¯ and v¯ are the mean velocities and constitute the mean flow. The primed
quantities u′ and v′ and deviations from the mean and small such that u¯, v¯ >> u′, v′.
In the atmosphere at mid-latitudes v¯ is generally taken to be zero, and this is also
the case in the Eady model. From the assumptions of the Eady model it is known
that u¯ = Λz. Thus u¯ is a function of z only!
u¯ = u¯(z)
v¯ = 0
u′ = u′(x, y, z, t)
v′ = v′(x, y, z, t)
2. Insert expressions from equation (B.7) into the equation about to be linearized.
3. Neglect terms that are products of primed quantities as these are very small
compared to the remaining terms.
Due to equation (B.7), the streamfunction may be written in a similar way:
ψ = ψ¯ + ψ′ (B.8)
where ψ¯ and ψ′ are connected to the mean and perturbed velocities through equation
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(B.3).
∂
∂y
ψ¯ = −u¯
∂
∂y
ψ¯ = −Λz∫
∂
∂y
ψ¯d y =
∫
−Λzd y
ψ¯ = Λzy + const.
ψ′ is a function of all dimensions. Consequently:
ψ(x, y, z, t) = ψ¯(y, z) + ψ′(x, y, z, t) (B.9)
Now, apply this to linearize equation (B.1). Insert equation (B.7) into equation (B.1) and
use that N2 =Constant and that β = 0. Keep in mind that from equation (B.9)
∇2ψ = ∇2ψ¯(y, z) +∇2ψ′(x, y, z, t) and ∂2
∂z2
ψ = ∂
2
∂z2
ψ¯(y, z) + ∂
2
∂z2
ψ′(x, y, z, t). But since
ψ¯ = Λzy + const. both ψ¯ terms in the above equation go away! The background flow does
not have any vorticity. This yields: ∇2ψ¯(y, z) = 0, ∂2
∂z2
ψ¯(y, z) = 0 ∇2ψ = ∇2ψ′(x, y, z, t),
∂2
∂z2ψ =
∂2
∂z2ψ
′(x, y, z, t). The linearized QGPV equation is:
(
∂
∂t
+ u¯
∂
∂x
)
[
∇2ψ′ + f
2
0
N2
∂2
∂z2
ψ′
]
= 0
Now, appy the quasi-geostrophic temperature equation at the boundaries. The full
adiabatic version is:
Dg
dt
∂
∂z
ψ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
+
N2
f0
w
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
= 0
Because of the rigid lid approximation, there is no vertical velocity at either boundary.
Vertical velocities are generated from topography and Ekman layers at the boundaries,
and the rigid lid approximation has neither. This yields:
Dg
dt
∂
∂z
ψ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
= 0
Linearize this equation as before and utilize that ψ¯ = Λzy +Constant. Thus:
∂
∂y
∂
∂z ψ¯ =
∂
∂y
∂
∂zΛzy + const. =
∂
∂yΛy = Λ
The linearized temperature equation written with v′ in terms of the streamfunction is:
(
∂
∂t
+ u¯
∂
∂x
)
∂
∂z
ψ′
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
+ v′Λ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
= 0
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So, the Eady equations are:
The Eady Model 1 linearized QGPV equation
(
∂
∂t
+ u¯
∂
∂x
)
[
∇2ψ′ + f
2
0
N2
∂2
∂z2
ψ′
]
= 0 (B.10)
The Eady Model 2 linearized QG temperature equation
(
∂
∂t
+ u¯
∂
∂x
)
∂
∂z
ψ′
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
+
∂
∂x
ψ′Λ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
= 0 (B.11)
Wave solutions
Assume that the streamfunction is well represented by a single Fourier component which
varies sinusoidally in x, y and t:
ψ′ ∼ Re{eik(x−ct)+ily} (B.12)
where l is the meridional wave number, k is the zonal wave number and c is the phase
speed. Notice that both the amplitude and the phase speed may be complex.
Now, impose a second boundary condition on the solution. Assume that the horizontal
plane is confined to a channel with two meridional walls at y = 0 and y = L. Demand that
the streamfunction ψ be zero at both meridional walls:
ψ(x, y = 0, z, t) = ψ(x, y = L, x, t) = 0. To satisfy this boundary condition use a
streamfunction of the form:
ψ′ = Re{ψˆ(z) sin(ly)eik(x−ct)} (B.13)
where ψˆ(z) is the amplitude. This expression automatically satisfies the second boundary
condition. The meridional wave number is now quantized: l = nπL , n = 1, 2, 3 . . .. From
now on it’s understood that only the real part of equation (B.13) is used and the Re
notation will be omitted.
The streamfunction is proportional to e−ikct, so if the solution is to be unstable, that is
grow exponentially in time, the imaginary part of the phase speed has to be greater than
zero. A complex phase speed may be written as c = cr + ici where cr is the real part and
and ci is the imaginary part. Then the wave solution is:
ψ = ψˆ(z) cos(ly)ekciteik(x−crt)
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When the phase speed has a positive imaginary part, the wave grows exponentially in time
and is unstable.
Inserting equation (B.13) into equation (B.10) yields:
(u¯− c)
[
(−k2 − l2)ψˆ + f
2
0
N2
∂2
∂z2
ψˆ
]
= 0
The equation is satisfied when:
1. u¯ = c: the phase speed equals the mean flow which is real. In this case the phase
speed has no imaginary part, consequently there is no exponential growth and the
wave is stable.
2. ∂
2
∂z2
ψˆ − N2(k2+l2)
f2
0
ψˆ = 0: from equation (B.10) in this case the interior QGPV is zero. As
the QGPV of the Eady model is conserved, this means that it must be zero
everywhere at all times. The phase speed is allowed to be complex and there may be
unstable solutions. But since the QGPV of the interior is conserved, the instabilities
must arise at the boundaries.
Now, look further into the second solution:
∂2
∂z2
ψˆ − α2ψˆ = 0, α2 ≡ N
2(k2 + l2)
f20
(B.14)
This is a second order homogeneous ODE. Obviously α2 > 0 and the characteristic
equation has real roots. Such equations have exponentials as solution. Alternatively the
solution may be written in terms of hyperbolic functions. The latter is commonly
preferred yielding the solution to be:
ψˆ = A sinh(αz) +B cosh(αz) (B.15)
where A and B are constants.
Now, insert equation (B.13) into equation (B.14) and substitute Λz for u¯.
(−c+ Λz) ∂
∂z
ψˆ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
− ψˆΛ
∣∣∣∣
z=0,D
= 0
Inserting the expression for ψˆ from equation (B.15) yields two solutions, one for each
boundary. At z = 0:
−cAα− ΛB = 0 (B.16)
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At z = D:
(ΛD − c) [Aα cosh(αD) +Bα sinh(αD)]−
Λ [A sinh(αD) +B cosh(αD)] = 0
(B.17)
It’s known from linear algebra that for equations (B.16) and (B.17) to have a non-trivial
solution, the determinant must equal zero. For this to be satisfied the phase speed must
be given by:
c =
ΛD
2
± Λ
α
√
(
αD
2
− coth(αD
2
))(
αD
2
− tanh(αD
2
)) (B.18)
This is the dispersion relation. It’s possible to show that αD2 > coth(
αD
2 ), ∀x.
Consequently it’s the sign of αD2 − tanh(αD2 ) which decides whether c has an imaginary
part or not. There are two possibilities:
Real roots αD2 > tanh(
αD
2 ) such that the roots of equation (B.18) are real. As the phase
speed has no imaginary part there is no baroclinic instability.
Imaginary roots αD2 < tanh(
αD
2 ) such that the roots are imaginary. Thus in this case
there might be unstable growth if ci > 0.
Continue to pursue the imaginary roots case as it holds baroclinic instability. The phase
speed is now given by: c = cr + ici, where cr =
ΛD
2 and
ci =
Λ
α
[
(coth(αD2 − αD2 ))(αD2 − tanh(αD2 ))
] 1
2 . The wave solution is as before
ψ = ψˆ(z) cos(ly)ekciteik(x−crt) where kci is the growth rate given by:
kci =
kΛ
α
√
(coth(
αD
2
)− αD
2
))(
αD
2
− tanh(αD
2
)) (B.19)
Figure B.2 shows the Eady growth rate as a function of the zonal wave number using
typical atmospheric values for N , f0, Λ, D and L:
N = 0.01 s−1, f0 = 10
−4 s−1, Λ = 0.005 s−1, D = 104m, L = 2× 106m
Notice from figure B.2 that the growth rate peaks at kpeak = 1.25 × 10−6. Abruptly after
reaching peak value, the curve falls to zero at the short wave cut-off. Waves with
wavenumbers larger than this value have purely real phase speeds and are too small to
interact with each other and are stable. The peak value of the zonal wavenumber kpeak
corresponds to a wavelength of λpeak =
2π
kpeak
≈ 5027 km making the trough-crest distance
about 1257 km. This fits well with the spatial scales mid-latitude cyclones are known to
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Figure B.2: The Eady growth rate as a function of the zonal wavenumber. The following
values were used: N = 0.01 s−1, f0 = 10−4 s−1, Λ = 0.005 s−1, D = 104 m, L = 2× 106 m.
have. The growth rate in the figure peaks at about 8.456 × 10−6 s−1 corresponding to
about 0.73/day, a good match to the known growth rate of mid-latitude cyclones.
Using equation (B.16) it’s possible to write the expression for the streamfunction as
ψ = A
[
cosh(αz) − Λ
cα
sinh(αz)
]
sin(ly)eik(x−ct)
Notice c in the denominator of the second term in the brackets. As c is complex the
expression may be written as:
ψ = Aφ(z) sin[ly + γ(z)]eik(x−ct)
where
φ(z) =
√(
cosh(αz) − crΛ|c|2α sinh(αz)
)2
+
(
ciΛ
|c|2α sinh(αz)
)2
γ(z) = arctan
( ciΛ
|c|2α
sinh(αz)
cosh(αz) − crΛ
|c|2α
sinh(αz)
)
Notice in particular that the complex part of the phase speed causes a phase shift in the
streamfunction. The top figure in the left column of figure (B.3) shows the streamfunction
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Figure B.3: Left column: coupled Eady wave for the most unstable zonal wave number. Right
coulumn: Eady wave for a zonal wave number greater than the short wave cut-off. The top fig-
ures shows the vertical structure of the streamfunction, the middle figures shows the vertical
structure of the meridional velocity and the bottom figures shows the vertical structure of the
temperature. Values used in the making of this plot are: N = f0 = Λ = D = 1, L = 2 × 106 m.
The plot is non-dimentional. Using these values the most unstable wavenumber is k = 1.606
and this value has been used to generate the figures in the left column. The figures in the right
column where generated using k = 2.4. Contour interval is 0.2 with values ranging from -1
(black contour filling) to 1 (white contour filling).
for the zonal wavenumber of maximum growth kpeak. It can be seen from this figure that
the amplitudes are greatest at the boundaries decaying into the interior. The amplitude
of the disturbances does not go to zero anywhere in the interior in this case, allowing the
disturbances on the boundaries to interact. The figure also clearly illustrates the tilt of
the disturbances in the vertical, an instrumental property for the meridional heat
transport. The disturbances are tilted against the shear.
The middle figure in the left column of figure (B.3) shows the temperature and the bottom
figure shows the meridional velocity of the perturbations. The products of these
quantities constitute the meridional heat transport. The figure shows that the
meridional velocity is northwards where the temperature perturbations are positive.
Similarly, the meridional velocity is southwards where the temperature perturbations
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are negative. Thus the wave transports warm air towards the pole and cold air towards
equator reducing the equator-to-pole meridional temperature gradient.
The right column of figure (B.3) shows the same three figures as the left, only with a
zonal wavenumber chosen to be slightly above the short wave cut-off. Now the phase
speed is purely real and the top figure shows that the perturbations does not tilt in the
vertical. The middle figure shows that the temperature perturbations now decay too
rapidly into the interior to interact. There is no meridional heat transport in this case.
The Eady model illustrates baroclinic growth of a single Fourier component. As the model
does not have non-linear terms, the mechanisms responsible for the decay processes of
baroclinic waves are not present in the model. As time increases, the waves will grow
infinitely large. Still, the model illustrates important aspects of baroclinic wave growth.
Appendix C
The change_sst function
This appendix yields the source code of the R program which has been applied to change
the SSTs in the CAM3 modified runs. This program was made using the R environment
developed by R Development Core Team (2008) and the R-package NCDF (Pierce, 2006).
Both the R environment and the NCDF package are freely available from
http://www.R-project.org.
1 ###################################################################
2 # This program changes the sea surface temperatur (SST) o f the
3 # c l imato log i ca l input f i l e used in the data ocean model (DOM) in
4 # CAM3. The data ocean model reads and interpo lates the SST data . The
5 # data set monthly samples f o r one year .
6 #
7 # This program changes the SST by a SCALAR!
8 #
9 # The program allows fo r the user to spec i f y sp e c i f i c regions fo r
10 # which the SST i s changed by a scalar f o r a l l monthly samples . The
11 # region i s a square defined by lon . rng [ start_lon , stop_lon ] and
12 # lat . rng [ s tar t_ la t , stop_ lat ]
13 #
14 # OPS! def ining a area l ike the one given by the user in lon . rng and
15 # lat . rng resu l ts in a discontinuity at the boundary when changing the
16 # SST within the domain by a given scalar . This must be dealt with !
17 #
18 # Temperature i s changed by a user given scalar dsst . The change in
19 # temperature ( dsst ) must be relaxed towards 0 as one approaches
20 # boundaries . The re laxat ion interval i s dlat and dlon in lat i tude
21 # and longitude d ire c t i on .
22 #
23 # The re laxat ion area wi l l t yp i ca l l y be a area of say 3−5 degrees . . ?
24 #
25 # Solution may be relaxed along four " sides "
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27 # 2. Along lon . rng [ 2 ]
28 # 3. Along lat . rng [ 3 ]
29 # 4. Along lon . rng [ 1 ]
30 #
31 # Imagine a square , th is means that the so lut ion may be relaxed along :
32 # the bottom (1 ) , the r ight side ( 2 ) , the top ( 3 ) and the l e f t side
33 # (4 )
34 #
35 # Which boundaries there wi l l be re laxat ion along i s user given in the
36 # fo l lowing way
37 #
38 # relax . bound <− c ( b1=TRUE, b2=TRUE, b3=TRUE, b4=TRUE) The above example
39 # y ie lds re laxat ion along a l l boundaries !
40 #
41 #####################################################################
42
43
44 # The function f ind . lon deals with the fo l lowing problem : the star t
45 # and stop lat i tude given by the user to def ine the domain of change
46 # wi l l probably not co inc ide with a gr ipo int in the model . The
47 # function located the gridpoint which i s c l o se s t to the user
48 # spec i f i ed longitude .
49
50 find . lon <− function ( lon , lon . rng ) {
51
52 start_ lon <− NULL
53 stop_lon <− NULL
54 n_start <− NULL
55 n_stop <− NULL
56
57
58 fo r ( i in 1: length ( lon ) ) {
59
60 i f ( ( lon . rng [ 1 ] == lon [ 1 ] ) ) {
61 start_ lon <− lon [ 1 ] # ; print ( ’ f i r s t ’ )
62 n_start <− 1
63 }
64 i f ( ( lon . rng [ 2 ] > lon [ length ( lon ) ] ) ) {
65 stop_lon <− lon [ length ( lon ) ]
66 n_stop <− length ( lon )
67 }
68
69 # Does any user given longitudes exact ly equal the d isc re te ones?
70 i f ( lon . rng [ 1 ] == lon [ i ] ) { start_ lon <− lon [ i ] ; n_start <− i }
71 i f ( lon . rng [ 2 ] == lon [ i ] ) { stop_lon <− lon [ i ] ; n_stop <− i }
72
73 i f ( ( lon [ i ] != lon [ 1 ] ) & ( lon [ i ] != lon [ length ( lon ) ] ) ) {
74 # Start lon
75 bigger <− lon . rng [ 1 ] > lon [ i−1]
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76 smaller <− lon . rng [ 1 ] < lon [ i ]
77 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
78 #print ( ’ yay ! ’ )
79 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
80 d1 <− lon . rng [ 1 ] − lon [ i−1]
81 d2 <− lon [ i ] − lon . rng [ 1 ]
82 i f ( d1 < d2 ) { start_ lon <− lon [ i −1]; n_start <− i−1}
83 i f ( d1 > d2 ) { start_ lon <− lon [ i ] ; n_start <− i }
84
85 }
86 # stop lon
87 bigger <− lon . rng [ 2 ] > lon [ i−1]
88 smaller <− lon . rng [ 2 ] < lon [ i ]
89 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
90 #print ( ’ yay ’ )
91 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
92 d1 <− lon . rng [ 2 ] − lon [ i−1]
93 d2 <− lon [ i ] − lon . rng [ 2 ]
94 i f ( d1 < d2 ) { stop_lon <− lon [ i −1]; n_stop <− i−1}
95 i f ( d1 > d2 ) { stop_lon <− lon [ i ] ; n_stop <− i }
96 }
97 }
98 }
99 #print ( lon )
100 # Does the domain include the Greenwhich Meridian?
101 i f ( n_start > n_stop ) {
102 return ( c ( seq ( from=n_start , to=length ( lon ) , by=1) , seq ( from=1 , to=n_stop , by
=1) ) )
103 } e lse {
104 return ( seq ( from=n_start , to=n_stop , by=1) )
105 }
106 }
107
108
109
110 # The function f ind . la t deals with the fo l lowing problem : the star t
111 # and stop lat i tude given by the user to def ine the domain of change
112 # wi l l probably not co inc ide with a gr ipo int in the model . The function
113 # located the gridpoint which i s c l o se s t to the user spec i f i ed latg i tude .
114
115 find . la t <− function ( lat , la t . rng ) {
116
117 s ta r t _ l a t <− NULL
118 stop_ lat <− NULL
119 n_start <− NULL
120 n_stop <− NULL
121
122 fo r ( j in 1: length ( la t ) ) {
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124 i f ( ( la t . rng [ 1 ] < lat [ 1 ] ) ) {
125 s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ 1 ]
126 n_start <− 1
127 #print ( ’ f i r s t ’ )
128 }
129
130 i f ( la t . rng [ 1 ] == 0) {
131 n_start <− length ( la t ) /2 .+1
132 }
133
134 i f ( la t . rng [ 2 ] == 0) {
135 n_stop <− length ( la t ) /2 .+1
136 }
137
138 i f ( ( la t . rng [ 2 ] > lat [ length ( la t ) ] ) ) {
139 stop_ lat <− la t [ length ( la t ) ] # ; print ( stop_ lat )
140 n_stop <− length ( la t )
141 }
142
143 i f ( ( la t [ j ] != la t [ 1 ] ) & ( la t [ j ] != la t [ length ( la t ) ] ) ) {
144 bigger <− la t . rng [ 1 ] > lat [ j −1]
145 smaller <− la t . rng [ 1 ] < lat [ j ]
146 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
147 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
148 d1 <− la t . rng [ 1 ] − la t [ j −1]
149 d2 <− la t [ j ] − la t . rng [ 1 ]
150 i f ( d1 < d2 ) { s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ j −1]; n_start <− j −1}
151 i f ( d1 > d2 ) { s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ j ] ; n_start <− j }
152 }
153 bigger <− la t . rng [ 2 ] > lat [ j −1]
154 smaller <− la t . rng [ 2 ] < lat [ j ]
155 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
156 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
157 d1 <− la t . rng [ 2 ] − la t [ j −1]
158 d2 <− la t [ j ] − la t . rng [ 2 ]
159 i f ( d1 < d2 ) { stop_ lat <− la t [ j −1]; n_stop <− j −1}
160 i f ( d1 > d2 ) { stop_ lat <− la t [ j ] ; n_stop <− j }
161 }
162 }
163 }
164 #print ( la t )
165 return ( seq ( from=n_start , to=n_stop , by=1) )
166 }
167
168
169
170
171
172
127
173 # The function change_sst takes the fo l lowing arguments :
174 # bc . f i l e : f i l e containing boundary condit ions fo r SST (
c l imato log i ca l )
175 # f i e l d .name : name of the SST f i e l d in bc . f i l e
176 # lon . rng : longitude region fo r which SST wi l l be changed
177 # lat . rng : la t i tude region fo r which SSt wi l l be changed
178 # dsst : change in SST ( given as a scalar )
179 # dlat & dlon : def ines the re laxat ion area along the bondaries
180 # relax . bound : def ines which bondaries that wi l l have re laxat ion
181 # keep . i ce : i f changes have been made to the sea i ce f rac t ion
182 # : (must be made separately ) set keep . i ce to f a l se
183 # : in order to change temperature where there used to
184 # : be sea i ce . . .
185
186 change_sst <− function ( bc . f i l e =NULL, bc . f i l e 2 = ’ cami_0000−09−01
_64x128_L26_c030918 . nc ’ ,
187 f i e l d .name= ’SST_cpl ’ , f i e l d .name2= ’LANDFRAC’ , lon . rng=c (0 ,11) ,
188 lat . rng=c(−90,−77) , dsst=NULL, dlat =2 , dlon=2 , relax . bound=c ( rep (TRUE,4 ) ) , keep .
i ce=TRUE) {
189
190
191 l ibrary ( ncdf )
192 #print ( dsst ) ; print ( relax . bound )
193
194
195
196 i f ( f i l e . ex i s ts ( bc . f i l e ) ) {
197 print ( paste ( " Reading " , bc . f i l e , " . . . " ) )
198
199 # Open netCDF f i l e and read f i e l d s
200 nc <− open . ncdf ( bc . f i l e , write=TRUE)
201 sst <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , f i e l d .name)
202 lon <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , ’ lon ’ )
203 lat <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , ’ lat ’ )
204 time <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , ’ time ’ )
205
206 #print ( lon )
207 #print ( la t )
208
209 # Get land f rac t ion from bc . f i l e 2
210 nc2 <− open . ncdf ( bc . f i l e 2 , write=FALSE)
211 landfrac <− get . var . ncdf ( nc2 , f i e l d .name2)
212 print (dim ( landfrac ) )
213 c lo se . ncdf ( nc2 , verbose=TRUE)
214
215
216
217 # Find the gr idpo ints c l o se s t to the user given domain
218 longitudes <− f ind . lon ( lon , lon . rng )
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219 lat i tudes <− f ind . la t ( lat , la t . rng )
220
221 # changing the SSTs ! ! !
222 print ( ’ Changing SSTs of region : ’ )
223 print ( ’ Located region : ’ )
224 print ( paste ( ’ lon = ’ , lon [ longitudes [ 1 ] ] , ’ − ’ , lon [ longitudes [ length (
longitudes ) ] ] ) )
225 print ( paste ( ’ l a t = ’ , la t [ la t i tudes [ 1 ] ] , ’ − ’ , l a t [ la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes
) ] ] ) )
226
227
228
229
230
231 old_lon=longitudes
232 o ld_ lat= lat i tudes
233 relax_longitudes=NULL
234
235 # Relaxation : boundaries are defined in cyc lon i c order :
236 # relax . bound [1 ] i s the southern zonal boundary
237 # relax . bound [2 ] i s the western meridional boundary
238 # relax . bound [3 ] i s the northern zonal boundary
239 # relax . bound [4 ] i s the eastern meridional boundary
240 i f ( relax . bound [1 ] & ! relax . bound [ 3 ] ) { la t i tudes=lat i tudes [ ( dlat +1) :
length ( la t i tudes ) ] }
241 i f ( relax . bound [2 ] & ! relax . bound [ 4 ] ) { longitudes=longitudes [ ( dlon+1) :
length ( longitudes ) ] }
242 i f ( relax . bound [3 ] & ! relax . bound [ 1 ] ) { la t i tudes=lat i tudes [ 1 : ( length (
la t i tudes )−dlat ) ] }
243 i f ( relax . bound [4 ] & ! relax . bound [ 1 ] ) { longitudes=longitudes [ 1 : ( length (
longitudes )−dlon ) ] }
244
245 i f ( relax . bound [1 ] & relax . bound [ 3 ] ) { la t i tudes=lat i tudes [ ( dlat +1) : length
( la t i tudes )−dlat ] }
246 i f ( relax . bound [2 ] & relax . bound [ 4 ] ) { longitudes=longitudes [ ( dlon+1) :
length ( longitudes )−dlon ] }
247
248
249 # I f temperature equals −1.8 , there i s sea i ce
250 sst_new <− round ( sst , 6 )
251 i ce . i c e . baby <− sst_new == −1.8
252
253 sst_o ld <− sst
254 # Inter io r so lut ion ( without re laxat ion boundaries )
255
256 fo r ( j in 1: length ( la t ) ) {
257 i f ( i s . element ( la t [ j ] , l a t [ la t i tudes [ 1 ] : la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes ) ] ] ) )
{
258
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259 # Don ’ t change temperature over land . Weed out elements o f
longitudes
260 # over land . Find the keepers !
261 keepers <− longitudes [ landfrac [ longitudes , j ] <0.2]
262
263 # Change SST where there i s ocean
264 sst [ keepers , j , ] <− sst [ keepers , j , ] + dsst
265 # print ( sst [ keepers , j ,]− sst_o ld [ keepers , j , ] )
266 }
267 }
268
269
270 a <− dsst / ( dlat ∗ ( la t [2]− la t [ 1 ] ) )
271 print ( a )
272
273 # Relaxed so lut ion
274 fo r ( j in 1: length ( la t ) ) {
275
276 i f ( ( relax . bound [ 1 ] ) &
277 ( i s . element ( la t [ j ] , l a t [ ( la t i tudes [1]−dlat−1) : ( la t i tudes [1]−1) ] ) ) ) {
278 # Don ’ t change temperature over land . Weed out elements o f
longitudes
279 # over land . Find the keepers !
280 keepers <− old_lon [ landfrac [ old_lon , j ] <0.2]
281
282 # Change SST where there i s ocean
283 sst [ keepers , j , ] <− sst [ keepers , j , ] + dsst −
284 a∗ sqrt ( ( la t [ la t i tudes [1]−1]− la t [ j ] ) ^2)
285 }
286
287 i f ( ( relax . bound [ 3 ] ) &
288 ( i s . element ( la t [ j ] , l a t [ ( la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes ) ]+1) :
289 ( la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes ) ]+ dlat +1) ] ) ) ) {
290
291 # Don ’ t change temperature over land . Weed out elements o f
longitudes
292 # over land . Find the keepers !
293 keepers <− old_lon [ landfrac [ old_lon , j ] <0.2]
294 print ( la t [ j ] )
295 print ( dsst −a∗ sqrt ( ( la t [ la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes ) ]+ dlat+1]− la t [ j
] ) ^2) )
296 # Change SST where there i s ocean
297 sst [ keepers , j , ] <− sst [ keepers , j , ] + dsst −
298 a∗ sqrt ( ( la t [ la t i tudes [ length ( la t i tudes ) ]+1]− la t
[ j ] ) ^2)
299
300 }
301
302 }
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303
304 b <− dsst / ( dlon∗ lon [2]− lon [ 1 ] )
305
306 lat i tudes <− f ind . la t ( lat , la t . rng )
307
308 fo r ( i in 1: length ( lon ) ) {
309
310 i f ( ( relax . bound [ 2 ] ) &
311 ( i s . element ( lon [ i ] , lon [ ( longitudes [1]−dlon−1) : ( longitudes [1]−1) ] ) ) )
{
312
313 # Don ’ t change temperature over land . Weed out elements o f
longitudes
314 # over land . Find the keepers !
315 keepers <− la t i tudes [ landfrac [ i , la t i tudes ] <0.2]
316
317 # Change SST where there i s ocean
318 sst [ i , keepers , ] <− sst [ i , keepers , ] + dsst −
319 b∗ sqrt ( ( lon [ longitudes [1]−1]− lon [ i ] ) ^2)
320 }
321
322 i f ( ( relax . bound [ 4 ] ) &
323 ( i s . element ( lon [ i ] , lon [ ( longitudes [ length ( longitudes ) ]+1) :
324 ( longitudes [ length ( longitudes ) ]+ dlon+1) ] ) ) ) {
325
326 # Don ’ t change temperature over land . Weed out elements o f
longitudes
327 # over land . Find the keepers !
328 keepers <− la t i tudes [ landfrac [ i , la t i tudes ] <0.2]
329
330 # Change SST where there i s ocean
331 sst [ i , keepers , ] <− sst [ i , keepers , ] + dsst −
332 b∗ sqrt ( ( lon [ longitudes [ length ( longitudes ) ]+1]−
lon [ i ] ) ^2)
333
334 }
335
336 }
337
338
339
340
341 # I f there i s sea ice , change back to −1.8 when keep . i ce i s true
342 i f ( keep . i ce ) {
343 sst [ i ce . i c e . baby ] <− −1.8
344 sst [ i ce . i c e . baby ] <− round ( sst [ i ce . i c e . baby ] , 1 )
345 }
346 #print ( sst )
347
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348
349
350
351 put . var . ncdf ( nc , f i e l d .name, sst , verbose=TRUE)
352
353
354 c lo se . ncdf ( nc , verbose=TRUE)
355
356 }
357 }
Appendix D
The change_ice function
This appendix yields the source code of the R program which has been applied to change
the sea ice fraction in the CAM3 modified runs. This program was made using the R
environment developed by R Development Core Team (2008) and the R-package NCDF
(Pierce, 2006). Both the R environment and the NCDF package are freely available from
http://www.R-project.org.
1 ###################################################################
2 # This program removes sea i ce f rac t ion of the c l imato log i ca l input
3 # f i l e used in the data ocean model (DOM) in CAM3. The data ocean model
4 # reads and interpo lates the SST data . The data set monthly samples f o r
5 # one year .
6 #
7 # The program allows fo r the user to spec i f y sp e c i f i c regions fo r
8 # which the sea i s i s removed fo r a l l monthly samples . The
9 # region i s a square defined by lon . rng [ start_lon , stop_lon ] and
10 # lat . rng [ s tar t_ la t , stop_ lat ]
11 #
12 #####################################################################
13
14
15 # The function f ind . lon deals with the fo l lowing problem : the star t
16 # and stop lat i tude given by the user to def ine the domain of change
17 # wi l l probably not co inc ide with a gr ipo int in the model . The
18 # function located the gridpoint which i s c l o se s t to the user
19 # spec i f i ed longitude .
20
21 find . lon <− function ( lon , lon . rng ) {
22
23 start_ lon <− NULL
24 stop_lon <− NULL
25
26 fo r ( i in 1: length ( lon ) ) {
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27 i f ( ( lon . rng [ 1 ] == lon [ 1 ] ) ) {
28 start_ lon <− lon [ 1 ] # ; print ( ’ f i r s t ’ )
29 }
30 i f ( ( lon . rng [ 2 ] > lon [ length ( lon ) ] ) ) {
31 stop_lon <− lon [ length ( lon ) ]
32 }
33 i f ( ( lon [ i ] != lon [ 1 ] ) & ( lon [ i ] != lon [ length ( lon ) ] ) ) {
34 # Start lon
35 bigger <− lon . rng [ 1 ] > lon [ i−1]
36 smaller <− lon . rng [ 1 ] < lon [ i ]
37 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
38 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
39 d1 <− lon . rng [ 1 ] − lon [ i−1]
40 d2 <− lon [ i ] − lon . rng [ 1 ]
41 i f ( d1 < d2 ) start_ lon <− lon [ i−1]
42 i f ( d1 > d2 ) start_ lon <− lon [ i ]
43 }
44 # stop lon
45 bigger <− lon . rng [ 2 ] > lon [ i−1]
46 smaller <− lon . rng [ 2 ] < lon [ i ]
47 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
48 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
49 d1 <− lon . rng [ 2 ] − lon [ i−1]
50 d2 <− lon [ i ] − lon . rng [ 2 ]
51 i f ( d1 < d2 ) stop_lon <− lon [ i−1]
52 i f ( d1 > d2 ) stop_lon <− lon [ i ]
53 }
54 }
55 }
56 return ( c ( start_lon , stop_lon ) )
57 }
58
59
60
61 # The function f ind . la t deals with the fo l lowing problem : the star t
62 # and stop lat i tude given by the user to def ine the domain of change
63 # wi l l probably not co inc ide with a gr ipo int in the model . The function
64 # located the gridpoint which i s c l o se s t to the user spec i f i ed latg i tude .
65
66 find . la t <− function ( lat , la t . rng ) {
67
68 s ta r t _ l a t <− NULL
69 stop_ lat <− NULL
70
71 fo r ( j in 1: length ( la t ) ) {
72
73 i f ( ( la t . rng [ 1 ] < lat [ length ( la t ) /2+1] ) ) {
74 s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ length ( la t ) /2+1]
75 #print ( ’ f i r s t ’ )
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76 }
77 i f ( ( la t . rng [ 2 ] > lat [ length ( la t ) ] ) ) {
78 stop_ lat <− la t [ length ( la t ) ] # ; print ( stop_ lat )
79 }
80
81 i f ( ( la t [ j ] != la t [ 1 ] ) & ( la t [ j ] != la t [ length ( la t ) ] ) ) {
82 bigger <− la t . rng [ 1 ] > lat [ j −1]
83 smaller <− la t . rng [ 1 ] < lat [ j ]
84 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
85 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
86 d1 <− la t . rng [ 1 ] − la t [ j −1]
87 d2 <− la t [ j ] − la t . rng [ 1 ]
88 i f ( d1 < d2 ) s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ j −1]
89 i f ( d1 > d2 ) s ta r t _ l a t <− la t [ j ]
90 }
91 bigger <− la t . rng [ 2 ] > lat [ j −1]
92 smaller <− la t . rng [ 2 ] < lat [ j ]
93 i f ( bigger == smaller ) {
94 # Which d i f f e rence i s smaller ?
95 d1 <− la t . rng [ 2 ] − la t [ j −1]
96 d2 <− la t [ j ] − la t . rng [ 2 ]
97 i f ( d1 < d2 ) stop_ lat <− la t [ j −1]
98 i f ( d1 > d2 ) stop_ lat <− la t [ j ]
99 }
100 }
101 }
102 return ( c ( s tar t_ la t , stop_ lat ) )
103 }
104
105
106
107
108 # The function change_sst takes the fo l lowing arguments :
109 # bc . f i l e : f i l e containing boundary condit ions fo r SST (
c l imato log i ca l )
110 # f i e l d .name : name of f i e l d in bc . f i l e
111 # lon . rng : longitude region fo r which i ce cover wi l l be changed
112 # lat . rng : la t i tude region fo r which i ce cover wi l l be changed
113
114 change_ice <− function ( bc . f i l e =NULL, f i e l d .name= ’ ice_cov ’ , lon . rng=c (0 ,11) ,
115 lat . rng=c (−90,−77) ) {
116
117
118 l ibrary ( ncdf )
119 quit <− FALSE
120
121
122 i f ( ( f i l e . ex i s ts ( bc . f i l e ) ) & ( ! quit ) ) {
123 print ( paste ( " Reading " , bc . f i l e , " . . . " ) )
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124 #print ( paste ( ’ Looking fo r f i e l d ’ , f i e l d .name) )
125 # Open netCDF f i l e
126 nc <− open . ncdf ( bc . f i l e , write=TRUE)
127 print ( nc )
128 # Find number o f var iables in f i l e
129 # NOT coordinate var iables
130 nv <− nc$nvars
131 # Create a l i s t f o r var iables
132 cdfvars <− rep ( " " , nv )
133 fo r ( i in 1:nv ) cdfvars [ i ] <− nc$var [ [ i ] ] $name
134 #print ( cdfvars )
135 # Find the number o f the variable which equals f i e l d .name
136 pick . var <− grep ( f i e l d .name, cdfvars )
137
138 # get . var . ncdf reads a the variable f i e l d .name
139 # get SST f i e l d ! !
140 ice_var <− cdfvars [ pick . var ]
141 print ( paste ( ’ Field : ’ , ice_var , ’ located ’ ) )
142 i ce <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , ice_var )
143 print (dim ( i ce ) )
144
145 # Number o f dimensions
146 nd <− nc$ndims
147 # Create a l i s t f o r var iables
148 cdfdims <− rep ( " " , nd )
149 fo r ( i in 1:nd ) cdfdims [ i ] <− nc$var [ [ pick . var ] ] $dim [ [ i ] ] $name
150 print ( ’ Field has dimentions : ’ )
151 print ( cdfdims )
152
153
154 # Get longitude dimension
155 itim <− grep ( " lon " , cdfdims )
156 lon <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , cdfdims [ itim ] )
157 print ( lon )
158
159 # Get la t i tude dimension
160 itim <− grep ( " la t " , cdfdims )
161 lat <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , cdfdims [ itim ] )
162 print ( la t )
163
164 # Get time dimension
165 itim <− grep ( " time " , cdfdims )
166 #print ( itim )
167 time <− get . var . ncdf ( nc , cdfdims [ itim ] )
168 #print ( time )
169
170
171
172 # Find the gr idpo ints c l o se s t to the user given domain
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173 lon . rng <− f ind . lon ( lon , lon . rng )
174 lat . rng <− f ind . la t ( lat , la t . rng )
175
176 # changing the SSTs ! ! !
177 print ( ’ Remove i ce in region ’ )
178 print ( paste ( ’ lon = ’ , lon . rng [1 ] , ’ − ’ , lon . rng [ 2 ] ) )
179 print ( paste ( ’ l a t = ’ , la t . rng [1 ] , ’ − ’ , l a t . rng [ 2 ] ) )
180
181 ice_o ld <− i c e
182
183
184 fo r ( i in 1: length ( lon ) ) {
185 fo r ( j in 1: length ( la t ) ) {
186 fo r ( t in 1: length ( time ) ) {
187
188 i f ( ( lon [ i ] >= lon . rng [ 1 ] ) & ( lon [ i ] <= lon . rng [ 2 ] ) &
189 ( la t [ j ] >= lat . rng [ 1 ] ) & ( la t [ j ] <= lat . rng [ 2 ] ) ) {
190 #print ( ’ i c e i ce baby . . . ’ )
191 i ce [ i , j , t ] <− 0
192 }
193
194
195
196 }
197 }
198 }
199
200
201
202
203 put . var . ncdf ( nc , ice_var , ice , verbose=TRUE)
204
205
206 c lo se . ncdf ( nc , verbose=TRUE)
207
208 }
209 }
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